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1. Executive Summary

The Part II table of the Main Estimate is structured to align with Defra’s Departmental Strategic
Objectives (DSO).1 The DSOs were set as part of the Comprehensive Spending Review 2007 (CSR07) and
subsequently modified following the creation of the Department of Energy and Climate Change (DECC).
How internal programmes map to the new DSO structure has mainly been resolved but may require finessing
over time.

The Department’s Budget has changed since the CSR07 settlement, mainly due to the transfer of the
majority of Defra’s Climate Change mitigation expenditure programmes to the DECC. In summary, the
Resource DEL Budget has decreased by £257 million and the Capital DEL Budget has decreased by
£381 million.

The Net Resource Requirement has increased by £19 million (0.3%) compared to last year. This increase
is made up of a number of small changes, the details of which are shown in Annex A. The main increases
relate to increased investment in flood management, the Rural Development Programme for England
(RDPE) and Regional Development Agencies (RDA). These increases are largely oVset by decreases due to
the Rural Payments Agency’s (RPA) eYciency gains and the eVect of exchange rates on Single Payment
Scheme (SPS) payments.

The Net Cash Requirement has decreased by £218 million (4%) compared to last year. This is mainly due
to a £200 million adjustment to the movement in creditors reflected in the 2008–09 Spring Supplementary
Estimate (SSE). RPA processed SPS 2008 payments to farmers earlier than in previous years, requiring extra
cash in 2008–09. Having made this step change in paying the majority of farmers within the first two months
of the payment window, overall cash requirement will revert to a normal level year on year.

The pictorial representation of the diVerences between the Parliamentary Estimate and Treasury Budget
control regimes is attached, together with a cross-referenced version of the Estimate. Defra finance staV are
available at the Committee’s convenience for informal discussions on any of the technical issues within the
Estimate and Budget.

1 http://www.defra.gov.uk/corporate/what-do-we-do/index.htm
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2. Introduction

The purpose of this memorandum is to confirm that the resources and cash sought in the Main Estimate
are consistent with the plans set out in the CSR07, support the delivery of Defra’s Public Service Agreement
(PSA) target and to compare with previous years’ actuals and future years’ plans.

3. Summary of the Main Spending Control Figures Contained in the Estimate

Voted Provision

The Main Estimate provides for:

— a total net resource requirement of £5,348,997,000; split between:

— RfR 1 Defra £5,273,818,000

— RfR 2 Forestry Commission £75,179,000

— a combined net cash requirement of £5,236,206,000

Budgetary data

The key budgetary figures are:

— Resource Departmental Expenditure Limit £2,708,632,000; of which:

— Administration budget £304,296,000

— Near-cash £2,373,200,000

— Capital Departmental Expenditure Limit £668,915,000

— Resource Annually Managed Expenditure £4,449,000

— Capital Annually Managed Expenditure £500,000

4. Explanation of Significant Changes in Provision Compared with 2008–09

Net resource requirement

2009–10 £5,348,997,000

2008–09 £5,330,492,000

The net resource requirement is £19 million (0.3%) higher than last year. A detailed explanation, broken
down by Estimate Sub-head, is given in Annex A. The main increases relate to increased investment in flood
management, the Rural Development Programme for England and Regional Development Agencies. These
increases are largely oVset by decreases due to RPA’s eYciency gains and the eVect of exchange rates on SPS
payments.

Net voted capital expenditure

2009–10 £73,647,000

2008–09 £92,393,000

Net voted capital expenditure has fallen by £19 million (20.3%). This is due to assumptions made on the
split between Capital and Capital grants at the time the 2008–09 Estimate was produced. Capital grants are
classified as Resource in the Estimate and Capital in the Budget.

Net cash requirement

2009–10 £5,236,206,000

2008–09 £5,454,440,000

The £218 million (4%) fall in the net cash requirement is mainly due to a £200 million adjustment to RPA’s
movement in creditors processed in the 2008–09 SSE. RPA processed SPS 2008 payments to farmers earlier
than in previous years, requiring extra cash in 2008–09. Having made this step change in paying the majority
of farmers within the first two months of the payment window, overall cash requirement will revert to a
normal level year on year.

Resource DEL

2009–10 £2,708,632,000

2008–09 £2,667,871,000

Resource DEL has increased by £41 million (1.5%). This is mainly due to increased spend on flood
management and Regional Development Agencies.
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Capital DEL

2009–10 £668,915,000

2008–09 £618,841,000

Capital DEL has increased by £50 million (8.1%). This is mainly due to increased investment in flood
management, including Capital spend brought forward to 2009–10 from 2010–11 in the Pre-Budget Report
Fiscal Stimulus package, and waste strategy.

5. Detailed Explanation of Changes in Provision Compared with 2008–09

Detailed explanations for any significant variances between the SSE 2008–09 and the Main Estimate
2009–10 are shown in the table in Annex A.

6. Explanation of Significant Changes in Provision Compared with the 2007 Comprehensive
Spending Review (CSR07) Allocations

Resource DEL

2009–10 Main Estimate £2,708,632,000

2009–10 in CSR07 £2,966,000,000

DEL Resource has decreased by £257.4 million because:

£000

Transfer to the Department for Communities and Local Government for Revenue (600)
Support Grants for contaminated land.
Transfer from the Department for Communities and Local Government to undo a pan 1,750
Government Agreement from 2003 for an Ordnance Survey mapping service. DCLG will
invoice customers for this service in the future.
Transfer from the Marine and Fisheries Agency (MFA) to the Welsh Assembly (233)
Government (WAG) for the transfer of MFA staV already working in Wales on behalf of
WAG.
Transfer to HM Treasury as a contribution towards Sustainable Procurement. (915)
Transfer to the Cabinet OYce as a contribution towards the Government Security Zone. (40)
Machinery of Government transfer to DECC. (255,996)
Transfer to the Cabinet OYce for Natural Hazards work. (300)
Transfer to the Department for Innovation, Universities and Skills as a contribution (34)
towards the Skills Strategy.
Transfer to HM Treasury to allow a PFI project for a waste disposal plant in Manchester (1,000)
to access the PFI investment fund.

Capital DEL

2009–10 Main Estimate £668,915,000

2009–10 in CSR07 £1,050,000,000

Capital DEL has decreased by £381 million because:

£000

Machinery of Government transfer of the Chemicals Regulation Directorate (formerly (220)
known as the Pesticides Safety Directorate) to the Department for Work and Pensions.
Machinery of Government transfer to DECC. (410,000)
Pre-Budget Report Fiscal Stimulus package increased capital spend for flood 20,000
management, brought forward from 2010–11.
Pre-Budget Report Fiscal Stimulus package increased capital spend for the British 5,000
Waterways Board (BWB), brought forward from 2010–11.
Transfer to HM Treasury to allow a PFI project for a waste disposal plant in Manchester (4,250)
to access the PFI investment fund.
Increase announced in the 2009 Budget for grants for developing reprocessing facilities 8,385
for food waste, creating jobs and enabling new composting and anaerobic digestion
facilities to be built. To be administered by the Waste and Resources Action Programme
(WRAP).
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7. Impact on the Public Service Agreement (PSA) Targets

The provision sought is in accordance with CSR07, the HM Treasury Pre-Budget and Budget Reports
and plans about to be published in the 2009 Departmental Report.

CSR07 contains a new set of cross-government priorities or PSAs to replace those which were agreed in
the 2004 Spending Review. There are 30 new PSAs across government. Following the creation of DECC,
Defra2 leads on 1 PSA:

— Secure a healthy natural environment for everyone’s well being, health and prosperity, now and in
the future.

Defra has also signed up to be a formal delivery partner for seven additional PSAs and will contribute to
another four.

The new framework also requires departments to develop a set of Departmental Strategic Objectives
(DSOs) covering the full breadth of a department’s work. Defra has nine DSO’s for assessing performance
internally and will report regularly against them to HM Treasury. Detailed information about funding and
the Department’s PSA targets will be published in the Departmental Report.

8. DEL Budget

The table below compares outturn from 2004–05 onwards with planned DEL for the current and
future years:

£m Outturn Plans
2004–05 2005–06 2006–07 2007–08 2008–09 2009–10 2010–11

Resource DEL 2,618 2,608 2,884 2,704 2,668 2,709 2,682
Of which:

Near cash 2,274 2,147 2,331 2,320 2,363 2,373 2,339
Non cash 344 461 553 384 305 336 343

Capital DEL 314 639 568 559 619 669 608
less 184 136 155 212 197 224 210
depreciation*
Total DEL 2,748 3,111 3,297 3,051 3,090 3,154 3,080

* Depreciation, which forms part of resource DEL, is excluded from the total DEL since capital DEL
includes capital spending and to include depreciation of those assets would lead to double counting.
Figures include Forestry Commission for all years.

This table reflects a reduction in DEL Budgets reported in previous years in accordance with machinery
of government (MoG) processes due to the transfer of the majority of Defra’s Climate Change
responsibilities to DECC

Non-cash costs increased in 2005–06 and 2006–07 mainly due to the creation of the CAP disallowance
provision. Near-cash costs increased from 2006–07 due to the utilisation of both the CAP and Environment
Agency closed pension fund provisions. Near-cash costs then decrease in 2010–11 due to Defra’s
contribution to the Value for Money and the Operational EYciency Programme 2010–11.

Capital DEL increased in 2005–06 when capital grants were transferred from resource to capital and
increases again from 2008–09 to 2010–11, mainly due to increased investment in flood management and
waste. Further details will be included in the 2009 Departmental Report.

9. DEL End Year Flexibility (EYF)

£m Admin Other Total of which Non-cash Capital
Resource Resource Near-cash

PEOWP (July 08) " 85 85 63 22 "
Take up in Winter Supplementary " " " " " "
Estimate (WSE)
Balance of EYF at 31 March 2009 " 85 85 63 22 "

The Department drew down £56,000 EYF in the 2008–09 SSE relating to an Invest to Save Budget project
for Investing in Communities.

The accumulated stock of near-cash EYF largely relates to an underspend on the ring-fenced disallowance
provision for SPS. The timing of when the provision is utilised is very uncertain due to lengthy EC processes
and is mainly beyond the Department’s control. As a consequence the Department did not fully utilise the
Budget cover in 2007–08.

2 http://www.defra.gov.uk/corporate/what-do-we-do/index.htm
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The accumulated stock of non-cash EYF largely relates to an underspend on notional cost of capital for
the Forestry Commission’s Public Forest Estate. The value of the Public Forest Estate fluctuates
considerably and fell in 2006–07 to a level where the cost of capital was below that provided in the Estimate.

10. Administration Budget

A comparison with earlier years’ outturn and future years’ plans is set out below:

£m Outturn Plans
2004–05 2005–06 2006–07 2007–08 2008–09 2009–10 2010–11

Administration 338 356 357 346 311 304 298
Budget

This table reflects a reduction in Administration Budgets reported in previous years in accordance with
MoG processes due to the transfer of the majority of Defra’s Climate Change responsibilities to DECC.

The Administration Budget falls during the CSR07 period as eYciency savings are realised.

11. Provisions and Contingent Liabilities

RfR 1 contains £42 million voted DEL (ringfenced) for possible increases to provisions for CAP
disallowance and £59.3 million voted AME for the increase to the Environment Agency Closed Pension
Fund provision to cover interest on scheme liabilities.

The Main Estimate also includes details of all the contingent liabilities included in the Department’s
interim (nine-month) resource accounts.

12. Breakdown of Sub-heads in Part II of the Estimate

Details which may be of interest to the Committee are:

— £58 million within voted DEL “A Healthy Natural Environment” for subsidies and capital grant
to British Waterways;

— £547 million within voted DEL “A Healthy Natural Environment” for the Rural Development
Programme for England, of which £337 million is EC funded and so included as a Consolidated
Fund Extra Receipt (CFER);

— £60 million within voted DEL “Strong Rural Communities” for payments to the Regional
Development Agencies;

— £127 million within voted DEL “Addressing Environmental Risk and Emergencies” for the
Animal Health agency;

— £117 million within voted DEL (under Support for Local Authorities) “Sustainable Consumption
and Production” for Waste Strategy; and

— A breakdown of the Non-Budget grant-in-aid to Defra’s Non-Departmental Public Bodies is
shown as a note to the Main Estimate. Included within the grant-in-aid to the Environment Agency
is £613 million for Flood Management.

This memorandum has been prepared with reference to guidance in the Estimates Manual provided by
HM Treasury. The information in this memorandum has been approved by Helen Ghosh, Accounting
OYcer and Permanent Head of Defra.
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Annex B

EXPLANATION OF KEY TERMS USED IN THE MEMORANDUM

Departmental Expenditure Limit (DEL)

This is spending that is within the Department’s control and can therefore be planned over an extended
period. It is a Treasury budgetary control that is set for three-year periods. Examples include administration
costs, payments for goods and services, CAP scheme payments and non-cash costs such as depreciation.

Annually Managed Expenditure (AME)

This is spending that is generally less predictable and controllable than expenditure in DEL. It is a
Treasury budgetary control that is reviewed twice a year with Departments. Defra has very little AME
expenditure, mainly adjustments to the Environment Agency closed pension fund and Levy Funded Body
resource and capital costs.

Request for Resources (RfR)

This is the functional level at which the Departmental Estimates may be split. Defra has the following
two RfR’s:

RfR1: Ensuring that consumers benefit from competitively priced food, produced to high standards of
safety; environmental care and animal welfare from a sustainable, eYcient food chain, to contribute to the
well-being of rural and coastal communities and funding aspects of the Common Agricultural Policy and
Rural Development Programme for England Guarantee Section as economically, eYciently and eVectively
as possible.

RfR2: Direction of the delivery of the Government’s Strategy for Trees, Woods and Forests in England
and taking the lead in development and promotion of sustainable forest management across Great Britain.

Departmental Unallocated Provision

Part of a Departments total DEL that is not allocated to particular spending, but held back by the
Department to meet unforeseen pressures.

End Year Flexibility (EYF)

A mechanism which allows the Department to carry forward unspent DEL provision into later years.

Voted and Non-Voted Funds

The term Vote applies to the process by which Parliament formally approves the supply of funds to the
Department via the Supply Estimate. Non-voted funds have by definition not been through that process eg
Defra EU CAP income and NDPB resource and capital costs.

Administration Budget

A Treasury control on the resources consumed directly by departments and agencies in providing those
services which are not directly associated with frontline service delivery. Includes such things as: pay,
resource expenditure on accommodation, utilities and services.

Near-cash

Resource expenditure that has a related cash implication, even though the timing of the cash payment
may be slightly diVerent. For example, expenditure on gas or electricity supply is incurred as the fuel is used,
though the cash payment might be made in arrears on a quarterly basis.

Non-cash

Costs where there is no cash transaction but which are included in a body’s accounts to establish the true
cost of all the resources used eg depreciation.

Comprehensive Spending Review (CSR)

A cross government review of departmental aims and objectives and analysis of all spending programmes.
Results in the allocation of three-year Departmental Expenditure Limits.
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Response to EFRA questions on the Defra Department Report 2009

SEPTEMBER 2009

PSA 28 (page 149 of the Departmental Report)

1. Indicator 28.2 (farmland birds)
Page 149 of the Departmental Report states that this indicator has not yet been assessed in the CSR period,
although most recently available data for the 2007 breeding season show that there had been a small decrease
in the wild breeding bird index. What are the Department’s plans for addressing the decline of the farmland
birds indicator? What is the Department’s assessment of the way particular farming practices and Defra policies
may have contributed to that decline?

Potential Reasons for the decline and summary assessment of Defra’s role

Farmland bird populations declined by around 50% between the mid-1970s and the mid-1990s due to
agricultural intensification. This included the loss of mixed farming, the switch from spring to autumn
sowing of cereal crops (and consequent loss of overwinter stubble fields), increased use of agro-chemicals
(particularly the indirect eVect of pesticides), agricultural improvement of grasslands and the loss of field
margins and hedges. These changes have meant that farmland birds have fewer places to nest, are less
successful when they do nest and are less likely to survive the winter.

Ornithological experts are unable to identify with any certainty the main additional drivers behind recent
declines, with the exception of a possible disease aVecting Greenfinch populations. The Department
considers it likely that there may have been a steeper decline in the farmland bird index had we not put in
place mitigating measures such as Environmental Stewardship (ES).

Defra’s policies

Agri-environment schemes—ES and the now closed schemes Countryside Stewardship (CSS) and
Environmentally Sensitive Areas (ESA)—form the major delivery mechanism for increases in farmland bird
populations. Currently 50,000 farmers are under agreement with over 6m ha (over 65% of available
farmland). We have changed several aspects of ES, in response to the recent Review of Progress (published
in 2008), by including new options, changing existing options and improving uptake of key options,
targeting and advice3. These should further improve ES’s performance for farmland birds. Implementation
of these changes has begun and initial prescription and option changes are already in place. The final tranche
of Review of Progress changes will be in place (subject to Commission approval) in time for the
Environmental Stewardship Entry Level Scheme (ELS) renewals exercise from August 2010 onwards.

In addition to the agri-environment schemes we work closely with our delivery body Natural England
(NE) and with other stakeholders on other projects including:

Regional farmland bird initiatives

NE, in partnership with others, such as RSPB and the Farming and Wildlife Advisory Group (FWAG),
is developing a number of regional farmland bird initiatives to increase uptake of the valuable in-field
options that benefit farmland birds via ES.

Farmers and land managers applying for ES will receive tailored advice delivered through workshops and
one-to-one farm visits to support the needs of these farmland bird species. Farmers have responded
enthusiastically to these initiatives.

Enhanced training and information for farmers

The Department, with NE, is developing the Entry Level Stewardship Training and Information
Programme (ETIP). ETIP will help farmers in all regions of England to put in place the right package of
management options for their land, including those for farmland bird species.

The Campaign for the Farmed Environment

The Campaign for the Farmed Environment is a farming industry-led voluntary approach to recapture
the environmental benefits of set-aside that the Government has agreed with the National Farmers Union,
the Country Land and Business Association, and other partners including RSPB, FWAG and the Game and
Wildlife Conservation Trust. The Campaign will encourage the uptake of the most valuable options within
ES and under the Campaign, by June 2012, farmers will;

— double the uptake of these key ELS in-field options, covering 40,000 hectares on top of current
levels;

— increase uncropped land by 20,000 hectares from January 2008 levels. The Campaign will also seek
to improve the environmental management of at least 60,000 hectares of uncropped land; and

— introduce voluntary measures of benefit to the environment on other land covering from at least
30,000 to 50,000 hectares.

3 Review of progress report with full list of recommendations can be found at: http://collections.europarchive.org/tna/
20081027092120/http://defra.gov.uk/erdp/schemes/es/es-report.pdf
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Path to recovery from the decline in the index

Based on our current knowledge and plans there is a reasonable likelihood that the target will be back on
course in three to five years’ time. This will be dependent on: continued high uptake of ES among farmers
and land managers (aided by enhanced training and an information package on options and coverage of ES
and changes to it), the successful implementation of ES changes and better targeting of Stewardship
agreements, and the eVectiveness of measures to mitigate the loss of set-aside through the Campaign for the
Farmed Environment. Where appropriate measures have been put in place through ES, farmland bird
populations have responded positively. An example of this is at the RSPB’s Hope Farm in Cambridgeshire
where farmland bird numbers have doubled since 2000, mainly due to land management undertaken
through ELS. This indicates that improved use of existing measures through scheme targeting, advice, and
correct location of scheme options, can deliver a recovery for farmland birds (as already demonstrated with
the Stone Curlew and Cirl Bunting in the predecessor Countryside Stewardship Scheme).

Additionally we have a continuing programme of scheme evaluation and Research & Development to
help refine existing measures further and recommend new scheme options as necessary. We believe this will
help us get back on course to meet the target by 2020.

2. Indicator 28.4 (marine health)
The Delivery Agreement for PSA 28 notes that this indicator would be assessed by, amongst other things, the
“plankton status”. Page 150 of the Departmental Report states that indicator 28.4 has not yet been assessed,
but that 2007 data indicates that plankton have declined, “largely due to climate change impacts”. What
measures are available to the Department, specifically, to address the apparent deterioration in plankton status?

Defra’s scientific knowledge is limited about the extent to which anthropogenic climate change is driving
the apparent changes in zooplankton. However, the changes in zooplankton aVect a large area of the North
Atlantic and do appear to be linked to changes in climate and, in particular, changes in the North Atlantic
Oscillation, which is the key control in the climate of the North Atlantic Ocean. Nevertheless Defra’s science
programme aims to improve our understanding of the implications of climate change and ocean
acidification in the marine ecosystem, including for fish productivity, which will allow the development of
potential adaptation strategies.

The Government is actively pursuing policies to mitigate the eVects of climate change, which also aim to
halt and reverse such impacts on our oceans. However measures of the scale needed specifically to reverse
the changes reflected in the plankton indicator (independent of climate change mitigation) are either not
available or are not likely to be feasible. Even if such measures were available the full impacts of such
interventions, both positive and negative, are unclear.

3. Departmental Strategic Objectives (DSOs)
There have been a number of changes made to the DSOs since they were last described in the Autumn
Performance Review—four DSOs have had their wording changed, at least two DSOs appear to have fewer
indicators, and the Department has created an entirely new DSO (DSO 7). The Committee would like details
of all of the changes to DSOs and their underlying indicators since the 2008 Autumn performance Report was
published, along with the rationale for each of the changes.

Details of changes to, and the rationale for, Defra’s DSOs and their underlying indicators are detailed
below.

DSO 1: DSO 1 is a new DSO that puts emphasis on the importance of the domestic Adapting to Climate
Change Programme. The lead on tackling climate change internationally has now passed to the Department
of Energy and Climate Change (DECC) since its creation in October 2008.

DSO 3: The title of DSO 3 has changed. In 2007–08 it was “Sustainable patterns of consumption and
production”, it now reads “Sustainable, low carbon and resource eYcient patterns of consumption and
production”. The change was to draw out specifically that the work of Sustainable Consumption and
Production (SCP) has a major role in minimising carbon emissions, waste and the use of non-renewable
resource. One indicator underpinning DSO 3 has also changed. It was “Better products, as measured by
annual reductions in CO2 emissions from domestic appliances”. It has now been changed to “Better
products, as measured by progress towards meeting the Energy White Paper target for annual reductions in
CO2 emissions from product use”. This change was made to bring the indicator more closely into line with
the work that is underway to help meet the Energy White Paper target.

DSO 4: The title of DSO 4 has changed and one intermediate outcome and one indicator removed since
the APR. This is because responsibility for radioactive waste management has transferred from Defra to
DECC. This resulted in the loss of one indicator. Following the creation of DECC, Defra also revised its
DSOs. As part of this, the monitoring of climate change adaptation shifted from DSO 4 (where it was an
Intermediate Outcome) to become the new DSO 1.

DSO 6: There is one less indicator underpinning DSO 6 than in the APR. This was the indicator relating
to food production and consumption, which now underpins DSO 7, our new food DSO.
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DSO 7: The machinery of Government changes in October 2008 gave Defra a coordinating role in food
policy and in line with this the new DSO 7 was created. Previously food related work was brigaded under
the DSO 6 “A thriving farming and food sector”. The new role requires us to work with other Departments
on wider issues, such as social impacts (health and wellbeing, food inequalities, food poverty, food skills)
and international activity on global food security and sustainability.

DSO 8: The EFRA Committee in its 11th Report of Session 2007–08 (volume 1) recommended that Defra
adopt the term “Socially and Economically Sustainable Rural Communities” for its DSO 8 to replace
“Strong Rural Communities”. In our response to the report, we agreed that the suggested change was a
constructive one and accepted the recommendation.

4. DSO 1: Climate Change (Departmental Report page 151)
The Report states that the Department plans in Autumn 2009 to propose a basket of indicators for the Adapting
to Climate Change Programme for consultation. What is the Department’s latest thinking on the sort of
measures that might be involved, and to what extent does the Department expect such measures to include
factors which the Department itself might be able to influence?

Defra is developing this workstream with the intention of proposing a new basket of performance
measures for adapting to climate change in Autumn 2009. These are likely to recognise the need to raise
awareness, to build capacity in the public, private and third sectors, and to generate changes in policy and
practice to deliver real world outcomes. Adaptation is essentially a process, rather than an outcome. Linking
measures of adaptation success to outcomes is therefore a complex undertaking and is likely to require long
timeframes for development. Furthermore, by aiming to “mainstream” adaptation into an organisation’s
common risk management processes, it will be diYcult to distinguish the influence of “adaptation” risk
management from other influences on decisions taken.

A mixture of process and outcome indicators are likely to be in any proposals, with a particular emphasis
on process indicators in the short term, but with an intention to shift to outcome indicators in the long term.
Defra needs both to measure the UK’s adaptive status, which includes elements outside of our control, such
as private sector choices of adaptation actions, and to have indicators that measure the eVectiveness of its
programmes.

5. DSO 2: Healthy Natural Environment (Departmental Report page 153)
On indicator 2.5.2, the Annual Report notes that a survey in 2007 found no overall change in average carbon
concentration in soils since 1978. What is the Department’s current thinking on the possible reasons for this
lack of change?

The lack of change in soil carbon as reported by the 2007 Countryside Survey is reassuring and suggests
that soils have not been subject to the levels of degradation that were identified by a previous study in
England and Wales. More recent large-scale soil surveys, such as National Soil Inventory Scotland, have
also supported the Countryside Survey results. However, Defra recognises that there are weaknesses with
the methodology of current soil surveys—at present they measure changes in the concentration of soil
carbon only and do not taken into account losses due to erosion or oxidation of peat for example—and
Defra is exploring ways to improve their robustness.

Many factors can aVect soil carbon concentrations including land management practices, weather
variations, climate change impacts and nitrogen deposition, and research is ongoing to better understand
how these factors may have contributed to the trends observed. At the same time, Defra has put in place
measures to protect existing soil carbon through Common Agricultural Policy cross-compliance and
Environmental Stewardship schemes and is looking at further opportunities to increase soil carbon stores.
However, it will take potentially 7-10 years after implementation before the impact of these measures can
be detected because levels of carbon in soils change very slowly.

6. DSO 3: Sustainable Consumption and Production (Departmental Report page 155)
Four of the indicators for this DSO do not yet have baseline data available, although the narrative indicates
that some data on “resource eYciency” and “consumption” might be available after June 2009 (indicators
3.1.1 and 3.2.2). The Committee would like to see this data when it is available.

Please find below the data for indicators 3.1.1 and 3.1.2.

Indicator 3.1.1: Resource eYciency, is measured by reductions in environmental impacts of
manufacturing/services against Gross Value Added. Gross Value Added in the main sectors targeted by
Sustainable Production and Consumption (SCP) policies rose by 25% between 2000 and 2007. Water use
decreased by about 10% over the period, although because of climate variations it is too early to say whether
the change is significant. CO2 emissions fell by 5%, while waste to landfill reduced from 27 mt to 21 mt.
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DSO indicator 3.1.1: Resource EYciency—data for the first year of the CSR period

Data for 2007 the base year for the CSR period is as follows:

1. Gross Value Added of SCP key sectors (UK): £864 billion in Chain Value Measures (2005 prices).

2. Carbon dioxide emissions (UK): 182 mt.

3. Water use (E&W): 2.7 million cubic metres.

4. Commercial and industrial waste to landfill (England): 21.0 mt.

Indicator 3.1.2: Household consumption is measured by reductions in environmental impacts of UK
households against household spending. Household expenditure rose by 21% between 2000 and 2007. There
was little change in water use with a small increase of 3%. CO2 emissions from energy fell 5%, while
household waste not recycled fell from 27 mt to 20 mt, representing improvements.
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DSO 3 Indicator 3.1.2: Household Consumption—data for the first year of the CSR period

Data for 2007 (the base year for the CSR period) is as follows:

1. Household final consumption expenditure (UK): £815 billion in Chain Value Measures
(2005 prices, not seasonally adjusted).

2. Carbon dioxide emissions from energy use in the home (UK): 141 mt.

3. Water use (E&W): 2.9 million cubic metres.

4. Household waste not recycled (UK): 20.3 mt.

These data show that production is becoming more resource eYcient over time, whilst although there was
little change in water use in the home, changes in household energy use and household waste not recycled
are heading in the right direction.

7. DSO 8: Rural Communities (Departmental Report pp 169–171)
The two indicators for this DSO have, between them, 39 individual statistical measures. The Report states that
the Department’s performance will be assessed by comparing rural outcomes for these measures against the
national average. The Committee would nevertheless like to see any trend data available for these measures,
including if possible trend data that compares rural outcomes against national outcomes.

The 39 statistical indicators used in the 2009 Departmental Report are supplemented by historical data
for almost all of the indicators in DSO 8 The indicators have between two and 12 years’ data in the
“baseline” (pre 2008 data) which varies depending on whether the information has been collected or is
readily available. The full report which contains tables and charts using this trend data is available on the
Defra website.4

This historical data is crucial in assessing the “traYc light” status of each indicator. The indicator is
assessed not only on the relative position of rural areas to the national average for the most current year
available but also on the trajectory from previous years and where this suggests the trend is heading in the
future. Therefore, an indicator where performance in rural areas is the same as the national average but
which is showing a downward trend for rural areas and an upward trend for England would be given an
amber-red rating based on the trend rather than green rating based only on the current position of rural areas
relative to the national average.

4 http://www.defra.gov.uk/rural/policy/dso/index.htm
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8. DSO 9: Respected Department (Departmental Report page 172)
The Department has not defined any intermediate outcomes for this DSO. Instead, progress in delivering the
policy outcomes for DSOs 1–8 will be tracked in combination with a range of internal management indicators
for customer service, stakeholder perspectives, public opinion, staV engagement and eYciency. What data does
the Department have on any of these themes, and what do they show? When does the Department expect that
it will it be in a position to provide a progress assessment for this DSO?

Defra’s approach to DSO 9 is to monitor progress by a suite of internal management indicators. This
reflects Defra’s view that managing organisational respect in a Whitehall context is complex. What Defra
is trying to measure is how internal organisation furthers the eVort to achieve our policy outcomes. Although
these measures are internally focussed our assessment is that Defra is respected and the DSO is being
delivered. Given the internal value of these measures and the reality that they are at one step removed from
what matters to the public there is little value in putting these and their RAG status into the public domain.
Defra is happy to share these with EFRA, and a copy of the progress report for the period April to June
2009 is attached. Defra is now considering the case for removing this DSO, whilst continuing to monitor
levels of respect by other parts of our corporate reporting process.

Please see attached DSO 9 Progress Report.

Efficiency

9. CSR-07 Value for Money Target (Departmental Report pp 135–138)
(i) Defra plans to find £115 million of its required Value for Money savings by 2010–11 from “allocative
savings”, or “reprioritisations”, including £75.6 million from such measures identified in 2008–09. What are
the main areas or activities contributing to that £75.6 million saving? What “lower value activities” were given
smaller budgets as a result?

In setting the budget for 2008–09, Defra was entering the first year of a new Spending Review period, with
a new set of challenges and priorities. The demand to spend money on the full portfolio of Defra’s activities
outstrips the budget available for the CSR-07 Settlement. Therefore Ministers and the Management Board
had to undertake a “reprioritisation” exercise to make sure priorities were protected and suYciently
resourced. For example Ministers made public commitments to improve the speed and accuracy of Single
Payment Scheme (SPS) payments to farmers and to increase government spending on flood risk
management from £600 million in 2007–08 to £800 million in 2010–11.

It was agreed that we could include £75.6 million of Allocative Savings within Defra’s overall VfM savings
in 2008–09 (in line with HMT and NAO guidance). This represents those areas where we made adjustments
within a programme or ongoing activity to ensure that, within the overall budget available, higher priority
activities received due recognition and support in the budget setting process. The table below provides a
breakdown by Management Board Programme and by Group Programme/ongoing activity of where the
£75.6 million was derived. However, it is worth emphasising that these figures represent adjustments made to
components within the individual programmes listed. It does not therefore mean that the programme itself is
a “lower value activity”.

Programme Savings 2008–09 (£k)

Board Programmes
Sustainable Production and Consumption 13,925
Rural Development Programme for England 9,800
Water Availability and Quality 8,500
Marine 3,500
Animal Health and Welfare 3,000
Farming for the Future 750
Waste 250
Group Programmes and Ongoing Activities
Animal Health Agency 8,750
People and Landscapes Programme 6,000
Sustainable Development Programme 4,500
Defra Strategy Programme 3,550
Counterfactual Savings Programme Element1 900
Food Chain Programme 500
Capital Savings
IT Infrastructure 6,860
Delivery Body Asset Base 3,565
Marine 550
Core Defra Estate 440
Counterfactual Savings Capital Element1 310

Total Allocative Savings 75,650

Note 1: The “counterfactual” element represents the inflationary increase to the cost of the
activities for which the savings have been made had the activities continued without the
savings. This is the agreed HMT methodology for calculating VfM savings.
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(ii) At page 137, the Defra Annual Report states that the NAO will review Value for Money savings and “report
on each Department’s claim during the CSR-07 spending period”. When is the NAO’s report on Defra’s
programme expected to be produced, and will such a report be made publicly available?

Defra was one of three government departments that volunteered to become involved in a pilot study of
VfM savings by the NAO in late 2008 and early 2009. This helped NAO to devise clear criteria for measuring
VfM savings which they are now using to undertake VfM reviews of all government departments over the
CSR-07 period. This can be found on their website.5 Due to Defra’s participation in the pilot study, and
our relatively small level of savings compared to other departments, NAO do not expect to return to Defra
for an audit review until the Summer 2010 at the earliest; as with all NAO VfM reports we would expect this
to be published.

(iii) Defra’s Value for Money target was increased by £75 million in Budget 2009. What savings measures does
the Department expect to pursue to achieve the additional £75 million required?

Defra has identified scope to deliver £75 million more eYciency savings. The savings will be mainly
delivered by deploying opportunities identified in Defra’s back oYce and IT functions, through
collaborative procurement, better asset management and rationalisation of the Department’s estates under
the Operational EYciency Programme (OEP). Initiatives include the following.

Sustainable Workplace Management (SWM) brings much of the Defra network estate into a single
Facilities Management contract realising economies of scale and increasing the flexibility and quality of
Defra’s facilities. The contract will save Defra £6 million each year from 2010–11 onwards and over its life
time it will achieve sustainable savings of £126 million.

Adopting a more risk-based approach to monitoring and enforcement and sharing costs with industry will
save an additional £17 million on BSE and scrapie measures. The Animal Health Agency will save £7 million
through modernised working practices supported by IT-enabled process change.

Creation of the Food and Environment Research Agency (FERA) will reduce overhead costs by
£2.5 million through the merger of the Central Science Laboratory, the Government Decontamination
Service and Defra’s Plant Health Service and Plant Variety Rights and Seeds OYce.

Defra’s waste management and resource eYciency activities will be delivered through a single delivery
channel, the Waste and Resources Action Programme (WRAP), saving £3 million.

Further work is currently underway to validate and devise a delivery plan for the remaining £40 million
VfM savings, building upon work already launched as part of the OEP programme.

10. Operational EYciency Programme
(i) The Committee would like detail of all programmes and expected savings under Defra’s Operational
EYciency Programme banner.

Defra’s OEP can be outlined as follows. First a benchmarking phase this autumn, using HMT key
performance indicators. Secondly functional reviews informed by the results of benchmarking and steers
from Defra’s respective Heads of Profession followed by implementation of review findings. Until the
reviews are completed it is diYcult to say what VfM savings will emerge under the OEP banner. However,
we are aspiring to achieve 20% to 25% savings in our back oYce costs by 2013–14 compared to 2007–08.
Defra is also aiming to improve procurement performance by collaborating much more than previously to
secure greater VfM. Defra also plans to improve the value that we achieve via the management of our assets.

(ii) Page 40 of the Departmental Report notes that British Waterways will establish a wholly owned property
subsidiary. Please can you provide details of any progress made in setting up the subsidiary? What savings are
envisaged, and in what years?

Discussions have been taking place between British Waterways (BW), Defra, HMT and the Shareholder
Executive on setting up the property subsidiary. Progress will have been made and reported on in the
Autumn Budget statement. The new structure will increase clarity of BW funding model and help ensure
BW’s continued focus on maximising returns from their property portfolio. More broadly Defra’s OEP will
look at the possibility of VfM savings from both asset management and eYciency, looking beyond the
current CSR-07 period to 2013–14. BW will be part of this work as we endeavour to increase the VfM savings
that we are making. Defra aims to complete the work by the end of 2009.

5 http://www.nao.org.uk/what we do/other specialist expertise/eYciency/csr07.aspx
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11. Lyons EYciency Target (Departmental Report page 138)
The Department states that the current overall forecast for the relocation of posts out of the South-East by
March 2010 stands at 776 posts, which would significantly exceed the Department’s original target. This
includes 223 Agriculture and Horticulture Development Board posts relocated to Warwickshire and 140 posts
for the Marine Management Organisation to be established in Tyneside. How many redundancies might be
involved in these two moves, and what might the total extent of redundancy payments be?

The Agriculture and Horticulture Development Board (AHDB) relocation to Stoneleigh was completed
in July 2009. The following table shows the number of redundancies made as a result of relocation and the
latest cost estimates.

Redundancy
Previous Organisation Location Redundancies Cost (£k)

AHDB Meat Services Milton Keynes 46 1,535
Home Grown Cereals Authority London 38 1,095
Potato Council Ltd Oxford 24 780
Horticultural Development Council Kent 10 380
Meat and Livestock Comission Commercial Milton Keynes 3 65
Services Ltd

Totals 121 3,855

The relocation of the Marine and Fisheries Agency to Tyneside and its transition to the Marine
Management Organisation involves no redundancies.

Departmental Report: other issues

12. Better regulation
Page 130 of the Annual Report notes that the administrative burden imposed by the Department was
£460 million, and that this will be reduced by £56 million through already-identified better regulation measures.
What are the main measures involved?

The latest available version of the Defra Simplification Plan is that for 2008, which is available on the
Defra website.6 A list of all the main simplification measures, grouped by theme, can be found in Annexes
A and B, with lower-value measures in Annex C. Please note that the list includes measures for Radioactive
Substances, which have since been transferred to DECC. Work has begun on the 2009 Defra Simplification
Plan, which will be available by the end of the year.

13. Capability Review, March 2009
The Committee would like to have a copy of the Department’s action plan for addressing the recommendations
of the March 2009 follow-on Capability Review, or if no new action plan was produced then details of how the
recommendations of the March 2009 Review will be taken forward.

The action plan has been discussed with the Cabinet OYce and agreed by the Defra Management Board.
It shows how the recommendations of the Capability review are being taken forward as four workstreams:

1. Delivering for our customers.

2. Building confidence and pride.

3. Improving our skills.

4. Embedding our business processes.

Each workstream has been assigned a Senior Responsible OYcer (SRO) and the underpinning activities
needed to ensure delivery have been set out. Progress against the action plan will be monitored on a quarterly
basis by the Defra Management Board as part of the Corporate Dashboard. The Action Plan has been
published on the Defra intranet.

Please find attached a copy of the Capability Review Action Plan which was published on 3 July 2009.

6 http://www.defra.gov.uk/corporate/policy/regulat/better/documents/simplification-plan-081210.pdf
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14. Core Expenditure Tables (Departmental Report pages 208–233)
(i) Table 1 in the core tables (page 219) shows that Resource DEL allocated to the “Less Waste” programme
within the Sustainable Consumption and Production DSO is expected to decline greatly from an outturn of
£216 million in 2007–08 to £59 million in 2008–09. The Department, on page 216, attributes this to the ending
of the Business Resource and EYciency Waste (BREW) programme in 2008–09. BREW returned £284 million
to business raised from the landfill tax escalator over 2005–08 (Defra website: Historic arrangements; the
BREW programme). If that process had continued, how much would have been returned in 2008–09 and
2009–10? How would such 2008–09 and 2009–10 figures have compared with the Department’s actual
expenditure on similar business resource eYciency programmes?

Landfill Tax was designed to be revenue neutral. The BREW Programme was one way in which revenue
was returned to businesses and was time limited to the period 2005–08. Revenue was also returned through
a 0.2 percentage point reduction in employers’ national insurance contributions and the reductions in
corporation tax announced in Budget 2007.

It is therefore not appropriate to calculate a hypothetical level of spending on BREW in 2008–09 or
2009–10, since this would require assumptions to be made about the overall distribution of revenue from
the Landfill Tax. Funding for business resource eYciency and waste activity, previously under the BREW
Programme, is now integrated with the wider range of Defra funding used in support of carbon reduction,
waste reduction and recycling and resource eYciency.

(ii) Defra is bringing together a range of bodies under the leadership of WRAP (Waste and Resources Action
Programme) to rationalise business resource eYciency work. How does WRAP’s 2009–10 budget compare
with the overall BREW budget for its final year (2007–08)?

The diVerent forms of support currently provided by separate resource eYciency delivery bodies
sponsored by Defra will from 2010 onwards be procured or provided in one form or another by WRAP.
Defra’s grant oVer to WRAP in 2009–10 is £56.6 million, which covers both its own work and the activities
of the other delivery bodies. Defra’s grant oVer to WRAP in 2007–08 was £61.8 million, of which £13.7m
was from BREW Programme funding. The overall BREW budget for 2007–08 was £122 million, with
£25.3 million provided for other resource eYciency and waste activities.

15. Core Expenditure Tables (Departmental Report pages 208–233)
Table 1 of the Departmental Report “core tables” also shows that the Resource DEL budget allocated to
“Strong Rural Communities” is forecast to be particularly low in 2008–09 (£49 million), because of a reduction
in Regional Development Agency spending “due to an agreement with HM Treasury”. To what extent does this
represent a reduction in government spending in rural areas? What did the agreement with the Treasury involve?

Among other budget balancing measures the Department sought and secured agreement from HMT to
reduce funding to the Regional Development Agencies (RDAs) as a necessary measure to set a balanced
budget and to protect its priorities for 2008–09. Defra’s contribution to the RDA’s single pot in 2008–09 was
reduced by £20 million as a one-oV exceptional measure. The agreement with HMT was on the condition
that Defra reinstated its contribution to the RDAs for 2009–10 and 2010–11 in line with the original CSR-
07 settlement.

Performance management of RDAs by Defra is fairly arms length due to the way RDAs are funded.
Contributions from seven departments go into a single pot which is then allocated to regions by the
Department for Business Innovation & Skills. It is then up to RDAs how they spend these funds within their
region. Due to this single pot arrangement Defra is not able to assess exactly how much the
2008–09 reduction aVected rural spending.

16. Rural Payments Agency
(i) The RPA’s 2008–09 Annual Report & Accounts notes that it has started a major programme of updating
all mapping information in the Rural Land Register to support the Single Payment Scheme and other subsidy
schemes, in response to previous European Commission disallowance action [HC 606, pp 7, 19]. How is this
exercise being conducted? To what extent does the exercise rely on physical site visits or satellite imagery, and
what assistance and guidance has been provided to farmers?

The exercise to update the Rural Land Register (RLR) has been conducted in a series of stages to test the
concept, approach and processes. Each stage has been reviewed and the information shared with industry
stakeholders at regular meetings in order to shape the next stage.

The first stage was an in-depth update with one large farmer, Co-operative Farms. Findings from this were
fed into two further activities to test the processes and approach; a face-to-face mapping review clinic with
around 40 farmers in December 2008 and a pilot involving around 1,000 farmers in three counties in spring
2009. The balance of the new maps then started to be sent to farmers throughout England in May after
closure of 2009 SPS application period

Each farmer involved should receive a set of maps generated from updated base mapping information.
An accompanying letter explains what the farmer needs to do—check the maps, agree them or let RPA know
of any changes the farmer wants to make, and emphasises the need to do this in 28 days.
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To simply agree the maps, RPA has provided farmers with a choice of response method—quick reply form
to post or fax, 24hour automated phone line to call or phone number to send an SMS message. Farmers
who want to make changes to the maps return a form and the relevant map, marked up. These changes are
made by RPA and, within around 10 to 12 weeks, the farmer is then sent a second set of maps with the
changes incorporated.

The exercise is an electronic one using base mapping information from the Ordnance Survey
2008 mastermap as the main source. This is supplemented by existing aerial photography to confirm physical
features. The findings from any site inspections carried out by RPA inspectors in the normal course of its
duties in the first half of 2009 are also taken into account.

RPA has worked with stakeholder organisations and the specialist industry publications to provide
support and information on websites, in print and at events. All farmers have received a guidance booklet
in the map pack which provides detailed help to check the maps and complete the form to make changes.
RPA’s website also has detailed questions and answers, sample publications and delivery schedules. Phone
support is available for queries with mapping experts and farmers can set up a one-to-one appointment to
get assistance, at their convenience. Wider awareness seminars around the country have been attended by
farmers, agents and farm secretaries. RPA has attended industry shows, events and regular livestock auction
markets to answer questions and provide assistance for farmers.

RPA has worked with the industry bodies representing agents, advisors and consultants to ensure those
best placed to help farmers have been briefed in detail in a series of seminars throughout the country.

(ii) What is the state of progress with this initiative, what timetable is being followed, and what has the work
indicated about the previous accuracy on the Register?

The intention is for map updates to be sent to around 115,000 farmers and land managers with land held
on the RLR by the end of October with a view to including the results in pre-populated SPS
2010 applications.

The state of progress at 25/09/09 is as follows:

Total

Map Packs Sent 61,821
Map Packs Returned 40,238
Accepted 24,755
Asked for changes to be made 15,483
Maps changes made and reissued 293

Early in the process around 900 farmers received maps which had not taken account of earlier changes
notified by farmers. RPA took action to correct the problem as soon as it was identified and has contacted
all the aVected farmers. Other changes that have been made in response to customer demand to make it
easier for farmers to update their maps including reducing field parcel number changes and including
boundaries that are not permanently marked and therefore are not visible on Ordnance Survey maps and
aerial photography.

It is diYcult to draw solid conclusions as to the previous accuracy on the Register from the recently
conducted work, since there is no direct “like for like” comparison to be made It is expected that positional
accuracy improvements made by Ordnance Survey since 2001 will lead to a very small change to most of
the land parcels held on the register. On top of this it is expected to capture real world changes, such as new
buildings, roads, and wooded areas, which were not on the 2001 maps, which currently form the basis of the
RLR, and which farmers have not subsequently reported to RPA. Improvements are also being made to
what is captured on the RLR, particularly the introduction of a separate layer identifying permanent
ineligible features for SPS, such as buildings and hard standings.

In addition there is a substantial churn each year in data held on the register with some 4% to 5% of the
2.2 million land parcels amended because of inspections, farmer notifications, amendments during SPS
processing and around 20–25% of SPS claimants removing or adding land parcels.

(iii) Did the European Commission have to approve the initiative? Will the results have to be reviewed by the
European Commission, and if so under what timetable?

RPA has an obligation under EU Regulations to regularly update the mapping data held within the RLR.
This initiative is being carried out in order to comply with that regulatory requirement and in response to
audit findings which criticise the fact that current mapping data is based on Ordnance Survey
2001 information. RPA has maintained a dialogue with the European Commission to share plans for this
initiative and it is anticipated that the outcome will be reviewed in future audits.
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17. Rural Payments Agency
(i) The RPA’s 2008–09 Accounts have been qualified by the C&AG on several grounds—the way currency
exchange rate movements are accounted for, high error-rates in determining SPS over-payment debtor
balances, and disallowances [HC 606, pp41–43]. What is the nature of the “further work” that is underway
(p42) to establish the extent of the overpayments? What is being done to reduce the future rate of overpayments
to farmers?

Each case identified as potentially having an overpayment is being reviewed back to 2005 when Single
Payment Scheme entitlements were established. As well as the underlying entitlement position the claim data
for each year is being reviewed taking account of rule changes from year to year and the knock on eVects
to other cases when entitlements have been transferred by farmers.

Priority has been given to the cases identified by November 2008 and the RPA is on track to complete
assessment of those cases by the middle of October and to inform farmers of any debt owed. Because of the
nature of the SPS, overpayments will inevitably continue to arise, for example because inspections will
identify that farmers have less eligible area than has been claimed. Actions have been taken, however, that
should minimise the number of such cases:

1. The update to the RLR referred to in Question 16 should ensure that the incidences of claims based
on inaccurate land data will reduce;

2. Increased uptake of on-line application should reduce the amount of farmer error in completion
of the forms;

3. RPA now has a more stable workforce and is ensuring that only suYciently expert, trained, staV
make amendments to claim details and so reduce incidences of overpayments being raised
inappropriately;

4. RPA has established a framework for checking the quality of its processing work, with team leaders
checking the work of their staV and feeding back to them quickly on any errors so that corrective
action can be taken before payment.

(ii) The C&AG’s audit report notes that Defra “is due to commission an external review of the financial
management of the Agency imminently; this will consider the capacity and capability of the finance function
within the Agency” [HC 606, p43]. Who will be asked to undertake this review, and with what timescale? The
Committee would like to see the results of this review when available. The Defra Resource Accounts also refer
to a review of RPA financial management [HC 453, p35]: is this the same review?

The Committee has separately been provided with a copy of the Defra News Release announcing the
Department’s intention to carry out a 2013 review of the RPA. The review is being carried out in the usual
course of business to ensure that the RPA is ready to react to any changes to the Common Agricultural Policy
in 2013 and will encompass not only RPA’s financial management as suggested in the C&AG’s report and
Defra Resource Accounts, but also its operational activities and management capability.

The review will be chaired by Katrina Williams, Defra Director General for Food and Farming and
managed on a day to day basis by David Lane, an independent consultant with a proven track record of
delivering this type of review within Central Government. The bulk of the work will be carried out by
externally contracted professional services organisations that will be in a position to provide the full range
of financial, process and operational review capability required. The review is likely to be completed by the
end of March 2010 and the Department would be happy to share the key findings with the Committee.

Defra Resource Accounts 2008–09 (HC 453)

18. The Defra Resource Accounts identify exchange rate losses of 28 million for 2008–09 on Single Payment
Scheme payments. To what extent do such losses reduce the size of the payments to individual farmers? To what
extent do such losses reduce the overall funds available to pay farmers?

The short answer to both questions is that the exchange losses (or gains) have no impact on either
payments to individual farmers or the overall funds available to pay farmers. The entitlements that farmers
make their annual payment claim against under the Single Payment Scheme (SPS) were allocated in Euros.
However, unless they request otherwise, farmers are actually paid in sterling at a rate fixed in accordance
with EU Regulations. RPA then reclaims the funding for those payments from the European Commission
in Euros. The risk arising from exchange rate fluctuations between the date on which the rate is fixed (end
September) and the date the funds are reclaimed (the payment window runs from December to June) is borne
by RPA. The Agency manages this exchange rate risk through placing hedging contracts with the Royal
Bank of Scotland. The hedging contract can only mitigate the risk, not eliminate it entirely. Volatility in
exchange rates in 2008–09 highlighted some issues around the hedging arrangements and these are
consequently being reviewed.
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19. The Defra Resource Accounts note an £80 million under-spend against EU funded Rural Development
Programme schemes “because of slow uptake (particularly through RDAs)”. Why has there been this slow
uptake? Does this under-spend simply represent a slippage of funding from 2008–09 into 2009–10, or a
permanent diminution of expenditure on these schemes?

The England Rural Development Programme (ERDP) was approved by the European Commission in
December 2007. This was nearly a year later than the start of the programme period, in part because of the
delays in reaching agreement in the EU on voluntary modulation (transfers from direct payments to rural
development) which was necessary to fund the programme. The measures being delivered by the 8 RDAs
could not be introduced until programme approval had been received and, whilst some preparatory work
had been undertaken by the RDAs, they could not enter into any agreements with beneficiaries without risk
of disallowance of EU funding. Once the programme formally began in early 2008, it inevitably has taken
some time for the delivery to gear up, through the process of initiating and developing projects and bringing
them to fruition. This is particularly the case with the LEADER approach under axis 4 of the Rural
Development Regulation, where the first task was to select and establish the Local Action Groups and agree
their Local Development Strategies before expenditure on projects could begin. It is also worth noting that
the economic downturn had the eVect of slowing uptake of the programme, because of its impact both on
access to private finance and the eVect on business confidence to invest.

Unspent EU funding may be rolled forward for up to two full years following the year to which it was
allocated. Defra is working with the RDAs to establish a realistic profile for future budgets to enable them
to fully utilise the available funding in future years.

20. The Defra Accounts note that the Management Board are monitoring 12 major programmes (p32). What
are those programmes?

The 12 programmes monitored by the Management Board are listed below. These programmes were felt
to merit monitoring at Management Board level because of their importance to achieving our key objectives
and/or their cross-cutting nature.

1. Waste

2. Sustainable Performance Programme

3. Responsibility and Cost Sharing Programme

4. EU agriculture and Budget Strategy

5. Farming for the Future

6. Adapting to Climate Change

7. Biodiversity

8. Marine Programme

9. Water Availability and Quality

10. Managing Flood and Erosion Risk Sustainability

11. Sustainable Consumption and Production

12. Rural Development Programme England

21. Note 13 in the Defra Accounts notes variances between Estimates and Outturns for the net operating costs
of particular bodies. What are the reasons for the more significant variances –for Animal Health, Environment
Agency and Natural England?

The following table notes variances between Estimates and Outturns, and provides explanatory
comments:

Area Variance (£k) Explanatory Comments

Animal Health 15,500 Internal re-allocation of budget, mainly due to Marine
Fisheries Agency

17,600 Mainly due to activities in the Business Reform Project being
deferred to 2009–10

Environment Agency 76,600 Mainly water industry closed pension fund. Utilisation of the
provisions is non-voted and results in a credit to the outturn
which is not reported against the estimate

Natural England 34,700 Mainly because the Genesis recharge costs, accrued for
correctly in 2007–08, were paid in 2008–09 resulting in a
higher Grant in Aid Requirement
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22. Note 21.1.4 in the Defra Accounts notes a £33.4 million onerous lease provision. What are the properties
in question?

An “Onerous Lease” is a contract in which the unavoidable costs of meeting the obligation under the
contract exceed the economic benefits expected to be received under it. The onerous lease provision was
created to reflect that there were property (occupation) contracts in place in relation to properties that were
surplus to operational requirements. The other key requirement was that the properties were in the opinion
of the Department and supported by advice from professional advisers, unlikely to be disposed of early, or
the liability eliminated through other means. Where parts of the property remain occupied the provision
relates only to the costs of the vacant elements.

The properties in question are:

Eastbury House £990k

The majority of the site is occupied by Other Government Departments, with the remaining vacant
space available to wider Government. Location considered to be unattractive by Departments. No
commercial demand.

Trinity Court, Exeter £68k

Former Agricultural Intervention Board oYce in poor condition. Competition in better condition.

West Wickham, Summit House £488k

Former HQ of the Agricultural Intervention Board declared surplus some years age. Surplus space
has been successfully sub-let for a number of year, but has fallen vacant at sub lease end. Property
is in a poor location for oYce use & demand has reduced due to economic conditions.

Ponton Road, London £1,607k

Property (document storage facility) declared surplus following a review of Defra’s London filing
provisions. Security requirements of other users on site severely restrict other potential users.

1a Page Street, Westminster £26,142k

Large central London oYce declared surplus following Defra’s London accommodation review.
Being marketed since vacation, but little demand from Other Government Departments for large
amounts of central London oYce space. Location considered poor for commercial users.

Ashdown House, Victoria Street, London £4,090k

Review of significant Defra space in this building resulted in smaller requirement. Defra liable for
vacated space under contract arrangements with the landlord. Reduced demand from Other
Government Departments & commercial occupiers due to economic conditions.

23. Both the Defra and RPA Accounts report a £362,000 loss for the RPA relating to Creature Comforts Ltd.
The Committee would welcome some details, including the nature of the loss and its cause.

In March 2003, Creature Comforts Ltd (CCL) applied for a grant under the Rural Enterprise Scheme, a
scheme within the 2000–06 England Rural Development Programme (ERDP). The scheme was
administered by the Regional Development Service (RDS), then part of Defra.

In May 2005 CCL went into liquidation due to market pressures and changes to planning permission
required to run the business eVectively. At the time of entering liquidation CCL had not fulfilled the terms
of requirements related to its grants which therefore stood to be recovered. RDS and RPA were, however,
unable in practice to recoup any of their losses and the amount was consequently written oV in August 2008.

Responsibility for legacy schemes under the ERDP has passed to the Regional Development Agencies
(RDAs) who have implemented a process of thoroughly assessing future grants under the Rural
Development Programme for England 2007–13 socio-economic measures. Where planning permission is
required the planning request is fully researched and must be approved by the Council prior to awarding
a grant.
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Letter from Defra to the Committee

DEFRA AUTUMN PERFORMANCE REPORT 2008

Thank you for your letter of 19 February seeking further information on some aspects of Defra’s Autumn
Performance Report. This information is set out below in the order in which you asked it. I hope it is helpful.
Please let me know if there is anything else you need .

7 April 2009

SR04 PSA Targets

1. PSA 1: The 2008 departmental annual report assessed this PSA as “on course”. The Autumn Performance
Report gives “met” as the final assessment for one of the three strands of PSA 1 (progress towards
internationally agreed commitments to tackle climate change). The target is now subsumed within PSA 27 for
the current period (SR07). The Committee would like a report on progress for the other two strands within
PSA 1 (progress towards delivering the World Summit on Sustainable Development commitments; and the
achievement of positive trends in the Government’s headline indicators of sustainable development) and an
explanation of how the final assessment for those two strands will be reported.

Defra wrote to HMT in September 2007 explaining that we would not continue the reporting
arrangements and formats for PSA 1 into the new CSR period. Some of the climate change aspects are
covered by the climate change PSA (PSA 27 now with the Department of Energy and Climate Change),
other aspects are covered by Defra’s new DSO 5 (formerly DSO 6) on Championing Sustainability and also
by the set of departmental PSA and DSO indicators that have been identified and agreed by HMT and the
Sustainable Development (SD) Programme Board as relevant to assessing wider Government performance
on SD.

There is no straight substitute for the World Summit on Sustainable Development (WSSD) commitments.
These are being addressed in the main through the SD Dialogues and reported under the SD DSO and the
Intermediate Outcome (10) on progress under the SD Dialogues (this is under development).

The latest update on the achievement of positive trends in the Government’s headline indicators is that,
compared with the position in 1999, 53 measures show improvement (representing over half of those for
which it is possible to make an assessment), and 30 showed little or no change. Sustainable development
indicators in your pocket7 is published annually and provides an analysis of the 68 indicators. The
2009 edition is due to be published at the end of July 2009,

2. PSA 3: The Autumn Performance Report notes “slippage” against the progress on both parts of PSA
3 (PSA 3a—farmland birds and PSA 3b—Sites of Special Scientific Interest).
(i) In relation to PSA 3a, the Committee would like a report on the progress towards implementing the
recommendations relating to the Environmental Stewardship programme described in the Autumn Performance
Report. If the recommendations have not all been implemented the Committee wish to know the expected date
of full implementation and any further action being taken or planned that will address the “slippage”.
(ii) In relation to PSA 3b the Committee would like to know whether Defra has analysed data from the Natural
England’s Site Information System to track progress of SSSIs?

(i) The Department will continue to report on progress against PSA3a (farmland birds) until its
completion date in 2020 in the Departmental and Autumn Performance Reports, and via the annual
Statistical Notice when new data become available.

Implementation of recommendations of the Environmental Stewardship Review of Progress relevant to
the farmland birds target is underway. Some of the recommended new options and changes to existing
options are already in place, and the remaining option changes are on course to be implemented by early
2010. A new programme of advice to farmers and land managers, which, among other things, will aim to
improve uptake of key farmland bird options, is due to be introduced by the end of 2009, and improved
Higher Level Stewardship targeting for farmland bird species has been in place since Autumn 2008.

A consultation to seek views on proposed options to re-establish the environmental benefits of set-aside,
including for farmland birds, was launched on 4 March with a view to decisions being taken in the summer.

(ii) The Department will continue to report progress against PSA 3b (SSSIs) in the Departmental and
Autumn Performance Reports until the end of the target in December 2010.

The Natural England Site Information System (ENSIS) is key to assessing progress on this SSSI target
and Defra has been working closely with Natural England and other major delivery bodies to ensure that
it is kept up-to-date and accurately reflects progress on planned delivery of remedies. This enables Natural
England, Defra and other partners to plan and prioritise eVectively in order to ensure year-on-year progress
and allows Defra to monitor progress against predicted delivery throughout the year.

7 The 2008 edition is available at: http://www.defra.gov.uk/sustainable/government/progress/data-resources/sdiyp.htm
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3. PSAS: The progress of SR04 PSA 5 is dependent upon the outcome of the Common Agricultural Policy
(CAP) and World Trade Organisation (WTO) negotiations in reducing CAP trade-distorting support. As the
deadline for these negotiations has now passed, can the Department advise what the impact of their outcomes
is on your assessment of this target? This target has now been subsumed within DSO 5.3, however, it is not clear
that the two objectives match exactly as DSO 5 does not refer to the WTO negotiations. Can the Department
therefore clarify whether the WTO negotiations will be considered within DSO 5?

Despite not reaching an overall agreement by the end of 2008 in line with the commitment made by
G20 Leaders in November 2008, progress was made throughout that year and a successful conclusion of the
trade talks remains a key priority for Defra and the Government. As the PSA 5 target has been subsumed
into a CSR07 target, all assessments will be made under the new DSO 6 (formerly DSO 5) and will next be
reported on in the Departmental Report.

The World Trade Organisation’s Doha Development Agenda negotiations is considered within DSO
6 because it will contribute to achieving the Government’s objectives as set out in the UK’s vision for the
CAP.

4. PSA 8: The Committee would like confirmation that Defra has changed the method of representing the
information for this target, and whether that change has altered the way performance is measured or presented.

Defra has subsumed the reporting of this target, which was to achieve the air quality strategy objectives for
8 pollutants in the Air Quality Strategy (AQS) into reporting on the Air Quality (AQ) indicator for PSA28.
Performance is now reported as progress on the achievement of objectives for PM10 and NO2 which are the
most significant pollutants (in terms of health risks) that we still need to improve upon. Defra consider that
the monitoring of PM10 and NO2 gives a representative indication of the issues that remain for air pollutants
in the UK.

Measurement of the remaining six pollutants is undertaken in the national networks, but these are not
assessed and reported to HMT within the indicator at their request. Assessment information against the
AQS objectives for these six pollutants is reported annually in the “Air Pollution in the UK” series of
publicly available air quality reports and on the internet every hour.8

PSA 9: The Committee would like confirmation strand relating to a reduction in the spread of Bovine TB.

The latest available figures as provided in the 2008 Autumn Performance Report indicate that Defra is
currently on course to meet PSA 9. However, to ensure a complete count of Confirmed New Incidents
(CNIs), the minimum recommended delay is 60 days, and therefore the final assessment of the PSA 9 target
for 2008 was only available in March 2009.

As at 31 December 2008, the value for the PSA9 indicator is—4.8 Confirmed New Incidents (CNIs) per
annum in comparison with the target of no more than !17.5. The indicator for the end of 2008 is therefore
well below the target set for PSA 9.

CSR 2004 Efficiency Savings

5. Can the Department please provide the Committee with copies of quarterly eYciency reports submitted to
the OGC for the last two quarters of 2007–08? The APR states that the forecast number of posts to be relocated
by 2010 is 750 but no information is provided as to where these posts are being relocated from, or where the
posts have been, and are being, relocated to. The Committee would therefore like further details of the forecast
relocation of 750 posts setting out where they have relocated from and to where they are going?

Copies of 2007–08 3rd and 4th quarter returns to HMT are enclosed. On relocation of posts out of the
South East under the Lyons programme, the forecast of 750 posts to be relocated by 2010 represents the total
number of posts already relocated at that point (389), plus the estimate of posts tie Department thinks may
be relocated by 2010. The forecast figure can therefore change from quarter to quarter as organisations
submit revised forecasts of likely posts to relocate and decisions are made about relocation.

The forecast of 750 included 260 posts from the Agriculture and Horticulture Development Board, which
is relocating to Stoneleigh, Warwickshire from four locations in Oxford, Kent, Milton Keynes and London;
83 posts in Marine Fisheries Agency (to become the Marine Management Organisation) based in London,
for which an announcement on the area for relocation was awaited; and 18 posts in Natural England
relocating to various locations around the country (Bristol, Crewe, Leeds, Lincoln, Newcastle, Nottingham,
Taunton, Worcester and York).

Since the publication of the APR, the latest information we have, based on 3rd Quarter data, is as follows:

Number of posts relocated: 404 (including 15 of the previously forecast NE posts)
AHDB forecast: 232 (clarified and reduced from previous forecast)
MMO forecast: 83 (decision to relocate to Tyneside announced on 12 February 2009)

Total forecast: 719

8 http://www.airquality.co.uk/archive/index.php
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CSR 2007 PSA and DSO Targets

6. DSO 2: A healthy, resilient, productive and diverse natural environment Although no new data is available
for indicator 2.5.3, the Autumn Performance Report reports that more soil protection relevant options have
been taken up, this should aVect DSO 2.5 positively. Referring to indicator 2.5.1, the Autumn Performance
Report’s summary of this target overlooks the “tailing off” of agreements (page 50), which is something that
will need to be addressed if performance is to increase. Can the Department report what action it is taking, or
that of its delivery partner, Natural England, to address this decline?

To deal with the “tailing off” of new agreements, Defra and Natural England (NE) have agreed to a target
of 70% of available agricultural land to be in agri-environment schemes by March 2011. This target is
included in NE’s corporate plan. NE are planning a programme of promotion and advice, to start in
Autumn 2009, that should help stimulate demand for Environmental Stewardship to help reach the 70%
coverage target. The planned additional advice should also help increase the coverage of the most
environmentally eVective options for each farm including, where relevant, options for soil protection.

7. DSO 3: Sustainable patterns of consumption and production
(i) With reference to indicator 3.1.1, the Autumn Performance Report makes reference to the limitations of the
data and states that such information only provides a partial assessment. Can the Department provide details on
how it deals with such limitations when reporting progress on the indicator?
(ii) With reference to indicator 3.1.2, how does the Department propose to deal with the increases in water
consumption in order to fulfil this target?
(iii) In light of recent press reports that have shown household recycling being sorted in warehouses rather than
being recycled, can the Department advise whether there are adequate waste facilities to meet the household
waste recycling DSO (DSO 3.2 indicator 3.2.2)?

(i) Defra deals with the limitations in two ways. Firstly, where limitations exist, they are highlighted and
reasons are given about why only a partial assessment can be provided. Secondly, Defra is taking action to
remove avoidable limitations. We explain our approach further below in relation to the two types of
limitations in the current reporting. The first is the coverage of impacts and natural resources; the second is
not being able to make any allowance in the assessment for the eVect of structural changes in the economy
over time.

Coverage of environmental impacts and natural resources

The APR notes that only a limited number of environmental impacts and natural resources are covered.
The following are examples of impacts and resources not covered.

1. The impact of production on the land and water environment: such as biodiversity impacts in the
UK and overseas. There is very limited information about this kind of impact. Research conducted
by Defra9 has highlighted the diYculties of tracing the links between UK production and
consumption impacts and biodiversity impacts, particularly when these occur overseas. This
means that it is not possible to apply even the limited information that we have on biodiversity
impacts when reporting process; and we judge that it will always be challenging to address this
limitation. However, we are currently considering what case studies could be commissioned on
relevant aspects of consumption and production in order to improve our understanding of their
impacts on biodiversity and the potential to develop suitable proxies.

2. Scarce raw materials such as metals: again, we currently do not have the information to judge
whether the eYciency of use of raw materials is increasing, although to some extent we are using
waste to landfill as a proxy for resource use. We are conscious about this gap, which we are seeking
to address in a number of ways. Firstly, we are awaiting the outcome of the EU-led research into
an environmentally-adjusted material flows indicator (EMC). Once published, this may provide a
useful approach that can be incorporated into the indicators, and ensure we comply with
international best practice. In addition, the programme is currently considering the development
of supplementary indicators and evidence which would more closely reflect the outcomes of the
programme, such as raw materials flows. By necessity, such supplementary indicators are likely to
rely on a range of quantitative and qualitative evidence. We are beginning work on a potential
approach, which will carefully consider the methodological, cost and resource implications and
level of business engagement that may be required. We hope that we will have made suYcient
progress to communicate our proposals by Summer 2009, however as this is a complex area and a
new approach we cannot commit to a firm timetable. Our intention is to be as swift, but as
thorough, as the issues require careful analysis and consideration.

9 Research project EV02002
http://randd.defra.gov.uk/
Default.aspx?Menu%Menu&Module%More&Location%None&Completed%0&ProiectlD%140 65<Description.
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Furthermore, air quality emissions such as nitrogen oxides and sulphur dioxide are not covered in the
assessment. However Defra does not consider the exclusion of these emissions to be a limitation resulting
in a partial assessment. This is because these emissions are relatively less important than the emissions that
are included in the indicator, and they are currently changing in the right direction. However, if the trend
were reversed then we would reconsider this approach.

Adjustment for structural changes in the economy

The APR notes that the indicator has not been adjusted to allow for structural changes in the economy
over the period, such as changes in the balance between products that are manufactured domestically and
those that are imported. This is an important qualification on the interpretation of any changes in the
indicator, and was highlighted by a number of respondents when Defra consulted on SCP indicators in 2004.

Defra is seeking to address this limitation. Therefore we have recently commissioned some research on the
impact of structural change in the UK economy on changes in CO2 emissions from UK production, which is
due to report later this year. Assessing the impact of structural change on water use and waste arisings is
not possible at present because of the lack of detailed data for diVerent economic sectors. Work is currently
underway to explore a number of options for monitoring waste arising from diVerent sectors of the economy.
For water statistics, we are pressing the ONS to make a decision to include questions on volumes of water
use in the Annual Business Inquiry, once it is re-launched.

(ii) There is evidence that current policies on demand management including metering are eVectively
constraining average per capita consumption of water, and that the marginal increase in total household
demand is driven from increasing household numbers rather than per capita consumption, which has
reduced marginally in this period.

The Government has introduced a number of policies to improve demand management and constrain
water consumption within the domestic sector including:

— changes to legislation on water metering to enable water companies to increase the extent of
metering;

— the introduction by Ofwat of water eYciency targets on water companies;

— new requirements from 2010 under building regulations for water eYciency in new homes;

— a review of water fittings regulations with a view to improving water eYciency; and

— developing the evidence base on the cost-eVectiveness of water eYciency measures, in order to
inform the forthcoming periodic review (2010–15).

We will evaluate these policies by monitoring average per capita consumption and overall demand within
the household sector.

Apart from metering, the policies above are all recent, so their evaluation is still underway. We do however
already have good evidence that metering reduces average water demand (typical estimates are of a 10%
reduction in consumption from metering). Furthermore, water companies are currently modelling future
average per capita consumption and overall demand within the household sector within their Water
Resource Management Plans.

We will use this water company modelling and our on-going policy evaluation to determine whether these
policies and other related measures are producing a reduction in overall demand, and whether further
measures are required.

(iii) The latest available statistics indicate that 35% of household waste is being recycled (in the year from
July 07 to June 08). Household recycling rates have more than quadrupled in the last ten years. Many
householders and local authorities are now responding to the “reduce, reuse and recycle” message. Good
progress is being made towards the household recycling and composting targets set out in England’s Waste
Strategy 2007 of 40% by 2010; 45% by 2015; and 50% by 2020. However there is still more to be done.

Defra is well aware that the economic downturn poses some new challenges for those managing waste;
and we are keeping a very close watch on the situation. We have given Local Authorities a tasking framework
to ensure that there are adequate waste facilities. However, it is the demand for recycled raw materials, both
in the UK and abroad, which is the key to sustainable recycling systems.

Recycling markets in the UK and abroad are showing signs of stabilising, and prices are rising for most
materials. Only a small number of councils report that they are storing some recyclable material longer than
normal. The vast majority of materials that are being put out for recycling are still being recycled. The
message is clear: there are markets for most materials and householders should continue to recycle.

We are looking at a range of measures to help further stimulate demand. This accompanies the various
actions that we are taking to improve the quality of recyclates from the household wastestream, since in a
slack market, better sorting and less contamination make a diVerence to being able to sell materials for
recycling.
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8. DSO 4: Economy and society resilient to environmental risk and adapted to the impacts of climate change
(i) A new National Indicator (Nl) has been developed for DSO indicator 4.2.3. Can the Department advise
when results from the partnership board set up to monitor the indicator will report and if already done so, how
such results aVect the performance of this target?
(ii) Progress on DSO 4.3.1 is assessed as “amber”. Pre-registration for the REACH programme for indicator
4.3.1, closed December 2008. Can the Department report how many UK firms have signed up to pre-registration
and how awareness of this programme is measured, as reported in the Autumn Performance Report?

(i) The Local and Regional Adaptation Partnership (LRAP) Board was set up in July 2008 to deliver a
programme of policy development, evidence and support on adaptation at the local and regional level over
the period 2008–11. The results from the first year of NI188 will be available in June 2009. Defra in
consultation with Government OYces and the LRAP board will review the first year results of NI188 in
Summer 2009. We will publish a summary once this review has taken place.

During Year 1 of NI188, the LRAP Board has undertaken several activities to commission research,
review progress and support local authorities in delivering against NI188. In October 2008, the board
delivered nine regional workshops to identify guidance needed by Local Authorities to deliver against
NI188. In December 2008, following a consultation process with authorities, the board published the
NI188 Guidance Notes. A second round of Nl 188 workshops focussing on self assessment, reviewing
progress to date and Comprehensive Area Assessment (CAA) are being undertaken during March/April
2009.

(ii) According to oYcial figures from the European Chemicals Agency 22,227 UK companies made a total
of 418,753 pre-registrations. This represents the highest number of companies from any of the member
states. However, it is not possible to estimate how many companies in the UK will have a registration duty
under REACH and ought to have pre-registered. Some evidence on this will result from ongoing
enforcement activity. The priority for the Health and Safety Executive, which is the Competent Authority
for REACH in the UK, will be to help businesses back into compliance rather than taking punitive
enforcement action.

Defra carried out two surveys of small and medium-sized enterprises in January and December 2008. The
small sample size means that the results can only be indicative. The second survey points to a small increase
in awareness during the course of 2008. The most significant increases in awareness of REACH were
amongst medium-sized enterprises and businesses in the manufacturing and construction sector. It was also
amongst these sections of the sample that there was the most noticeable increase in the level of understanding
of REACH. There was a significant reduction in the number of businesses which believed that all chemicals
must be registered immediately, which is likely to be connected to a better understanding of the pre-
registration phase.

9. DSO 5: A thriving farming and food sector, with an improving net environmental impact
(i) The Department has developed five proxy indicators to report on indicator 5.1.3 however no data has been
able to be collected over the last three months. Does the Department know when data from these proxy
indicators will be available and how regularly such data will be available over the CSR07 period?
(ii) Furthermore, does the Department have a likely publication data for the analysis of Farm Assurance
schemes which will enable it to identify and prioritise areas for targeted work?
(iii) “No progress” is reported for DSO 5 indicator 5.5.1. The Committee would like to know what measures
you are taking to address this situation as the Autumn Performance Report is unclear?
(iv) The progress of SR07 DSO 5 indicator 5.3.2 is partly dependent upon the outcome of the UK’s negotiations
on the “Health Check” reforms to the Common Agricultural Policy. As the deadline for this agreement has now
passed, can the Department advise what the impact of their outcomes is on its assessment of this target?

(i) The proxy indicators are a further set of indicators specifically on farming’s environmental impacts
and cover uptake of Single Payment Scheme (SPS) and failure rates of cross-compliance inspections, uptake
of Entry Level Scheme (ELS), use of Integrated Farm Management (IFM) and length of hedgerows
managed under ELS. The following table outlines when and how frequently data for each indicator will be
available.

Indicator Reporting frequency Status

1. SPS/Cross compliance Annual, quarterly Annual data to 2007. 2008 update due in May
2009. Quarterly data awaited.

2. ELS uptake Annual, quarterly Annual data to 2008. Quarterly data awaited.

3. Soil management plans Dropped to reflect dropping of plans from ELS.
An alternative needs to be identified.

4. Use of IFM Annual 2009 data available in summer 2009

5. Lengths of hedgerows Annual, quarterly Annual data to 2008. Quarterly data awaited.
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(ii) It was originally anticipated that this study, which will look at the impact of assurance scheme
standards across a range of outcomes, would be published this spring. However there has been some delay
lo the publication of this report because of the need for further work to improve the robustness of the
analysis. The publication is now expected to be published by the end of 2009.

(iii) This indicator was developed as an interim measure, against which we would not expect to see
dramatic changes over a short period of time. Work to develop further indicators was put on hold in
anticipation of the Cabinet OYce “Food Matters” report and the subsequent need to work up the “Vision
for a sustainable food system”, which the report provided a mandate for. A project is now underway to
develop a wider set of indicators for the new DSO 7 (A sustainable, secure and healthy food supply). This
project is due to be completed by the end of July 2009 and we hope the indicators developed will prove to
be capable of showing progress over a larger number of issues.

Although the work to develop a full set of indicators was delayed, Defra has put in place a number of
actions designed to reduce the greenhouse gas (GHG) intensity of our food supply. These include: the
development of a standard methodology for measuring GHGs in goods and services (PAS2050) which will
give supply chains the information they need to drive emissions down; research projects designed to
strengthen the evidence base on GHG impacts of food; sponsorship of WRAP whose campaign “Love Food
Hate Waste” highlights one of the most important actions consumers can take to reduce GHG impacts of
food consumption; helping the dairy sector produce the “milk roadmap” which aims to identify and reduce
environmental impacts of milk; carrying out projects aimed at developing a policy framework to reduce
emissions from the agriculture, forestry and land management sector; and communicating the risks,
responsibilities and opportunities that climate change presents to farmers, through the Farming Futures
Project, which we are funding until March 2010.

(iv) EU agriculture ministers reached political agreement on the CAP Health Check on 20 November
2008, and the Health Check conclusions were adopted at the Agriculture and Fisheries Council of
19 January 2009. Overall, the UK Government takes the view that the agreement reached on the Health
Check is a step in the right direction of further reform, but is also a missed opportunity to speed up the
process of change.

The final agreement will remove about half of the remaining production coupled payments, reduce levels
of intervention and production controls, cut prices for consumers and give farmers greater freedom to farm.
It also doubles the amount of CAP funding transferred from farm support to rural development and
environmental schemes across the EU—while bringing modulation rates in other Member States closer to
that in the UK.

The CAP Health Check reforms which will have the most significant implications for the production-
linked support indicator are: the setting of intervention volumes to zero for barley and sorghum; the further
decoupling of direct payments; and the imposition of higher rates of compulsory modulation on coupled
direct payments. These various reforms will feed directly through to the level of measured support as they
are implemented. Intervention will be set to zero for durum wheat and rice in 2009, and for barley and
sorghum in 2010. Decoupling occurs from 2010 to 2012, with the largest scheme (arable crops) decoupled
in 2010. Full details are available in the Health Check Impact Assessment. The progress of this will be
reported against this indicator in future Departmental Reports.

The World Trade Organisation’s Doha Development Agenda negotiations is considered within DSO
6 (formerly DSO 5) because it will contribute to achieving the Government’s objectives as set out in the UK’s
vision for the CAP. Despite not reaching an overall agreement by the end of 2008 in line with the
commitment made by G20 Leaders in November 2008, progress was made throughout that year and a
successful conclusion of the trade talks remains a key priority for Defra and HMG. The UK Government’s
aims for the DDA continue to complement its eVorts to reform the CAP.

10. DSO 7: Strong rural communities
In setting out priority action for DSO 7.2, the Autumn Performance Report omits rural earnings and rural
investment as concern areas, despite them displaying non-green status. Can the Department clarify whether
these indicators are the responsibility of other departments, and if so, which ones? If not, why are these
indicators not priority areas for Defra?

As the Autumn Performance Report makes clear, the whole of Government shares delivery responsibility
for this DSO. That the two indicators highlighted by the Committee were not singled out as priorities was
not an indication of complacency. In one case (earnings) the reason for the status level was well understood
and rural incomes are very much on a par with those of urban areas. For the other indicator (investment)
the diYculties in attributing data at Local Authority District level (and therefore as rural or otherwise) were
documented in the report. But since the report was written it has become clear that there has been a
significant worsening in the economic outlook. Therefore all aspects of this intermediate outcome have
become a priority for closer scrutiny as part of the broader economic picture. It is the Regional Development
Authorities (RDAs) that are at the forefront of delivery. It is vital that Government is able to quickly identify
any particular rural issues that may be less obviously apparent because of the nature of these areas but which
may require specific action. To this end, we are working closely with the RDAs themselves and the
Commission for Rural Communities to make sure that the National Economic Council has access to high
quality intelligence regarding the economic situation in rural areas.
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11. DSO 8: A respected department delivering eYcient and high quality services and outcomes
(i) Assessment of DSO 8 is not available as internal indicators have been revised recently. Until these indicators
are available, assessment is not possible. It is not clear from the Autumn Performance Report how this target
will be assessed due to the absence of indicators. When will the internal indicators be available and the initial
assessments take place?
(ii) Can the Department advise what structural changes have been introduced to its financial reporting system
and how this will improve reporting (page 100)?

(i) A revised approach to monitoring Defra’s DSO on respect (DSO 9, formerly DSO 8) is in place and
was road-tested by the Management Board in October 2008. This approach is still being refined, based on
feedback from the Management Board. The next formal opportunity for board members to take stock of
the approach and progress will be at the April Management Board, when a report covering the January to
March period will be presented. At this point, Board members will be asked to decide if the revised approach
meets their needs and can be used in an ongoing way.

(ii) Please see the answer to question 14.

CSR 2007 Value for Money Targets

12. The Government announced in the Pre-Budget Report 2008 that additional value for money savings of
£5 billion were to be delivered across government by 2010–11. However, if has not been announced as to where
these additional savings will be made and which Departments will contribute towards the overall figure. Can
you advise whether you will be expected to find additional value for money savings?

Defra will be making a contribution towards the £5 billio additional Value for Money savings to be
delivered across Government in 2010–11 as announced in the Pre-Budget Report 2008. An announcement
on the size of Defra’s contribution, alongside other departments’, is a matter for the Chancellor.

Departmental Initiatives

13. The Autumn Performance Report reports on a number of measures it has introduced to improve eYciency
and save money. This includes the introduction of new IT systems and structural changes to the financial
reporting system. Can you advise what level of savings and improvements to reporting have been delivered as
a result of these changes?

There has been no new IT systems introduced to support financial reporting but instead over the past
18 months, significant structural changes have been made to our financial reporting system, and to Defra’s
Estimate and outturn reporting, to reflect the new Departmental Strategic Objectives (DSO) structure. This
will facilitate reporting under Defra’s portfolio management approach. The recent Machinery of
Government change, to set up the Department of Energy and Climate Change, resulted in a further DSO
reorganisation, including the creation of two new DSOs. This restructure has also been incorporated into
the financial reporting system and Estimate. How internal programmes map to the new DSO structure has
mainly been resolved but may require finessing over time.

As part of the Defra CSR07 VfM Delivery Plan, we have a target to deliver savings of £4.765 million from
IT eYciencies by 2010–11. EYciencies will be made through management of the strategic contract between
Defra and IBM to deliver lower cost of operational services and application development; greater business
discipline; faster development of applications; and flexibility on infrastructure size.

Internally, Defra’s Oracle Finance and HR systems have been updated to support Defra’s “Renewed”
ways of working. In particular, this includes a new approval structure, mirroring new delegation to Senior
Responsible Owners and resulting accountability lines. These changes are important for the eVective
functioning of the Renew model which focuses on delivery Programmes, Projects and Ongoing Activities
which is a radical change from one reporting against the previous Defra organisation structure, based on a
more conventional Directorate and Division hierarchy.

These improvements to the reporting structure have not (and were never intended to) deliver eYciency
savings in themselves, but rather they facilitate greater transparency of expenditure against the new
Programme and Project structure and enable better informed decision-making.

Issues with Data

14. The first full year of data for DSO 2.6 (indicator 2.6.1) is not expected until March/April 2010 and so
progress may not he reported until the 2010 APR. This may not allow suYcient time for action to be taken
against the target should the data reveal progress to be behind schedule. Can you advise what steps you have
put in place to address this situation should it arise?

The Monitoring Engagement with the Natural Environment (MENE) Survey started on 9 March
2009 and will provide data for indicator 2.6.1, the proportion of the adult population taking part in visits
to the outdoors from home for leisure purposes and the frequency of these visits. The MENE survey will
give us data over time on who is, and is not, accessing the natural environment, why they go or don’t go,
and what would make them more likely to visit or to visit more frequently. The indicator does not yet have
a specific target value or trajectory associated with it.
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However, although the full year’s data will not be ready until 2010, we will have some preliminary results
in time for the 2009 APR to give an indication of progress. There are also other sources of data that it is
possible to use but these are less comprehensive than MENE and tend to focus on specific areas only. MENE
will cover all visits made to the natural environment and will develop our understanding significantly.

Witnesses: Dame Helen Ghosh DCB, Permanent Secretary, Mr Mike Anderson, Director-General, Strategy
and Evidence Group, and Ms Anne Marie Millar, Director of Finance, Department for Environment, Food
and Rural AVairs, gave evidence.

Q1 Chairman: Can I welcome everyone to this
inquiry this afternoon into Defra’s Departmental
Report for 2009. Can I formally welcome Dame
Helen Ghosh, the Permanent Secretary of Defra,
and she is supported today by Mike Anderson, the
Director-General of the Strategy and Evidence
Group, and Anne Marie Millar, who is the
Department’s Director of Finance. I think, Ms
Millar, it is the first time you have been before the
Committee?
Ms Millar: It is.

Q2 Chairman: Well, you are very welcome and I
hope it will be a pleasant and worthwhile experience,
not only for you, but for everyone! Can I just start
with an observation really about the Annual Report.
When you are looking at an annual report,
sometimes you are looking for something that says,
“Well, here we are at the beginning of the new year
and here we are now at the end. This is what we
wanted to do at the beginning and this is where we
are now”, but it does not quite work out like that. I
looked at the foreword, for example, signed by the
Secretary of State, and in that it is a sort of funding-
free zone, it does not really talk about the
performance of the management of the Department.
I wondered why and I wondered, when the report is
produced, as a group of the senior members of the
Department, do you sit down with the Secretary of
State and go through it with him and say, “Well,
here’s the take stock, this is where we are” before this
thing actually sees the light of day?
Dame Helen Ghosh: What we did this year is put
together the kind of group, precisely as you describe,
of senior people from across the Department. I think
what actually strikes me every year when I prepare
for this hearing is that in fact so much of what we do
actually, in a sense, is not something that it is capable
of being achieved within a year, and a great many,
and it is something, I am sure, the Committee will
want to come back to, of our outcomes are things
that you achieve over time; they are, by definition,
longer-term. We have intermediate ways of
measuring them, we have lots of input measures that
we, as the Management Board, use to monitor, but
it is not something simply where you can say, “At the
beginning of the year, we said we’d do this and at the
end of the year we have achieved it”. We then have
a pool of exchange of ideas and think about how to
present what we have done, and we have actually
presented it in a rather diVerent kind of way this
year. We have not simply said, “This is our DSO1 and
this is what we’ve done. This is our other DSO and
this is what we’ve done”, but we have tried to make

1 Departmental Strategic Objective

it more thematic to tell the story. I do think the
Report has in it a number of specific achievements,
and we have got even more specific achievements, I
think, that we can report in the rest of the calendar
year in terms of the Marine Bill about to come out,
climate change projections published, excellent
citizen engagement campaigns and good stuV on
food, but it is almost by the nature of what we do
that we are telling a longer-term story.

Q3 Chairman: Maybe I have not found it, but one of
the things that you normally expect in an annual
report is a sort of dossier of who is who in the
Department. Is that in here because I could not
find it?
Dame Helen Ghosh: Well, again there is a question,
and I think for next year we are hoping to achieve
having our accounts and our Departmental Report
in the same publication. That would be the ideal
thing so that you could see all the two things
together. You certainly have all the detail on who we
are, what we are paid and so on in the resource
accounts and I think you have a picture at the
beginning somewhere because I was looking at it the
other day.

Q4 Chairman: We have a picture of you.
Mr Anderson: And the Management Board on
page 25.
Dame Helen Ghosh: And you have got a picture of
the ministers. Again, the business model that we
have is one which is, as you know because we have
discussed it at previous hearings, modelled around
projects and programmes and, therefore, actually we
do not have the traditional hierarchical
organisational chart, so it would be diYcult to
include that.

Q5 Chairman: Forgive me, and you are quite right to
remind me of this, but on the Management Board
there appears to be somebody missing. You have
got, I suppose, a £2.5/3 billion business that you run.
Dame Helen Ghosh: Yes.

Q6 Chairman: If this were a private enterprise, there
would be one key person who would be on the
board, yet I do not see their name down here.
Dame Helen Ghosh: The Finance Director?

Q7 Chairman: Yes.
Dame Helen Ghosh: The Finance Director is, for all
practical purposes, on the Board.

Q8 Chairman: But it says here, “Defra’s
Management Board”, and the Finance Director is
not on it.
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Dame Helen Ghosh: This is, I think, one of the
problems that you get with Civil Service
nomenclature. The list and the photographs of
people that you have got in the Annual Report are
the directors-general and we, like other departments,
have directors-general represented on the Board, we
also have permanent members of the Management
Board for the purposes of our monthly meetings, our
strategic discussions with ministers and our
executive team meetings, which always include Anne
Marie who is our Finance Director, but she is not
formally a director-general and that is why she does
not appear in those pictures. She reports to Mike, as
Head of the Strategy and Evidence Group.

Q9 Chairman: But do you not think that in terms of
laying out a clear line of accountability and seniority,
and I appreciate the labels, but in terms of giving
authority for somebody running a business of that
size, which is what you are doing, I cannot think of
a plc in the land that would not formally have the
finance director on the board of directors of the
company. In other words, it is a way of stamping
their authority because the finance director has got a
key job in arguing with the other members,
sometimes the spending members of the board,
about what the priorities are. Do you not think that
you ought to address this issue?
Dame Helen Ghosh: I have to say, the Treasury,
which, as you know, is responsible for the
governance arrangement in other government
departments, is entirely happy with the arrangement
we have. Anne Marie is on the Management Board
and we could perfectly well have put her photograph
there too. She, as I say, is always engaged in all our
discussions about financial matters both at the
Management Board and in executive team meetings,
but I think the important point to make is that
finance is not a separate activity from what I and all
the rest of my management team do all the time. It
is not the case that Anne Marie has to argue against
the rest of us who are desperate to spend money in a
‘not VFM2’ way and fight her corner. As you know
from previous discussions, for example, all our
directors-general and Anne Marie are involved in a
thing called the ‘Central Approvals Panel’ which
agrees, decides and puts advice to ministers on all
our spending proposals. That is also replicated then
at a local level in the various DG groups, and finance
is strongly represented. Managing our finances is
built into what we do all the time every day and,
therefore, I have no doubt whatsoever that the
finance voice is heard as loudly in our Department as
it is in any other department you would find in
Whitehall, and that is reflected in the way the
Treasury rates us in terms of the step change of
improvement in our financial management.

Q10 Chairman: So, if this voice is so loud, how did
you underspend by £373 million?

2 Value for money

Dame Helen Ghosh: If I may take you back, as you
and some members of the Committee will recall,
Chairman, this is a question of the rugby balls. The
figure the NAO3 quoted—

Q11 Mr Cox: What sort of balls did you say?
Dame Helen Ghosh: The rugby balls. Sorry, I cannot
remember, Mr Cox, if you were present at the time,
but we, like all other departments, have diYculty in
explaining, because it is very complicated, the
relationship between the cash estimates, i.e., the
money Parliament votes us to draw down out of the
Treasury bank account, and how we manage our
departmental expenditure limit.

The Committee suspended from 4.35pm until 4.45pm
for a division in the House

Q12 Chairman: You were going to the sporting
analogy of rugby balls to explain why your
Department has got the third-highest percentage
variance in terms of underspend in Whitehall, so tell
us about these rugby balls.
Dame Helen Ghosh: Yes, as we have discussed
informally, Chairman, with some members of the
Committee, there are two separate things going on
here. The first is the cash that is voted to us by
Parliament which is how, as I was saying before the
division, we draw down actual cash out of the system
to pay, for example, farmers, whether it is for single
payments or RDPE4, and there is, as you will have
seen from the NAO analysis, another element of that
which is how we pay Environment Agency closed-
pension pensioners. That is a matter of managing
cashflow, and I will come back to why it is
particularly diYcult for a department like us, though
I think that over recent years, as something in the
Report shows, we are getting better. There is then the
figure which is the one which both we and the
Treasury focus on for the purposes of the fiscal
position for the purposes of market confidence
which is our departmental expenditure limit. That is
what is set in CSR5 processes, that is what we are
managing to in CSR 2007 at the moment and that is
the focus, as I say, both of the main dialogues we
have with the Treasury, the discussions we have with
our ministers and the success factor in terms of
delivering public spending outcomes. Therefore, in
terms of the cash, what we have to estimate is
particularly challenging because we receive lots of
money in euros and we pay it out to farmers in
sterling and the year covered by this Report was
particularly challenging because of the enormous
fluctuation in the sterling-euro exchange rates. We
handle something like £4 billion because we do not
just do this for ourselves, but we do it also for the
devolved administrations, and we observed, for
example, that between December 2008 and January
2009 there was an eight per cent change in the value
of sterling. That was precisely at the moment in the
spring supplementary when we had to make our final

3 National Audit OYce
4 Rural Development Programme for England
5 Comprehensive Spending Review
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determination on exactly how much sterling cash we
would need over the whole year, and we will be doing
that process again this year, but it is extremely
diYcult to predict exactly that cash point. We have
to be pessimistic because we cannot break the cash
which you, as Parliament, vote us, so we tend to go
for the downside figure rather than the upside figure.
This year, because of the extreme volatility, despite
all the hedging we could do, we ended up
overestimating the cash we needed by that £373
million. As I say, it was principally a result of
payments on SPS6, payments on the Rural
Development Programme for England and the
Environment Agency Pension Fund. Talking to the
Treasury about, as it were, their set of priorities, yes,
managing cash is important in terms of the debt they
are required to raise, but in terms of their priorities
it is in the way we, as a department, manage the
departmental expenditure limit, the resource that we
are given, because in terms of public spending and
the solidity of our public finances that is much more
important. That is where I was quoting our Treasury
spending team and, as they said to me, we have
achieved a step change in how we manage our
departmental resource budget. We hope we can do
better in cash predictions for the current cash
estimates year. It has not been quite so volatile in
sterling-euro and we might do better, but, December
to January, we have to make our final determination
on that.
Ms Millar: If I could perhaps just add to clarify, we
do hedge for converting from the euro into sterling,
but what we have to do is estimate the income for
SPS between January and March, so during the
financial year 2008–09 we will have hedged for the
nine months and that would all be done on the
scheme data at the end of September, but for the
2009 scheme, which starts in January to December,
we will not actually have an exchange rate set until
September, which is obviously after the year ends, so
all we do is estimate the income between January
and March. Therefore, I do not want you to get the
idea that it is a realised gain or loss, but we may have
to estimate making the January, February and
March income and how that translates to the euro at
the end of January, at the end of February and at the
end of March, but it is a notional one, it is not a real
gain or loss and, therefore, we have to just estimate
to make sure that the parliamentary estimate will
give us cover.

Q13 Chairman: Under the current arrangements,
you ought to be gainers in sterling cash terms.
Dame Helen Ghosh: Farmers are the gainers because
they take the money in sterling, and both last year
and in the coming year they will have seen in each of
those years—that is, the SPS scheme years—a 15 per
cent increase in the value of the money they receive
from the SPS because they take the money in sterling
and the exchange rate is currently working
favourably.

6 Single Payment Scheme

Q14 Chairman: Tell us about the hedging
arrangements that you put in place. Are these unique
Defra hedging arrangements, or are they part of a
general government hedging arrangement?
Dame Helen Ghosh: Each department has its own
hedging contracts, but they are within a framework
and rules set down by the Treasury. I do not think it
is reflected in the Departmental Report, but it is
reflected in our resource accounts that the volatility
of exchange rates last year meant that, as it were,
there was a paper loss on our hedging arrangement.
It was a highly technical point which I am happy to
write to the Committee about, but it all depended on
what was the rate at which the Royal Bank of
Scotland, as they are our hedging contractors, were
hedging, and I am going to get this slightly wrong,
but I think they were taking the rate at eight o’clock
in the morning and the Bank of England proceeded
on the basis that the rate was at an average between
ten and noon. It is something very complicated like
that, and the diVerence between those two figures in
a very volatile market meant that we were not as
thoroughly insured as we should have been. We
discussed this with the Treasury. We, as I say, had
followed Treasury guidelines and we have now
agreed an average rate at which our hedging now
happens, but you will find that somewhere in here.
All departments that have these exchange rate issues
in their accounts have to do some kind of hedging.
You may have gathered that, for example, the
Foreign OYce, which has to make enormous
numbers of payments in enormous numbers of
currencies, has been quite challenged in recent
months by the volatility of exchange rates and the
weakness of the pound, so we are not alone in having
hedging and we are not alone, because of the way we
get our money, in having this diYculty of just
precisely pinpointing the cash.

Q15 Paddy Tipping: What do the RPA7 do about
foreign exchange?
Dame Helen Ghosh: Sorry, this is what I am
describing. It is, strictly speaking, I think, an RPA
contract for hedging, but of course it impacts on the
whole accounts for Defra because they are
consolidated in our accounts.

Q16 Paddy Tipping: The NAO are not so happy with
the RPA performance on foreign exchange, are they?
They qualified the accounts.
Dame Helen Ghosh: What they qualified the
accounts on, and again I am not an accountant and
I will hand over hastily to Anne Marie to explain
this, is the application of a thing called ‘FRS23’,
which is how you account through the year for your
foreign exchange transactions. I believe it is the case
that the NAO and/or the Treasury did not issue
explicit advice to departments about how they
should apply this new accounting treatment, so in
fact departments, and in this case the RPA as the key
agency for us, went and got their own advice from
accountants. In this particular case, I think
Deloittes, advising the NAO, and PWC8, advising

7 Rural Payments Agency
8 PricewaterhouseCoopers
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the RPA, had diVerent views on how you should
apply it and that is why in the RPA accounts we had
a—is it described as a ‘diVerence of view’?
Ms Millar: A ‘disagreement’.
Dame Helen Ghosh: A disagreement on the
treatment. As I understand it, as a complete
layperson, it is something to do with whether you
average over the year or whether you put in your
accounts at spot points, and that is how it works, so
that was the issue for them.

Q17 Paddy Tipping: Let me ask you about your non-
exec directors. Have any of them got a financial
background? Secondly, I have got a high regard for
Poul Christensen; he is the acting Chair of Natural
England. Is it right that he should be a non-exec
director and, if it is confirmed, is his position going
to remain on the Board?
Dame Helen Ghosh: I think you will want to discuss
that with him when you see him in a week or so’s
time, so I do not want to prejudge what he will say
to you.

Q18 Paddy Tipping: But he is your non-exec.
Dame Helen Ghosh: He is indeed my non-exec and, I
should say, he is a fabulous non-executive. In a single
person, he represents business, as a businessman, he
represents farming, running his own dairy farm, he
represents one of our key delivery agencies and he is
a man of enormous good sense and wisdom, so, were
he to decide that there was a significant conflict of
interest, then he would stand down.

Q19 Paddy Tipping: Let me be clear about this. He
is your non-exec and you have got to come to a
decision rather than him, and what is your view?
Dame Helen Ghosh: That is indeed the case. Can I
just go back to why he was appointed because you
first asked me the question about our non-
executives. Yes, I do have a qualified former finance
director from Unilever on the Board, he chairs our
Audit and Risk Committee and he is Bill GriYths.
He performs an absolutely invaluable role for us, as
Chair of our Audit and Risk Committee and in
participating in Management Board debates. We
invited Poul to join us in order to represent one of
our key delivery bodies when he was the Deputy
Chair and then, as you know, in very sad
circumstances he stepped up. I think it is very
important to have somebody representing the wider
Defra network engaged in our Board, but it is almost
impossible to achieve that without there being some
element of conflict of interest. Of course, if there
were a debate, which, I have to say, infrequently
happens because we are very collegiate, which was
about how much money should we give to Natural
England, Poul would immediately leave the room.
Indeed, we have regular discussions about our big
four delivery bodies on a quarterly basis and he
always leaves the room when we have those, and that
is a debate between Peter Unwin, representing the
Department, and the rest of the Board. Again, I do
not want to anticipate what he will say. I would be

extremely sorry to lose him, but I do think that,
assuming you confirm and whatever the process now
is, if he becomes the permanent Chairman, I think he
will probably want to stand down. I will be very
sorry to lose him and he will be extremely diYcult
to replace.

Q20 David Lepper: Ben Gill is looking for a job!
Dame Helen Ghosh: Well, equally, I think one might
want to think about, as it were, the wider industries
and future that we represent, so one might equally
want to look for someone from the broader food and
drink industries or perhaps expand the number of
non-executives we have. I would welcome any
suggestions from the Committee should we have
some vacancies.

Q21 Paddy Tipping: I have always been a great
supporter of the Rural Development Programme. I
think the move towards it has been a tremendous
step forward as part of the CAP9 reform and you are
not spending it, but we are still big advocates for
further reform of the CAP to move towards
investment in rural areas and into the wider
environment. Why are you not spending this money?
Dame Helen Ghosh: As you say, some of the spend
has gone more slowly than we would have hoped.
That is partly because, if you look at, as it were, the
agri-environment scheme elements of it, actually
there is an awful lot of detailed negotiation that
needs to go on to get the right set of plans and
agreements there. I think there is also an issue, and
this is probably a longer-term issue, about the
attractiveness of the amounts of money that we can
oVer for agri-environment schemes for some farmers
at a time when business is booming and the returns
that they can get on the open market are very strong.
I think something like the recent Campaign for the
Farmed Environment, which of course is the perfect
way of working in partnership with the farming
industry to encourage more people to come in, is
probably the way to do it. The Government or even
Natural England trying to persuade farmers that it
is a good thing and “Please come in” is not going to
be as eVective as farmers who are doing it
enthusiastically, participating and saying, “Look
how great it is” and getting some more people to
join. The other elements of course are the elements
we pay through the Rural Development Agencies
for economic development, and actually Mike is
more of an expert on this than I am because he, as
you may recall, last year and Bill Stow had been on
progresses around the country talking to RDAs.
What is your feel on that?
Mr Anderson: Well, it is broadly the same sort of
area. The diYculty was trying to set up the schemes
in the first place, and there is actually a false
trajectory of spend because, when you project it, you
do that. In fact, what all the RDAs are saying to us,
which we are going round now, is that they have now
got themselves into position in relation to where they

9 Common Agricultural Policy
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want to start putting these monies and that
trajectory will go up like that very quickly. That is
what they are saying to us now, that there have been
issues about how you actually set that pathway.
Certainly on the other axes, they are now saying that
yes, they are expecting to spend them, particularly as
in some areas of the rural economy it is quite a good
thing to do at this particular moment to support
them.

Q22 Paddy Tipping: Perhaps I could make two more
strategic points then. First of all, there is criticism of
some RDAs, that they do not deliver for the rural
communities and for the agricultural sector, and, if
they are not spending what they have got, then that
reinforces that. Secondly, we are about to embark on
yet another round of CAP reform, and the
Government has been a big advocate of reform, yet,
if we cannot spend the money that we are arguing for
the reform, it puts us in a pretty weak position, does
it not?
Dame Helen Ghosh: Well, I do not think we are
immediately on the brink, but, as you say, we are in
the foothills of CAP reform. Clearly, we need to
think about the delivery mechanisms for any
expanded Pillar 2, not just what the quantum of
Pillar 2 may be, and what it should be spent on, and
I think that is extremely important in terms of
thinking of the delivery landscape going forward.
We are absolutely on the case in terms of having to
think about delivery mechanisms as well as the total
amount of money that we spend.

Q23 Chairman: Can I just follow on Mr Tipping’s
line of inquiry because on page 37 of the Report, the
section describing the Rural Development
Programme says that this is a £3.9 billion
programme, and that is big money by anybody’s
standards, so, when I look in the Report to see what
the explanation is, for example, “The economic
downturn is impacting on the uptake of the
socioeconomic measures in the programme”, I am
looking for some indication as to what
socioeconomic measures are being impacted. I am
looking for something to tell me about what you
have actually spent on diVerent ingredients in this
programme, what is up, what is down, what are the
trends. If you are looking after the stewardship of
£3.9 billion, I expect a bit more detail, so I zoom to
page 38 and it says to me that more can be found
under PSA2810 and DSO6 in chapter 4, so, thinking
that is where I am going to find the answer, I turn to
page 149 and all I find is a sort of list really of things
and I am none the wiser on what you have actually
been spending this £3.9 billion on.
Dame Helen Ghosh: Well, I would be very happy to
send you a—

Q24 Chairman: I am sure you would, but this is the
Annual Report of your stewardship of £3.9 billion
worth of money and, unless I have missed it, I cannot
find anything which tells me what you have been
using it for in the Department’s Annual Report.

10 Public Service Agreement

Dame Helen Ghosh: As you know, the bulk of the
money here goes to buy environmental goods from
land managers and that is the main thing that is
bought here. The outcomes of that are explained at
various points in the Report in terms of uptake and
hectarage and so on and so forth. Just to go back—

Q25 Chairman: The point I am making is that you
are probably right, but you said at the beginning that
you want to tell a story, a sense of narrative, yet, in
trying to find these things in this Report, you are
going here, there and everywhere. This is a massive
programme and I would have thought you would
have wanted to consolidate to give a clear picture for
the reader as to what you have been doing with this
money, and I am struggling to find it.
Dame Helen Ghosh: All I can say is that we will take
that drafting suggestion for next year. As I say, we
always have diYculty in a department like ours
where a lot of our activity contributes to a lot of
things we do and, unless it becomes a very old-
fashioned, straightforward description of every line
of spending and what we did with it, it is quite
diYcult to tell the story, but, if you want more facts
of that kind, we will certainly put them in.

Q26 Chairman: I think what I am saying to you is
that this is your annual shop window on what your
Department is doing, and £3.9 billion merits a page
and a quarter of some description, the odd number,
and then you turn to another page. If this is a
showcase policy, then showcase it properly.
Dame Helen Ghosh: Indeed.
Ms Millar: One point, I thought, which it might be
worth clarifying is that £3.9 billion relates to the
scheme which is over a number of years, I think at
least seven years, so we are not spending that in
one year.

Q27 Chairman: It does not tell the reader that.
Ms Millar: It is £200 million per year and it is on an
increasing basis.
Dame Helen Ghosh: I think the Report makes that
point. I think what the Chairman is saying is, “Can
we have more examples of what it’s being spent on?”
I am sure we can get some very good examples
because I know that Mike was down in the South
West, for example, and, to go back to Mr Tipping’s
point, the RDA there is taking both the rural
economic development issues and the sustainability
issues extremely seriously, and I am sure we would be
able to produce some good stories. Indeed, the
Management Board all went over to Cambridgeshire
not long ago and looked at some of the projects that
they were funding and they were extremely good in
terms of sustainability, renewable energy and so on
and so forth, so, if we have got stories to tell, we will
tell them.
Chairman: Well, we would like to pick up on your
kind oVer of something which actually does tell the
story because we would like to know what is up,
what is down, what are the trends and what are the
problems because it is diYcult to divine that from
this particular piece of work.
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Q28 David Taylor: Dame Helen, when did you take
over the helm of HMS Defra?
Dame Helen Ghosh: I took over the helm on
November 4 2005.

Q29 David Taylor: At the start of this year that we
are looking at of the RPA accounts, you had been
there for well over two years and almost three years.
Dame Helen Ghosh: Indeed.

Q30 David Taylor: The vessel that you inherited
from the sainted Sir Brian was clearly heading in the
wrong direction in a number of areas, and I will give
you one of them, and it was also leaking taxpayers’
funds, that is with the RPA, in a way that you might
see from a rusty silo trailer in a Midlands farmyard.
Do you think that in your four years you have
substantially improved the performance of the
Department, particularly in the financial area where
the finances do seem to be about as transparent as
the Devon ditchwater which find in Mr Cox’s
constituency? What do you think you have
achieved? Is it the high point of your career so far?
Dame Helen Ghosh: I am enormously proud of what
I have achieved in Defra and I think that was
reflected notably in the capability re-review, which
looked at the capability of the Department in March
this year against March two years before, which said
that we had demonstrated an appetite for
transformational change and had made progress in
implementing it and was full of praise for the
improvement in our financial management abilities.
We are one, for example, of the very, very few
departments that were given end-year flexibility
from 2008–09 into 2009–10. When I said to Gus
O’Donnell that the Treasury team were so pleased
with how we managed our finances they were giving
us end-year flexibility, his face went green with envy.
We were described, if you look at the ratings of the
capability re-review, as “one of the most improved
departments in Whitehall”.

Q31 David Taylor: It is a cosy club, is it not?
Dame Helen Ghosh: It is not a cosy club at all.

Q32 David Taylor: It is hardly an independent, hard-
headed assessment, is it?
Dame Helen Ghosh: It is absolutely a hard-headed
assessment.

Q33 David Taylor: You have an accountancy-
qualified finance director on the Board in a new
position who is not on the Board, a sort of tokenistic
approach, which really demonstrates that the
importance that you give to financial matters seems
to be a tad sub-optimal. Is that not the case?
Dame Helen Ghosh: In fact, the assessment that was
made of our financial management and the step
change in improvement—and that is coming from
my Treasury spending team who, I can assure you,
are not a soft touch—is that it has indeed been a step
change. In terms of how we manage and monitor our
resources, we are one of the very few departments,
and I should say that the capability reviews that are
done both involve independent scrutiny from people

like an ex-executive in the TSB, as it was in this case,
and a variety of external commentators and then are
moderated by an external group, and they found
that in terms of our fundamental systems we had
significantly improved and, if I may go back to my
personal position, that a large part of that
improvement was actually because of my personal
passion and drive for making the change, so I am
extremely proud of what we have done in Defra.

Q34 David Taylor: Does that include its geographic
extremities, such as RPA?
Dame Helen Ghosh: I believe we are having a session
in a couple of weeks’ time in early December to talk
about the RPA in particular, but, as I said to the
Public Accounts Committee last month, what the
RPA has delivered, and we have discussed as a
committee the action I took more or less on my
arrival in 2005 and early 2006 to replace the Chief
Executive, it has delivered significantly swifter
payments to farmers, which of course—

Q35 David Taylor: I am sorry to interrupt, but the
RPA’s accounts for 2008–09 are qualified by the
NAO and my friend Paddy Tipping started to talk
about that and there were three elements to it. One
of the elements was that the NAO could not confirm
some of the debtor balance because the figures had
very high levels of debt recording errors. These are
fundamental matters, are they not? They are not
exactly diYcult to get right. Your group seems to
have put these things into the corner out of the
daylight that we need in order to examine
performance.
Dame Helen Ghosh: I can assure you, I think I have
discussed the issue of under or overpayments with
two or three committees and, therefore, the idea that
it is somehow in a corner is completely untrue. The
issue there which we have now got, following the
review, as I set up earlier in the summer under
Katrina Williams’ leadership, is to try to get to the
bottom of the highly complex issues about over and
underpayment. As you know, for reasons which the
Committee has discussed, this is an extremely
complex system and precisely pinning down over
and underpayment on a particular point in time is
very diYcult. We have a range, which is what the
PAC found and the RPA itself found, of somewhere
between £50 and £90 million in terms of possible
overpayment, and that is against the scale of a fund
of £1.4 billion a year.

Q36 David Taylor: I would agree with you, Dame
Helen.
Dame Helen Ghosh: So, in fact, in terms of a
percentage it is actually quite small and in terms of
the value, the accuracy of value, it is consistently at
about 98 per cent, but it is very important to the
farmers who are aVected.

Q37 David Taylor: I understand. I would agree with
you that it is a complicated system, it is an
unnecessarily complicated system, but it is not a
complex system and there is a key diVerence there.
The system that you have acquired—not you
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personally, but this was largely the responsibility of
your sainted predecessor who seems to have got
away scot-free—is one that is innately diYcult to
operate. I would accept that. In Defra’s accounts,
you have made provision for disallowances of
around £246 million. Are you still negotiating with
the Commission about the exact extent of that?
Dame Helen Ghosh: Yes.

Q38 David Taylor: I would ask Anne Marie Millar,
where are we on those negotiations? When on earth
do you expect to bring them to a conclusion?
Ms Millar: The majority of the £246 million relates
to SPS 2005 and 2006 which, as you will be aware,
were the two particularly problematic years. We
have no crystallisation at the moment, but there is
certainly ongoing discussion with the Commission.

Q39 David Taylor: What is that Civil Service code
for?
Ms Millar: Whether 2006 is an improvement or not.
My view is that we will not get any formal decision
or final payment before 2010–11, I think that is our
current view on that.
Dame Helen Ghosh: This is true, I should say, for all
Member States. No Member States have yet had any
final view from the Commission on the accuracy
and, therefore, any potential disallowance for 2005
or 2006, so, as Anne Marie said, we are still in
negotiations with the Commission, and that is quite
a normal sort of timetable—

Q40 David Taylor: But you have made provision of
£246 million for that figure.
Dame Helen Ghosh: Indeed.

Q41 David Taylor: But you have already scored and
finalised £95 million.
Dame Helen Ghosh: Which is for previous schemes,
so for pre-SPS schemes, satellite tracking, fruit and
vegetables and those sorts of things, and that was the
basis on which we and the RPA got the technical
qualification in these accounts, so it was against that
£95 million.

Q42 David Taylor: I understand that. I am honestly
just a simple accountant, but, as far as I am aware,
the £246 million you have already scored for possible
future disallowances has to be added to the £95
million, which gives about £341 million and that
seems to overshoot already by 25 per cent almost the
Treasury view of £270 million.
Dame Helen Ghosh: No, we topped it up with our
own money. They gave us £90 million, £90 million
and £90 million in the three CSR years, and we
anyway, and always, make provision in our own
accounts because it is, as it were, the expected level
of disallowance, and it was before SPS and maybe
for the future, of around two per cent, so we got
within our own budget, so they gave us 270 and we
have topped it up.

Q43 David Taylor: But it seems to me that the level
of disallowances that we are seeing and their impact
on the Department is starting to eat into your budget
for other programmes.
Dame Helen Ghosh: No, absolutely not. It is
completely ring-fenced. It has no impact on our
budget for other programmes. Indeed, I have a great
team negotiating in Europe, both lawyers and
European experts. If we get a lower level of
disallowance than the kind of level for 2005 and
2006, and I would not like to cite it because that
becomes a self-fulfilling prophecy, we do not get any
money back from the Treasury, it just disappears
back to them.
David Taylor: I think even the most dedicated
Europhile listening to our discussion and your
explanation over the last couple of minutes would be
tempted to leave the room and ring up UKIP11 for a
membership application form.

Q44 Chairman: I think the idea that you potentially
are going to blow over £340 million worth of money,
which is a reflection of accuracy, it would be very
interesting to know whether you have done an
exercise, and we will come on and look at this in
more detail when we do the RPA, to say, “What
could we have done to have minimised the risk?”
because at the moment you are putting a contingent
above the 95 that you have already crystallised out
and the 246 which is where you may be going, but it
still represents, what, about the equivalent of ten per
cent of the annual running costs of the RPA,
roughly?
Dame Helen Ghosh: Yes, it is hard to tell because you
are comparing a number of years with a single year.

Q45 Chairman: Yes, but just to give it some kind of
quantum.
Dame Helen Ghosh: Of course, being a historian, I
do not like counterfactuals. There are various things
that you could have done. You could have paid
farmers much, much, much more slowly, for
example, so a large part of—

Q46 Miss McIntosh: But then you would be fined
for that.
Dame Helen Ghosh: And you would be fined for
that. You could have paid them more slowly within
your payment window and you would have then
risked a late payment penalty, which is just
automatic, but you could probably have made your
payments in that window slightly more accurate, so
that is one thing you could have done. As I was
discussing with the PAC the other day, we clearly did
explore at the time, and I know JeV Rooker has
talked either to this Committee or to the PAC about
this, whether that was the moment to revert to a
more simple historic basis, though still it is
challenging, as some Member States find, but you
cannot shift your horses in midstream and,
therefore, the conclusion was to continue investing
in this and focus on the service to farmers, but, as I
say, we will be returning to this next month.

11 United Kingdom Independence Party
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Chairman: Well, we will return to that, so I am not
going to take any more questions at this stage on
the RPA.

Q47 Miss McIntosh: Could I just ask, because you
did refer to other EU Member States having this,
where are we on the league table of disallowances?
Dame Helen Ghosh: No one knows because no one
has been given any disallowance figures yet, so no
one knows what any disallowance anybody is
getting for the post-2005 system.

Q48 Miss McIntosh: So how can you sort of reach a
balance between disallowance and a fine for late
payment? How do you judge it?
Dame Helen Ghosh: To some extent, in the end it is
a political judgment and it is a ‘service to customers’
judgment. It has not been an issue since the 2005
scheme because what happened in the 2005 scheme,
which actually means in 2006, was that so great was
the pressure to make sure that hard-pressed farmers
with terrible cashflow diYculties got payments that
we made partial payments on the basis of the claims
that we had and then we readjusted them afterwards.
That kind of payment in advance and then working
out afterwards what an accurate payment was,
firstly, of course has produced some of the problems
about overpayments and underpayments and it also
makes the European auditors very concerned about
whether we are protecting the fund appropriately,
which is actually the key criterion for them, so that
was the thing which, certainly in 2005, was
problematic. My recollection is that we did not do
the same thing in 2006, and of course in subsequent
years we have been paying much faster within the
payment window with no partial payments.

Q49 Miss McIntosh: But that was the year when you
had the big fine, 2005.
Dame Helen Ghosh: For the 2005 scheme we did
have an automatic late payment fine, but that is
because we had not hit the percentage target for
payments by the end of June, but we have hit that in
every subsequent year.

Q50 Chairman: Okay, we will come back to that one
when we look at the RPA. Let us move on and look
at aspects of the managing of your Department. You
have got a DSO9 which is dealt with on page 172 of
the Report, headlined, “The respected Department
delivering eYcient and high-quality services and
outcomes”, but you are thinking of removing this
DSO. Why?
Dame Helen Ghosh: The requirement, I believe, is
that you should have a DSO that covers every
activity that you do and—

Q51 Chairman: Can I just interject because one of
the things that strikes me is that you seem to have got
almost too many things going on. You are busy
having all these wonderful DSOs and all the lists of
all the things you are going to do and lists of
measurements, yet we have been talking about
delivery and I get worried sometimes that you have

got too many things that are going on to be
monitored which is taking away time from actually
delivering on the things that really matter.
Dame Helen Ghosh: I do not think I would agree
with you on that. I might agree with you on the idea
that we have too many DSOs which, in some sense,
overlap, so, if you take, for example, a sustainable,
secure and healthy food supply and a thriving
farming and food sector, those are obviously issues
that overlap and both of those things also overlap
with adapting to and, as we now have, the
responsibility for mitigating climate change in our
areas. That is why we organised the Report and
indeed have set in our excellent picture, which I hope
all members of the Committee have, of our priorities
that all of that boils down into three priorities
essentially, which are promoting a sustainable, low-
carbon and resource-eYcient economy, the healthy
natural environment for us all in dealing with
environmental risks, a thriving farming sector and a
sustainable, healthy and secure food supply. That is
why we organised this on that basis, because it is an
easier way to think about it, but in any future target-
setting structure, I think we would say, it is also
easier to tell to our own staV the story if you have
fewer DSOs. How do we manage and monitor it? I
think we have shown the Committee before, we have
sent these before, that it is not actually hard to
monitor that. What we have for Management Board
purposes is, for each of our DSOs, we have a single
sheet which we look at within groups on a monthly
basis and within the Department on a quarterly basis
to track progress against each of our DSOs, so it is
not diYcult to do in management terms, but I think
in terms of telling a story it is harder to do.

Q52 Chairman: So why do you want to get rid of
DSO9?
Dame Helen Ghosh: Because, in a sense, it is the
capability of the Department that actually
contributes to the success of all the other things that
we do. When we set up our DSOs at the beginning of
CSR 2007, as I say, the Treasury rubric, I think, was
that you have to have a DSO that covers everything
that you do, and there was a sort of thing where we
thought that actually for a department, particularly
like Defra, the success of what we do is a lot about
influencing, a lot about reputation, a lot about our
standing in Whitehall, a lot about our standing in
Europe, so why do we not measure those aspects of
what we do, and that is why we thought it was worth
having a DSO, but it is as much about reputation
and, as I think we call it, ‘no cock-ups’—is that the
term we use?
Mr Anderson: I think it is
Dame Helen Ghosh: I think that is the term of art
that we use. It is a bundle of those things. Actually
we could not achieve our other eight DSOs unless
that were true. We also have a corporate dashboard
which we look at on the same basis which looks at
our partnerships, our processes, our people and our
change issues, so we do monitor it, but it is quite a
complex story.
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Q53 Chairman: What is going to replace it, or is it
just going to be scrapped altogether?
Mr Anderson: Well, Chairman, it has already been
embedded in everything else we do. If you look at,
for example, the impact of our influenceonDBIS12as
a department, because we see ourselves very much as
an economic department, it is whether we are
engaged with them in things like a waste project,
which we are at the minute so their agenda is being
pursued alongside our agenda, and that, therefore,
relates really to how we are dealing with the waste
and SDP13 DSO in that sort of area. So actually that
is really what we should be looking at, what sort of
impact we have, as a department, across Whitehall.
We are just, as you know, moving from G8 to G20,
which is likely to be the body that is the global body,
and so for Defra is quite important. Is Defra at the
table in Whitehall on what our G20 ask is as a
department? I can assure you, we are and are very
much now embedded in what is the direction for the
future of the G20. You can see where we pursue,
therefore, across the other eight areas, whether it is
in food and farming or whether it is in the healthy
environment and adapting to climate change,
whether we are actually having success as a
department, as well as, as you rightly pointed out,
whether we are delivering with the RPA, whether we
are delivering with the RDPE and whether we are
delivering with the things where we go at the sharp
end. Whether the DSO9 adds any more than that is
a way of looking at it, a snapshot way of looking at
it. It is useful to know whether we are not having
enough influence in Europe, and Europe is about to
change, so maybe we should have a holistic look at
that, but actually the real impact is whether we have
delivered on the concrete things that the Department
is driving forward.

Q54 Paddy Tipping: This year’s budget asked you to
make additional savings of about £75 million and so
far you have identified savings of £35 million. Could
you give us a snapshot of how you are going to deal
with the rest?
Dame Helen Ghosh: This is the 2010–11 figure?

Q55 Paddy Tipping: Yes.
Dame Helen Ghosh: It is eVectively work in progress
and we are trying to gather that kind of intelligence
at the moment. As you say, we did identify some
specific things which are listed in the table in the
further information that we sent to you, but, to some
extent, we said to various parts of the Department
and indeed our delivery bodies, “Can you live within
a smaller budget? If we take that budget away, can
you find ways of delivering the same outcome with
less money?” and they said that yes, they could, so
indeed the data we are collecting at the moment is,
“How exactly are you proposing to do that? To what
extent is that, what we would call, ‘operational
eYciency’?” which we would be able to build into the
operational eYciency work we are doing, launched
by the Chancellor this year, “To what extent is it
allocative eYciency? Are you just stopping doing

12 Department for Business, Innovation and Skills
13 Sustainable Development Programme

things?” so we will be able to give you a more
detailed version of that paper in terms of how they
actually found the savings that we want.

Q56 Paddy Tipping: Now that the Pre-Budget
Report is not very far away, and I do not know the
date and perhaps you do—
Dame Helen Ghosh: I think we do.
Mr Anderson: I think we do.

Q57 Paddy Tipping: I am not going to ask you that,
but what I am going to ask you is: what signals are
you getting—

Q58 Chairman: Is it 9 December?
Mr Anderson: It is. It has gone public.
Dame Helen Ghosh: I heard somebody say it today.

Q59 Chairman: No, we heard it here first. This is
good!
Dame Helen Ghosh: Well, I wrote it down furiously
at some meeting this morning, but I did not know
whether it was oYcial, but it is 9 December.

Q60 Paddy Tipping: So what signals are you getting?
There are reports that you will be asked to make
further savings.
Dame Helen Ghosh: Well, under one of our most
talented young colleagues, we have launched a
programme within the Department both for the
Public Value Programme, which is essentially
looking at our spending programmes, the
Operational EYciency Programme, which is broadly
described as ‘back oYce’, but it is everything from
procurement to shared services and so on, and the
Arm’s-Length Body Programme, which is what does
our delivery landscape look like, are there too many
people, too few people. In fact, with a department
like ours, all those things line up very closely
together, so, if you take how you deal with flood
defence, that is a spending programme, but it is also
an eYciency issue in terms of the Environment
Agency and ourselves, and it is also something about
the relationship with an arm’s-length body. We were
one of the first departments to get into action on
that, and I imagine it is the case that the Chancellor
will want to give sort of preliminary indications
about what kinds of findings are coming out of that
and some of the first kinds of savings that might be
found. Again not to blow our own trumpet, but I
think that is what I am here to do, I think we were
probably the very first Department to send our
return into the Treasury in response to an early
exercise because we knew where we were and we had
set it up. Clearly, in terms of our programmes, a lot
of our big spending is what you would call ‘licence to
operate’, so flood defences, animal health, in
particular, and our science programmes and so on,
so we have constantly to hit that balance between
getting more eYciency out of the money that we
spend and to what extent you can reduce the budgets
further. I think on the Operational EYciency
Programme there is a published target, which is what
we are working to, that all departments should find
between 20 and 25 per cent of their so-called ‘back
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oYce’ based on 2007–08 by 2013–14, so that is what
we are working to there, and again I imagine the
Chancellor will want to say a bit about how people
might do that.

Q61 Paddy Tipping: But you can only make
eYciency savings for so long. Ultimately, it gets
harder and harder and you have got to look at
spending programmes. What reassurance can you
give to us about spending programmes, that they will
be cut?
Dame Helen Ghosh: I do not think I can give you any
more assurance than the Government has given,
which is that, clearly, the first thing to do is to look
at how you can get more for the money you have got,
but the Prime Minister himself, in his well-covered
speech about cuts, made the point that you might
have to stop doing lower-value programmes, which
ultimately of course is a question of judgment and
support both publicly and politically, so clearly, as
part of our work, we will be looking at whether we
can identify those things that are lower-value
programmes. Again, as I think I have discussed with
the Committee before, we have diYculty doing that
in the sense that, sadly, we do not have programmes
which spend a lot of money which do not relate very
closely to our strategic outcomes or have ‘licence to
operate’ implications, so there are not easy pickings,
which is why eYciency and getting more for our
money is where we need to look to first.
Mr Anderson: It is also the value question, with all
these acronyms that are going around, but actually
the real issue is the value of the programmes that we
produce. We do have a real understanding of how
our programmes and our money track together now,
and that has happened in the last period since the
Permanent Secretary has reorganised, and what we
really want to merge in the next few months is that
full list of prioritisation and understanding of the
value, that, if you put more money in here, you will
get more result out here and, if you take it away, you
are going to damage to a degree so that, when we go
to ministers, we have that full list of options,
depending on whatever the Treasury say to us at the
time they say to us, “Right guys, this is what we
have. This is what you’re going to get”, and that, I
think, will ultimately answer your question. There
will come a moment though when we will have to
stop something and we need to be in a clear position
to explain why we are saying that that is the least
value.

Q62 Chairman: Just to be absolutely clear, on page
138 of the Report you have identified towards the
£75 million about £351

2 million worth of savings
already, but is the next stage of finding the other £35
million the process you have just described, in other
words, some programmes are going to go, or are they
focused on better value for money in other aspects of
the way that your Department is run?
Dame Helen Ghosh: The narrative on this is
extremely complicated because things come out
sequentially.

Q63 Chairman: Well, make it simple for our
readers please.
Dame Helen Ghosh: The £75 million that you are
quoting was an amount quoted by the Chancellor in
the Budget this year where he said—

Q64 Chairman: Well, I am only quoting from page
137 of your Report. You have written it down. It
says here, “Looking ahead, Defra and its delivery
bodies will be working together to identify and
deliver the additional £75 million of eYciencies
required by 2010–11, confirmed in the Budget”.
Dame Helen Ghosh: Sorry, the narrative is what I am
trying to tell you. That is money we have simply
taken out of our budget for 2010–11, it is done, we
have taken it out of the budget. The process I have
just described, and we know something across the
Department and the agencies of what the impact of
that is, but we do not yet know, because actually we
are however many months we are away from
2010–11, exactly how—

Q65 Chairman: Not long.
Dame Helen Ghosh: Not long, but all of our bodies,
back to the list we gave in the additional
information, are working out how to deliver as many
of their outcomes for that money. The exercise that
Mike describes, the Public Value Programme, is
looking at programmes to 2013–14. It is not a CSR,
but eVectively it is saying, “If you look beyond at
2011–12, 2012–13 and 2013–14, how can you reduce
your spending?” All departments have been asked to
look at the 50 per cent by value of their programmes
for that period and to show how they can reduce or
make more eYcient, or whatever the outcome is,
their spending for those three years, not 2010–11, so
£75 million is 2010–11 and PVP is beyond 2010–11.

Q66 Chairman: Let me ask a question about how
you monitor it because at the end of the day you are
a service department and you deliver services to a
broad range of customers.
Dame Helen Ghosh: Yes.

Q67 Chairman: When you reduce the expenditure,
for example, you talk here about £17 million being
saved on TSE14 surveillance, okay, fine, but who is
tasked to monitor that you are not actually
underachieving in terms of appropriate practices to
provide the protection at the same level as it is today,
but costing less to deliver? Who is tasked with the
quality control of the reduced expenditure, but
holding delivery quality constant?
Dame Helen Ghosh: Well, in that case, there is a
demand-side issue as well as an aVordability issue. It
has been clear, as with TSE and all the research we
have paid for at VLA15 and elsewhere and the
incidence in livestock, that, if the incidence of TSE is
declining, then you need to do less surveillance. We
will take those judgments on the basis of the best
possible scientific advice that we get and, as you will
know, I think, from your previous lives, we have very
distinguished scientific groups on things like

14 Transmissible Spongiform Encephalopathy
15 Veterinary Laboratories Agency
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spongiform encephalopathy to tell us what
surveillance they think we should do, so we reduce
the surveillance in line with the best scientific
evidence that we can get and that is how we test that.

Q68 Chairman: Did it not occur to you, when you
see that you can make savings of this order, how,
relatively speaking, ineYciently the Department was
run before?
Dame Helen Ghosh: That is not a saving that is
anything to do with eYciency or ineYciency, it is
what we choose to do.

Q69 Chairman: But there are other things where you
are doing things in a diVerent way. How radically are
you starting to limber up? For example, over the
debacle of the RPA, I heard somebody irreverently
suggest that, for example, Natural England paid
money out of environmental schemes, so, if they do
it, why can they not take over the RPA? Why do you
not bang it all together? How revolutionary are you
going to be? You have got lots of outposts doing
similar things.
Dame Helen Ghosh: The exercise that I described,
the arm’s-length body exercise, will look at precisely
those sorts of issues. We do constantly look at our
delivery landscape, and Hampton made us do that in
terms of where our inspectorates are. It is easy to be
quite simplistic though, that X pays money out, so it
is obvious that they should pay money out. Actually,
if you look at the staV in Natural England and the
expertise in Natural England, it is predominantly
people who understand biodiversity, can give
farmers face-to-face and excellent advice on
environmental stewardship schemes, but actually a
lot of what the RPA does is a payment operation,
having done complex calculations within a complex
scheme, so, in that sense, it is probably closer to
complex social security benefit administration than
it is to Natural England, but we will be looking at
precisely those sorts of issues. If I can come back, the
fundamental issue, I suspect, that all departments
need to face if times are tough is what are the things
that only Government can do, and that is the
criterion, what are the things that only Government
can do, and should we think about doing only those
things; I think that is the criterion.

Q70 Mr Williams: One of the targets that you were
set was the Lyons relocation target and I think you
hit that fairly early on?
Dame Helen Ghosh: We have exceeded it.

Q71 Mr Williams: You were going to exceed it
because of the relocation of the MMO16 to Tyneside,
but, when the review of the shortlisted locations was
done, the staV were not very keen on either Tyneside
or Newcastle, which I think was the other one, but
you said that the relocation and transition was going
to take place without redundancies.
Dame Helen Ghosh: Indeed.

16 Marine Management Organisation

Q72 Mr Williams: But, if the staV are not very keen
on it, what procedures are you putting in place to
make sure that you can achieve your target of no
redundancies?
Dame Helen Ghosh: The Marine Fisheries Agency is
an executive agency which is of course part of the
Department, so all the current staV in MFA are civil
servants, so what we have done, which is what we
would do if we were reducing the work in any area of
the Department, is say to the staV in the MFA who
do not wish to go to Tyneside, “You will, therefore,
be able to apply for roles and you become, as it were,
moved back into the heart of the Department, or
indeed you can apply for jobs in other executive
agencies”, and that is the commitment we have made
to them, so they will now, but I think we are phasing
it in such a way so that we make sure that we
maintain the skills that we have in the places that we
need them. That is the process that the staV who do
not want to go are following, so they are just like any
other civil servant in the Department.

Q73 Mr Williams: How successful has that process
been? Have you some idea of the outcome?
Dame Helen Ghosh: Of course, as I say, we are not
doing it as a big bang, because we need to make sure
we can maintain the service until the April vesting
date. I am very happy to establish how many people
have already moved out and back into the normal
department, but they are, I know, already exploring,
applying for jobs, as it were, back in the
Department, though they are in the Department
already, in fact. I should also say that I think we are
being very successful in recruiting very highly
qualified staV to work up in Tyneside. I was recently
looking at a list, I think in response to a
parliamentary question about the qualifications of
people we were recruiting, and they were dazzlingly
well-qualified. Existing staV are well-qualified, but
we do not seem at the moment to be having trouble
in recruiting good people.

Q74 Mr Williams: I understand that Tyneside were
very late in showing an interest to view the location
for the MMO. Could you tell us a little bit, very
briefly, about how the process of selection took place
and who, in the end, was responsible for the
decision?
Dame Helen Ghosh: It was a ministerial decision.
Again, I would be happy to give you details of the
process, but we clearly wanted to go through a fact-
based, an evidence-based analysis, and so we looked
at a variety of issues: whether it was staV preferences,
whether it was the local labour market, whether it
was the issue about access to clusters of scientific
excellence. Of course, any choice was bound to be
controversial. I know the staV very much hoped that
we would remain in London, but the then Minister,
Jonathan Shaw, and Hilary, took the view that to
have a Marine Management Organisation that was
not more obviously near a coast would not send the
right kind of signals.
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Q75 Mr Williams: I think some interested parties
thought it was going to go to the South West. I
understand there were ten locations on the shortlist.
How many of those locations were put to the
Minister?
Dame Helen Ghosh: I do not know.

Q76 Mr Williams: Could you let us know?
Dame Helen Ghosh: I could let you know. I should
say, it is a management decision rather than a
statutory decision, and, therefore, although I think
we went through a very open and transparent
process, it is not the same as making a statutory
decision under a piece of legislation; it is actually a
choice which would be based on a number of factors.

Q77 Chairman: Just help me to understand. One of
your relocations has seen 223 agriculture and
horticulture development board posts relocated to
Stoneleigh in Warwickshire from what are described
as “various locations in the South East”. If those
people transferred to their new place of work and
they are earning the same level as they were, which I
presume they are, it is quite hard to understand
where the cost savings are going to come. There is no
real detail about what the pre and post property
costs were, which must, by definition, be the only
other place you are going to save the money. Are
these real savings? If you could write to me (because
you may not know the answer) I would be interested
in a break-down to know where the savings come.
Dame Helen Ghosh: Yes, I would be happy to do
that. There was a business case and, as you say, the
business case will have analysed the opportunity
costs and, indeed, the actual savings you could make
moving out of place A and moving to Stoneleigh,
and, indeed, there will have been some, I suspect,
voluntary redundancy payments made to staV, so
that would have been factored into the business case.
The argument for moving to Stoneleigh, which I
imagine you are familiar with from your previous
roles, is that it is very much a cluster now of
agricultural and food-based business and science.
The NFU17 is there, we have now brought together
the old levy boards into a single place, and so you
will get the synergy advantages of all being in the
same place but I am sure that we have got financial
savings, and I am happy to send you details of the
business case.

Q78 Chairman: I would just like to be convinced that
the savings really are real. Let us move on then to the
subject of the Customer Focus and Insight Project,
a matter that is dealt with on page 131 of your report.
In practical terms, what real diVerences will this
exercise make to the quality of the services which you
provide? Give me an example.
Dame Helen Ghosh: I will give you an example. I will
give you the example of fishermen. I will just go back
a stage. Customer insight is useful for a number of
reasons in a department like ours. It is useful in order

17 National Farmers’ Union

to give customers the service they want and,
therefore, serve the public, which is one of the key
things we are there to do, and make them feel happy
with our service. It is also about getting them to do
the things we want them to do and feel happy about
that thing. In persuading citizens, for example, to
recycle, persuading businesses to be more
resourceful, actually you need to understand how
they think about things. You might do customer
insight for a variety of reasons. A good example is
the work we have done with fishermen, where there
are, as you will know, a range of issues about
delivery, about change, about government strategy.
What we did there was we did research about what
their attitudes were to the relationship with
government and, indeed, to their business, to how
they would like to interrelate to government and,
particularly, the Marine and Fisheries Agency staV,
who were the people they meet most of the time. We
did that analysis. We met groups of fishermen in
their places of work around the country and, for
example, they said, “Actually, we do not want to
look at the Internet all the time. We do not read stuV.
What we like is information and guidance direct
from people who we know and trust.” So what we
are now doing is training our marine fisheries oYcers
to be able to give a wide range of advice and
information to fishermen on the quayside, and that
is a much better way of communicating.

Q79 Chairman: Why the heck could you not put that
in so that we have got some idea, instead of having
to read this kind of gobble-speak: “Improved
service, better defined systems and nurturing of a
cultural shift which is based on understanding and
responding to behaviours and motivators will ensure
Defra better delivers policies and services that meet
customers’ needs and achieve our strategic
objective”? It sounds like something from a travel
book!
Dame Helen Ghosh: I think we have a tendency to
feel that telling stories is a bit infra dig. I have to say,
if you listen to any Management Board member or,
indeed, to Hilary, we say, “So, what is it we actually
do? Tell me a story.” We will have more stories in
next year, I promise.

Q80 Chairman: Yes, because otherwise this is just a
load of words. Also, can you, when you are printing
next year’s report, make certain you choose a
method of binding that keeps the pages together?
Dame Helen Ghosh: It is probably very sustainable!

Q81 Chairman: But there is a diminished quality in
the way that this particular report operates to the
detriment of the reader.
Dame Helen Ghosh: Can I tell you one other quick
story? One of the things we did with the customer
insight was to get all the senior people in the
Department out to go through some of the same
customer insight training, and it was fascinating. I
went round Sainsbury’s at Holborn with a
customer—just a customer picked oV the street—
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who said that they tried to do the “green” thing, and
we walked round in pairs. We walked round the shop
and just talked to them and they just explained, as
they went round, what was the thing that determined
them to get that meat rather than that meat, and it
was completely fascinating.

Q82 Chairman: So you have changed your
shopping habits?
Dame Helen Ghosh: No, I now walk round my local
Sainsbury’s, or wherever I go to shop—I cannot do
product placement or shop placement—with a
diVerent view of the world. So we are doing very
practical hands-on stuV.

Q83 Chairman: You made a great play some time
ago: you tried to explain to the Committee in about
one hour Renew Defra.
Dame Helen Ghosh: Yes.

Q84 Chairman: I think we were amazed at the
dazzling array of diVerent programmes and things
that you were doing, but now it has bedded into the
architecture at Defra, how are you monitoring the
progress, because we do not hear much more about
Renew? Are you now fully renewed?
Dame Helen Ghosh: It is just the way we do business.
We have actually got an excellent leaflet, which we
must circulate to the Committee, called How Defra
Works, and it describes how we work, how we do our
portfolio, how we move staV around, the way we do
performance and project management.

Q85 Chairman: I recognise that as an outcome of
Renew Defra. The question I asked was: how are
you evaluating the programme? You started oV with
your list of things you were doing. I presume
somebody has done a body of work to see if what
you wanted to achieve has been achieved?
Dame Helen Ghosh: Yes, we have been tracking the
achievements of Renew Defra actually in parallel
with the action plan on the back of our capability re-
review; so we have pulled those two things together.
The kind of measures we set ourselves were things
like how quickly can we move staV around—
because, as you will recall, one of the key objects was
to be able to move flexibly when priorities
changed—and the speed with which we can move
people round in the new structures is much more
eVective. We wanted to make sure we were more
joined up, which was the whole object of joining up
programmes across the piece, and I think things like
the work we have done on adaptation and
mitigation on climate change show that those cross-
cutting programmes work. We have a variety of ways
of measuring how we have made progress and,
again, we would be very happy to give you a quick
account of how we measure, but we are absorbing it
into other measurement processes.

Q86 Chairman: You have, as I understand it, what is
described as a “new policy cycle”, which requires the
signing oV of business cases by what are described as

“approvals panels” at fixed points in the process.
That does not immediately suggest to me what
happens, but just give me a “for instance” and give
me some indication of how many policies have been
through the process and what are the benefits from
this approach.
Dame Helen Ghosh: Because I deliberately hold
myself, as it were, above this process, I will ask Mike
to describe a particular instance, but what this is
about is doing the right thing for the right reason in
the right way. When ministers or oYcials identify a
problem, how do you decide what do about it? A
policy cycle is the thing that says: “What is the
problem that we have got here? What are the various
ways we might solve it?” looking at the options for
solving the problem and then saying, “Is that the
best value for money?”, making sure you engage, at
every moment, both customer insight, economic
evidence, and so on, and also making sure, crucially,
that your delivery bodies are involved. So something
like handling the CAP Health Check last year and
making sure that you knew what you were going for,
you knew what the options were, the RPA was fully
engaged, you were tracking it as a project—that is
what the policy cycle is all about. Programmes come
to the various approvals panels, like investment
committees, at various stages: when they first want
people to start up a programme, when they are
looking at the various options for what we might do,
when we are putting advice to ministers, and so on.
Mr Anderson: It is quite a brutal Star Chamber,
actually, these days, Chairman, because every new
business plan that somebody wants to come up with
as a head of a section, head of a group, head of a
team that they want to do with a new idea, whether
it is a minister’s idea or their own idea, has to come
to this panel, and it is a sort of escalation process.
You can do this locally and you have to write a full
business case with what value you are going to get
out of the programme and how much it is going to
cost. This is rigorously checked by the finance team,
by the performance team and by the policy and by
the evidence people: does this make sense? It then
comes to, initially, a small Star Chamber within a
particular group, who say, “Yes, actually this makes
sense,” or, “No, you do not need that bit of the
money”, or, “You do need that bit. Why are you
doing that? Where does it align?” If that particular
team or group cannot aVord it, it then gets escalated
up to the big Central Approvals Panel, where the
director generals sit, chaired by our colleague Bill
Stow, who I think came here last year, and, again, the
person putting forward the plan actually appears, a
bit like here, today, and is left outside and then comes
in the room and is interrogated on the plan, and if it
is considered satisfactory, then we have to decide
what else in the budget will need adjusting to allow
that piece of activity to come forward. So it is a
programme now that is being modelled across other
bits of Whitehall. Treasury have been in to see us; the
Department of Heath have been in to see us; DWP18

have been in to see us: “Can you actually produce a
system that is not too bureaucratic?”

18 Department for Work and Pensions
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Q87 Chairman: A sort of Defra version of
Dragons’ Den!
Mr Anderson: It is a pretty frightening thing for
those who have not faced it before, Chairman.
Dame Helen Ghosh: It is. Thinking back to your
point about telling stories, even things that are
obviously priorities have to come and argue their
case. So the Climate Change Adaptation
Programme, which we set up this year, had to come
and say, “How many people do I need? What science
do I need?”
Mr Anderson: The mitigation programme for
farming has just come to us, the programme on the
public value: “How many people do you need to run
the public value programme?” “Why do you need 12
rather than ten,” or, “Why do you need 15?” Every
single new programme is coming in that way, some
of them quite small and some of them larger. New
capital projects will also come in, so everything.

Q88 Miss McIntosh: How much time to do you
spend evaluating the programme and how much
time do you actually spend delivering the
programme?
Mr Anderson: It depends on the programme really.
The delivery, I think, would be, arguably, the most
important, but if you do not evaluate it you cannot
decide whether you have delivered it, I would argue.
So I think you have to evaluate it in advance and you
have to evaluate it during and after.

Q89 Miss McIntosh: Where are you on the
adaptation programme?
Dame Helen Ghosh: As you will know, we had the
very successful launch of the climate change
projections in the summer. The team has now been
out doing its regional road shows on what
adaptation means for you locally, and I think now
people can look at the more detailed projections for
themselves. We are working very closely with
DECC19 and have issued guidance for all
departments. We all have to produce our adaptation
plans and, of course, we have the longer-term target.
I think its 2012, is it not, for the risk adaptation, risk
analysis going on?

Q90 Miss McIntosh: Has the sub-committee met?
Dame Helen Ghosh: Has the committee met?

Q91 Miss McIntosh: Has the adaptation sub-
committee met?
Dame Helen Ghosh: The sub-committee? It is now
fully appointed, I think. John Krebs is Chair, with
various members. I do not know whether they have
met. I think they may have had their first meeting.

Q92 Miss McIntosh: It is just a small point, but it was
two and a half years ago that we had the summer
floods and it is 18 months since Pitt said that we
should have an adaptation sub-committee.
Dame Helen Ghosh: No, the adaptation sub-
committee is nothing to do with Pitt. Obviously, the
issue of floods is closely related, but the adaptation

19 Department of Energy and Climate Change

sub-committee was something set up in the Climate
Change Bill at the instigation, for example, of people
like Barbara Young, which said that, as well as
climate change mitigation, we needed to make sure
that society was planning for adaptations. So it is a
daughter of the Climate Change Committee that
Adair Turner chairs.
Chairman: Let us move on from that. We may come
back to it later.

Q93 David Taylor: Last year the Cabinet OYce
introduced a single survey across Whitehall, did they
not, on employee engagement?
Dame Helen Ghosh: Yes.

Q94 David Taylor: There was a reasonable response
within Defra and you scored reasonably well on pay,
perception of pay and visibility of senior staV?
Dame Helen Ghosh: Indeed.

Q95 David Taylor: Is that day-glo smocks or do you
actually get round the Department?
Dame Helen Ghosh: No, we do blogs. So every week
one of us is blogging—as it happens, this week a
farmer is blogging—and those get tremendously
high hit rates. That is the Management Board Diary.
We just sit down every day and say what we have
done. We have things like the Management Board
Hot Seat, where each of us sits for an hour and
answers any question that is thrown at us by staV.

Q96 David Taylor: This is not tokenism then: you
actually follow up the points that are made to you?
Dame Helen Ghosh: Absolutely. I can assure you it is
not tokenism. I would be very happy to show you the
kinds of points that people make, and we respond.
We have observers in our Management Boards, so
we have half a dozen people, anybody in the
Department, who come and then, locally, I have a
regular series of just visiting teams.
Mr Anderson: Every single team has an action plan
in relation to the staV survey. Every single team has
to take action about engagement. The Management
Board has to be a partner.

Q97 David Taylor: You encourage people, we read,
to come up with creative solutions at work. Does
that include your accountant?
Dame Helen Ghosh: Absolutely. We want everybody
to be innovative and creative. We do not want them
to do creative accounting, but we want them to be
innovative and creative, and that is what Anne
Marie is in charge of and is doing professional
development stuV with them.

Q98 David Taylor: At the less pleasant end of the
spectrum, as it were, there seems to be a lack of
clarity about group purpose and objectives where
you scored—
Dame Helen Ghosh: Sorry to interrupt but that takes
me back to the point about DSOs. Some
departments have perhaps two or three DSOs,
people like the Foreign OYce or DFID20. It is very

20 Department for International Development
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clear if you are in DFID that you are there to deliver
the Millennium Goals. I think what people find
confusing about this range of DSOs is the thing I am
doing on agri-environment schemes, is that a
sustainable food supply? Is that a healthy natural
environment? Is it a thriving food and farming
sector? It is all those things, but we have been doing
a lot of work this year on what we call “telling the
Defra story”. So how does everything we do join up?
It is back to Mike’s point about telling a story that,
actually, everything we do is about being an
economic department. We are part of economic
growth, not a barrier to economic growth, and so we
are doing lots of stories about that.

Q99 David Taylor: Do you still do anything
equivalent to—perhaps in electronic form—team
briefing and cascading information down?
Dame Helen Ghosh: We have a very structured
system called “Discuss Defra”, where we suggest on
a quarterly basis, and give local team leaders
materials to talk about the things that are of interest
to us all at the moment.

Q100 David Taylor: So why do employees rate you
less highly on clarity of purpose if this is what you
are doing?
Dame Helen Ghosh: We have just done the full Civil
Service StaV Engagement Survey, it closed last week,
and I very much hope we will have a better rating on
that, and, if we do not, I will come back to the
Committee and explain.

Q101 David Taylor: The one that worried me most,
where the result fell below other departments, was
data handling and security procedure training. It
seems to have gone out of the headlines a bit so far
as major departments are concerned. Is there a
higher than average rate of loss of memory sticks, or
things of that nature?
Dame Helen Ghosh: No, absolutely not. There is
absolutely not a higher rate.

Q102 David Taylor: So why do people report that
that is a concern to them? What are you doing
about it?
Dame Helen Ghosh: I think what we did this year, in
following up the Cabinet OYce guidance, was ask
everybody in the Department, including all of us, to
do an online training scheme, for which the closing
date was 31 October. This was a Government
requirement. We hit 100 per cent across the
Department and the agencies long before that.

Q103 David Taylor: Was this October 2009?
Dame Helen Ghosh: This October that we have just
had.

Q104 David Taylor: It post-dates the survey?
Dame Helen Ghosh: It post-dates the survey, yes.

Q105 David Taylor: In a sense you are responding
perhaps to that level of—

Dame Helen Ghosh: Indeed, but, no, in terms of
reportable incidents, we certainly are not among the
departments with a high number of incidents.

Q106 Lynne Jones: Before we move on to research,
the staV survey also said that only 47 per cent of staV
agreed they were proud to work with Defra. Why do
you think that is?
Dame Helen Ghosh: I think this is a very interesting
issue for all government departments, the extent to
which external pressure (the media and external
criticism) makes people feel proud, or not, to work
for their department. What I would hope to see, and
I believe when you talk to people in the Department,
particularly in the light of innovation and the fact
that we are at the cutting edge of a lot of what we do,
is that people are prouder and prouder to work for
Defra, but it is rather like the old thing. If you go into
a pub and you say, “I work for the DSS21”, do you
just keep quiet about it? The kind of criticism that
government departments get in the media—foot and
mouth, whatever it may be—actually there is a limit
to how much we as managers can do about that
other than reminding people, celebrating team
awards. I am just judging the team awards at the
moment. You can make people feel that what they
do is significant and worthwhile, but they will still
open the newspapers, which for all government
departments are relentlessly negative. So I think
there is a limit to what I, as the CEO, can do about
that.

Q107 Lynne Jones: It is the unpopularity of
government, you think.
Dame Helen Ghosh: I think we have probably
suVered from the unpopularity of government.

Q108 Lynne Jones: We had better not explore that
any further or else we will be on to MPs’ expenses!
Dame Helen Ghosh: Any government, I think. Yes,
perhaps. It is the departments which have—I was
going to use an adjective, which I will not use. If you
take a department like DFID, DFID is regarded
highly by its NGOs22 and, on the whole, does not get
much criticism in the newspapers, and it has lots of
money, increasing amounts of money, because that
is, very rightly, what the Government has decided to
do. Actually, they are bound to feel prouder of
working for a department where everybody says,
“Yeah, great. This is what DFID does”, than a
department where one is having to cut one’s coat
according to one’s cloth, where things that go wrong
are picked up very prominently in the media. It is
very diYcult to counter that.
Chairman: Before you go on, I think David had a
quick supplementary on the point you just raised.

Q109 Mr Drew: Obviously you know that I am
obsessed with bovine TB, like some other people
around this table, and I am intrigued, being one of
the constituencies that has been impacted on by that
research study in terms of the wildlife vaccination

21 Department of Social Security
22 Non Governmental Organisations
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strategy and, I have to say, I have been under-
whelmed by the amount of communication I have
received on that. I have asked to follow it up,
because we are doing a further inquiry. Is one of the
criticisms you would accept that Defra is not the best
department when it comes to getting back to people
who you might want to influence and you might
want to inform: because I found it quite diYcult
both when we were dealing with MAFF23, and also
dealing with Defra, to break into what I would call
the “information chain”. I do not expect to be given
a weekly update on things, but it is occasionally
useful, as a local Member, to know what is
happening on your patch and what the strengths and
weaknesses of a particular study are, and that does
not seem to happen.
Dame Helen Ghosh: I will certainly take that away,
particularly in relation to the TB vaccination pilots.
This is something in which Hilary Benn is
passionately interested in making sure that he serves
Parliament appropriately. If you look at animal
disease outbreaks, if you look at the 2007 flooding,
we got a lot of very positive praise for the extent of
correspondence and feedback to local Members. We
did a stakeholder survey—I do not think it included
MPs, I am afraid—earlier this year, which is on our
website, and that said that, actually, we are getting
better and better at engaging stakeholders. We have
almost endless, to a fault, consultation groups. I
only mean to a fault in that it perhaps means that
you do not reach a decision as quickly as you might.
Business was the area for us, where it is said that
actually business does not feel it understands enough
about the various bits of our activity on Business
Connect. So that is something that Mike is taking
forward particularly.
Mr Anderson: It is, and if you look across our whole
panoply of activities, and I used to be in charge of
climate change in Defra and then in DECC, they
used to look at who the stakeholders were, and it
said, “People, consumers, business, the public sector
and international”, and I used to say, “Well, that is
the world, is it not?” which it broadly is. So I think
your point on whether you are informed is an
important one that we need to take away, but
actually what we have to do across this agenda is to
say what are the key stakeholders in particular, and
in that one you have identified where there may be a
problem. But it is actually how in each of these we
need a proper engagement approach to who is it we
are trying to get through to. If it is on the marine
area, it is clearly the fishermen and the ports.

Q110 Mr Cox: Did I get my note right that any
problems of morale in the Department are the result
of relentless and unjustified negativity in the press?
Dame Helen Ghosh: No, I was responding to the
point about, “Are you proud to work for Defra?”
and I was saying it is the question: when you go
down to the pub and somebody says, “Who do you
work for?” are you happy to say, “I work for Defra”
or “I work for the DSS”, or will you then get a
barrage of ‘Well . . . ?’” Morale in the department

23 Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food

relates to a large range of other issues which are, in
a sense, better tested by what we call the “staV
engagement index”. Out of these surveys they pick
things like, “How long do you propose to stay in the
department? Do you find what you do interesting
and rewarding?”—I am not getting the questions
quite right—and that is about how engaged the staV
feel in what we do. Again, they may be influenced by
the performance management system, by whether
their area has had its resources cut, the visibility of
their of senior management—a whole lot of things—
what are the promotion opportunities.

Q111 Mr Cox: Morale and being proud to work in
a department or for somebody are very allied issues,
are they not? If I am proud to work for somebody, I
have usually got good morale in what I am doing. Is
the answer to my question, yes, or, no? Is it the
relentless and unjustified negativity in the press?
Dame Helen Ghosh: Not entirely.

Q112 Mr Cox: What does “not entirely” mean? To
what extent is it simply the unjustified and relentless
negativity in the press and to what extent is it
internal matters peculiar to your Department?
Dame Helen Ghosh: Pride in working for a
department is an outward facing quality. It may
reflect on your belief about whether it is a well-run
department or whether the programmes that the
department works on are eVective, but it is, I think,
as much, or more, to do with what you think the
external perception of your business is out there. We
work very hard on all the things we described in
terms of visibility, engaging with staV, telling the
Defra story, town hall events that Hilary and other
ministers do. That is part of building morale, pride,
making people realise the significance of what they
do, which, I think, is very, very important to people.
It is not the only thing, but I think when it comes to
what you say down in the pub, it is quite a
significant thing.

Q113 Lynne Jones: I was pleased that in this year’s
report there is quite a bit about the importance of
scientific research—
Dame Helen Ghosh: Yes.

Q114 Lynne Jones: —in developing evidence-based
policies, although, I have to say, it is laid out rather
confusingly and it does not tell a very good
narrative. You have got the departmental research
after stuV about social research, and it does not
really flow in very good order, if I can make that
comment, but I am pleased that it is there and it is
highlighted as important to your work.
Dame Helen Ghosh: Indeed.

Q115 Lynne Jones: There was also, was there not, a
science capability review, and that is not mentioned
in here. Is there any reason?
Dame Helen Ghosh: There has been one, but was it
not in the previous year?
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Q116 Lynne Jones: It was in the previous year?
Dame Helen Ghosh: We came out of it extremely
positively. It was good, but I suspect it was in the
previous year.

Q117 Lynne Jones: I do not remember it. You make
a lot about social research and how that has helped
you develop a better understanding of your
customers, and I know from talking to Bob Watson
that he thinks that is quite important and he is
probably behind that.
Dame Helen Ghosh: Yes, he does.

Q118 Lynne Jones: But what is the diVerence
between that and what we were talking about earlier,
which is your Customer Focus and Insight Project?
I have to say, your description of it did not sound to
me very scientific.
Dame Helen Ghosh: No.

Q119 Lynne Jones: Just dropping oV in the
supermarket. That would not really stand up to
scrutiny if you tried to say that was evidence.
Dame Helen Ghosh: No, that is definitely not social
research, and it would not count as evidence.

Q120 Lynne Jones: If it would not count as evidence,
why are you doing it? Why are you wasting your
time?
Dame Helen Ghosh: It is not wasting our time. Shall
I tell you, the insight, for example, that you get if you
talk to customers walking around Sainsbury’s, the
one thing that drove their choices was price. That
was the thing that we all found. It was not, “Are you
worried about where this meat came from?” or, “Are
you worried about the environment?” For that
particular group of customers, and it was not
necessarily representative. We are not saying that is
the same as an evaluation of a programme.

Q121 Lynne Jones: What do you do with that
knowledge base?
Dame Helen Ghosh: It makes you think, and then
you would use social research.

Q122 Lynne Jones: —if you can call it knowledge-
based? It might help you commission better social
research.
Dame Helen Ghosh: It might make you do that. It
would make you think at the beginning of setting up
a new policy, “Let me think about what customers
will think about.” A really good example (and it is
much more about communications) that the training
course that we went on demonstrated is the kind of
work that the Department for Transport has done in
targeting its road safety campaigns. So why do we
get road safety campaigns? That dreadful one about
the woman driving her teenage son somewhere.
Voiceover: “This woman was killed by someone she
loved”—boy in the back does not have his seatbelt
on—hits a car—woman killed. That got a 63 per cent
increase overnight in the wearing of seatbelts in the
back of the car. Because what they had done was a
lot of research, done by social researchers, as to what
is the one thing that would get teenagers to strap up

in the back (because it was mainly teenagers that
were there) and the answer was, “I could not bear to
kill someone I loved.” So it is getting an insight into
customers. So we have done a similar programme for
farmers. We know there are some farmers who are
one-man-bands for whom bureaucracy is obviously
a nightmare, we have got the sophisticated family
farms, we have got the very big international players
at the top. When we communicate with those people
to try and get them to do something, the best way of
communicating, you know what is the way to press
the right button. That is all customer insight is. It is
making sure you understand.

Q123 Lynne Jones: Is that the Customer Focus and
Insight Project or is that social research?
Dame Helen Ghosh: That is Customer Focus and
Insight. What Bob is describing is the kind of thing
that we do—again, I will give an example from my
previous lives—which is proper social science and
evaluation of how you, over a longer time and in a
more deep way, can change people’s behaviour and,
indeed, the social impacts of changing behaviour in
a particular way. It might be in favour of recycling
or, as I say in my previous lives, it might be around
how you turn around a run-down housing estate.
Lynne Jones: Can you give us an example of the
project? Again, you are not telling the narrative here
about what sort of things you are researching.

Q124 Chairman: I just observe that I support what
Lynne is saying, because an awful lot of this report
is discursive. What you are looking for is hard
examples of what you have actually been doing.
Dame Helen Ghosh: Yes.

Q125 Miss McIntosh: There is an alternative way,
Chairman. If every new recruit to Defra spent three
to six weeks with the people that they are there to
serve—it could be on a farm, it could be at a
supermarket and waste production is exactly the
same—seeing every aspect, you would not need to
have this.
Dame Helen Ghosh: Yes, you would still. Defra does,
indeed, have programmes exactly like that, and we
all get out a great deal and engage with customers
and talk to farmers and all those sorts of things.

Q126 Miss McIntosh: When did you last visit a farm?
Dame Helen Ghosh: I last visited a farm two Fridays
ago, when I was down on a dairy farm just outside
Coleshill in Oxfordshire, looking at, on the one
hand, the experiments that ADAS was sponsoring
on nitrate vulnerable zones, and then I was down on
the farm talking to the young farmer and he was
showing me his slurry pits and what the cost of NVZ
implementation was.

Q127 Lynne Jones: Can you get back to the point
about social science. I have got some other
questions, but perhaps it would be better—we are
short of time—if you could actually give us some
examples. Give us an example now, because I think
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it is quite interesting, but I have got some other
questions, which you can perhaps write to us about,
in the same vein.
Dame Helen Ghosh: It is a slightly “when did you
stop beating your wife?” question, because in a
session with Bob and Hilary, Bob was saying we do
not do enough social science. We have a small
number of social scientists and we need to recruit
more. I think the work we have done, and it is not the
same as going to Sainsbury’s and is not the same as
spending the time on a farm, on deep research on the
diVerent attitudes that society has to sustainability
would be one of those examples. Who are the hard-
line greens?

Q128 Lynne Jones: You say “would”; are the
projects now being ended?
Mr Anderson: I have the clothing map, for example,
on the sustainable consumption production agenda,
where we are tracking the whole manufacturing
process of clothing. Part of that is the social aspects
of what you are saying for people about how they are
going to react to diVerent bits of that chain. What
happens is our current, rather small social research
group of people will be embedded in that particular
project and, therefore, on the piece of work that
maps that out, their contribution is part of that
project. As Bob Watson presented to Hilary today,
you do not do it in isolation. You would be
completely mad to have a social researcher here, an
economist here and a hard-nosed pure scientist here.
We have to put it together in projects that are going
to make a diVerence, and that sort of mapping of
chains and the milk road map that we have got of
what happens along the production line from the
beginning is where we are embedding it, because that
then ends up helping us make the policy prescription
that is going to make the diVerence to the people at
the end of it. So, yes, we have our segmentation
models that are mentioned here with the seven
categories of people, but I think your real question
also relates to customer insight: actually, what do
you do with it? What does it really turn into? and it
can only be on a specific project that you can do that.
What Bob is saying is we have not got enough of
those for each of the projects, and I know—because I
know some of them work in my team—what project
they go to next is a bit of an issue.

Q129 Lynne Jones: Perhaps you could have a word
with his colleagues in the Home OYce. There are
other things mentioned in your report: the Horizon
Scanning and Futures programme, Futures Toolkit,
Horizon Scanning Partnership Project. It is not clear
exactly what it means. You have got the Cranfield
University Risk Centre. There is no real information
as to how it will help Defra with your risk
management. We are short of time, so I will not ask
you to answer that, but perhaps you might give us
some more information on that, and perhaps you
could bear that in mind for future projects.
Dame Helen Ghosh: In fact, we are oV to Cranfield
to talk to the guys there in a month or two, precisely
to say, “What are the projects you are looking at?”
so we will do that.

Chairman: Then you will find out what you are
spending your money on. We want to talk about
plankton.

Q130 Patrick Hall: Dame Helen, at page 150 of your
report, indicator 28.4 deals with marine health, and
it says: “This indicator has not yet been assessed.
The most recent data indicates that both fish stocks
and sea pollution have improved since 1990 but that
plankton status has declined, largely due to climate
change impacts.” This Committee wrote to you to
ask a question about that and asked: “What
measures are available to the Department
specifically to address the apparent deterioration of
plankton status?” and in the response you state that
Defra’s scientific knowledge is limited on that
question and I think it is fair to suggest that the
approach to dealing with that matter is to rely upon
the Government’s overall policies to mitigate
climate change rather than seeking specific action to
reverse the reported decline in zooplankton. I have
three questions arising from that. What is your
understanding of the science, albeit a limited science,
if that is what it is; secondly, what research,
therefore, is the Department encouraging, or
funding; and, thirdly, if the Department cannot do
anything about this particular subject, why is it part
of the Department’s performance measurement?
Dame Helen Ghosh: That is a complex set of
questions. As the response to your further questions
says and, indeed, our own assessment of our
progress against our PSA 28 (which incorporates a
marine element) is, we think overall in terms of the
marine environment, there is a reduced incidence of
hazardous metals, fish stocks probably just about all
right, but plankton a serious issue. Again, going
back to the discussions we were just having with Bob
Watson, there is a very active programme, which
Huw Irranca-Davies is leading, of identifying the
marine science we need particularly to take forward
the Marine Bill, which is getting, we hope, Royal
Assent next week, and so that will be putting
forward a set of strategic marine research
requirements. What Bob is doing (and that is why we
were discussing it with Hilary) is putting together the
next version of our Evidence Investment Strategy.
We have discussed in previous committees how we
structure our research spending around that. What
he has been identifying, with a variety of scientific
advice, customers and users of our scientific research
are areas where we need to invest more, areas where
the evidence is quite mature. One of the areas in
which we know we need to invest more is that
interface between the impact of climate change and
the marine environment. I cannot tell you precisely
what we will be doing on research into plankton, but
I can get back to my marine team and ask them for
specific examples on that. The question of why it is
in our sets of measurement: again, it is one of those
issues where it is actually a very good proxy for
achieving very big aims, like climate change
mitigation, and to omit it would be avoiding the
elephant in the room. So that is why we have got it
in there. Actually, the way we do it has been highly
influential in the international negotiations.
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Q131 Patrick Hall: You state in the report that the
decline in plankton status is due to climate change.
Dame Helen Ghosh: Indeed.

Q132 Patrick Hall: But the science does not seem to
be developed in actually deriving or producing some
evidence to back up that claim, or am I misreading
it?
Dame Helen Ghosh: I will not busk on it; I will get
back to you and tell you what we do, but I think a
key thing, which we have discussed with the
Committee before, is, of course, the kind of scientific
research that you need to answer that question is not
research that is just financed by Defra. We are
actually part (and I think this has very much come
out in Bob’s work) of a very complex group of
people who are doing research in an area. As you
know, there is a big collaborative project going on on
the impact of environmental change, which is many
government departments—it is NERC24, it is
BBSRC25, it is the levy boards, as now named, and it
is the private sector. So it may be that that research
is not being directly funded by government; it may
be happening somewhere else.

Q133 Patrick Hall: Absolutely. I did not take it to
mean that. Although your answer to this
Committee’s question is to talk about Defra’s
scientific knowledge, I took that to mean the world’s
scientific knowledge rather than just Defra’s.
Dame Helen Ghosh: Indeed; exactly right.

Q134 Patrick Hall: So, presumably, there is an
international dimension to this. Absolutely, there
must be.
Dame Helen Ghosh: Absolutely, yes.

Q135 Patrick Hall: So have you trawled the global
estate of knowledge and research that is going on?
Dame Helen Ghosh: We must have done, because
that is what our scientists do. Our scientists are
incredibly well plugged into international fora and
networks and all those things, and they are always
out and about doing it, so we will get back to you
with the answer on that.

Q136 Patrick Hall: With regard to your search for an
active set of marine research requirements—I think
that is the expression you have just used—do you
have a programme for that?
Dame Helen Ghosh: Yes, we have, indeed, a
programme, and it is built into the marine
programme that we have across the departments. So
it is linked into what we are trying to achieve through
the Marine Bill and through our fisheries policy, and
so on. We have a research programme there. People
like CEFAS (Centre for Environment, Fisheries and
Aquaculture Science), which is one of our executive
agencies, is a world-renowned place that does that
kind of research, and we use them, among others.

24 Natural Environment Research Council
25 Biotechnology and Biological Sciences Research Council

Mr Anderson: Bob Watson will say it is one of our
strongest areas. He will say their evidence strategy in
the marine area has been fantastic in relation to the
Bill, so it will be interesting to see. We do not know
the full answer in relation to plankton, but it is one of
the areas where they have really thought about what
they need.

Q137 Patrick Hall: Is the Department actively
collaborating with other countries and institutions?
Dame Helen Ghosh: I am sure they are, yes.

Q138 Patrick Hall: Will you be able to let us have
examples.
Dame Helen Ghosh: I will be able to give you
examples, yes.

Q139 Paddy Tipping: The wild bird population is not
improving, it is declining, and you are spending
shovels of money on agri-environment schemes.
What is going on?
Dame Helen Ghosh: As you know, our object has
been to halt the decline, and in the data, the statistics
that came out a week or so ago, as you say (and this
is where it gets highly technical and statistical), if you
look at the smoothed index (i.e. you smooth it out
and do not take into account the ups and downs) the
farmland birds index has gone down by two per cent.
If you just looked at the statistics without that
smoothing, actually it has gone up a bit. Perhaps the
truth lies somewhere in between. We gave, I thought,
a very interesting response to the Committee, who
said, “Whose fault is this?” We said there, mainly,
that the hit was really in the 1970s and 1980s. We
think the agri-environment schemes have done a
great deal to halt the decline. Things like the
Campaign for the Farmed Environment will give
that another boost, and, as you will have seen, when
Hilary and NFU and partners announced that, it
specifically aimed at the kinds of things that
farmland birds want, which is stubble, open areas
and things like the skylark plots, of which we have
bought a great many. We keep our fingers crossed
that that will have a good impact. You are probably
an ornithologist, but I read with incredible interest
the RSPB26 booklet that they produced the other day
describing all the ups and downs in the various
species. What was really striking was that in any
individual species what it is that aVects numbers
varies so wildly. Is it that they simply do not breed?
Is it that young birds die? It is an incredibly complex
picture, but we are doing what we can.

Q140 Paddy Tipping: It is complex, but it is pretty
simple in policy terms. There is loads of money going
into agri-environment schemes, and one of the
outcomes we want is an increase in the wild bird
population, and it is not happening. We can be as
complex as we want.
Dame Helen Ghosh: Actually, if you look at the wild
bird population as a whole, it is staying broadly
stable. I have got it the wrong way round. Sea birds
are going that way.

26 Royal Society for the Protection of Birds
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Q141 Paddy Tipping: But the central point here is
that we are spending loads of money on this area—
Dame Helen Ghosh: We are spending a lot of money.

Q142 Paddy Tipping: —specifically to enhance the
environment and it is not happening.
Dame Helen Ghosh: It is happening, because we have
stopped that decline. It is not going down. We have
more hedgerows, we have more wild flowers; we
have all those things. The question is when will it
start feeding through into a pick-up—though that is
not our objective, our objective is to halt the
decline—in those very specific species?

Q143 Paddy Tipping: I am sure we have got more
hedgerows and more wide margin strips, but
ultimately the bird population is a proxy for the—
Dame Helen Ghosh: It is, because they are at the top
of the food chain.

Q144 Paddy Tipping: Absolutely, but despite all this,
there has been no real change.
Dame Helen Ghosh: Again, we have made changes.
As you will know—and it is back to the point the
Chairman was making earlier—because we wanted
to get lots of people to sign up to ELS27, and since we
made our initial proposals on ELS and got the first
people in, we have been refining and refining what we
are prepared to pay for, and I suspect that process
will have to go on, in the sense of what really works
in terms of what has an eVect. For example, if I
recollect correctly, you used to get points for farm
plans. You do not get points for that any more, and
things like the Campaign for the Farmed
Environment will help us identify very specific things
that very specifically make a diVerence.

27 Entry Level Stewardship

Q145 Paddy Tipping: Over the years we have talked
a lot about SSSIs28. You have told us you are going
to reach the targets, you are getting there, but there is
still a way to go. Are you going to meet your target?
Dame Helen Ghosh: Yes, we are confident that the
work of Natural England will get us in good
condition, or improving, by December 2010, which
I think is the target. I think the interesting thing
thereafter, which I think Helen Philips discussed
with the PAC, is how do you then set targets, because
improving is not what we want, we actually want it
all to be in good condition. I think that is the next
big challenge and, also, thinking about the question
whether we are notifying the right things in the right
places, given the impact of climate change, and that
is one of the things we need to think about.

Q146 Chairman: I am going to draw this particular
session to a conclusion, because I think we have had
a good couple of hours. Just to back up what Paddy
was saying, you get spot stories about individual
species of bird which give conflicting messages and
some of the aggregates in the series in the short-term
show, perhaps, marginal changes, but in the long-
term we still seem to be in for the long haul in spite
of the fact of having spent a vast amount of money
in these areas, so I think there is still confusion there.
What we are going to do is draw stumps now and, of
the remaining items that we would like to quiz you
on—do not throw away the briefing because it will
come in useful next time—we will tag a few of those
on into the RPA session so that we do not lose that,
but there may well be some that we will drop you a
line about. Thank you very much indeed for giving
evidence today. We look forward to resuming our
discussions when we look in more detail at the RPA
next time.
Dame Helen Ghosh: Thank you very much,
Chairman.

28 Site of Special Scientific Interest
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Q148 Chairman: Good afternoon, ladies and
gentlemen. This is the second half of the
Committee’s inquiry into matters connected with
Defra’s annual report, with particular focus on the
Rural Payments Agency. Can I then re-welcome
Dame Helen Ghosh, the Permanent Secretary at
Defra, and today she is joined by Tony Cooper, who
is the Chief Executive of the Rural Payments
Agency, and Katrina Williams, who is Defra’s
Director-General of Food and Farming, and the
person in charge of the review into the Rural
Payments Agency. You are very welcome. Before we
go on to the Rural Payments Agency, this morning
on the BBC programme Farming Today there was a
concerning report about eggs from Spain which were
said to be contaminated with salmonella coming
into the United Kingdom. Representatives of the
poultry industry, for which your Department, Dame
Helen, is ultimately responsible, expressed concern
about this and were asking some pertinent questions
about what could be done to try and stop it. They
recognised the strictures of the single market, but it
would appear, based on the report on the
programme, that the source of the infectivity could
be identified. I think the question that a lot of people
would ask is: if that is the case, what can be done to
try and prevent eggs with salmonella coming in from
within the single market area, particularly in the
light of the public health implications?
Dame Helen Ghosh: Clearly, this is a concern both to
the public, in terms of possible health implications,
but, also, as you say, to the poultry industry, and we
need to work closely with our colleagues at the Food
Standards Agency, for whom, obviously, since this is
a public health matter, they have the primary
responsibility, and we will certainly, in the light of
that report and the concerns, make sure that we co-
ordinate with them and come back to you. Clearly,
as you will know very well, Chairman, the fact that
we operate within European rules is a very positive
thing, in terms of there being a clear structure in
which these things are picked up and action is taken
in a way that respects single market rules, and we
would have to operate within those rules. Katrina
knows more about that than I do.
Ms Williams: Yes. The monitoring systems that the
EU has are a very good way of helping you to
identify these problems, and indeed where they have
come from. As part of normal business we would

expect to work very closely with the Food Standards
Agency to make sure that cases like this were
followed up wherever they occurred.

Q149 Dr Strang: Just very briefly, because I listened
to the programme as well, as I saw it, the key issue
was, obviously, the inspections. There is nothing to
stop us inspecting anywhere in this country, or is
there some diYculty? In principle, could we inspect
at the ports, if we wanted to? I am not saying we
want to, but I take it there is no constraint legally on
where we are inspecting the eggs?
Ms Williams: No, there are no legal constraints
about inspection.

Q150 Chairman: We appreciate the fact that you are
going to come back to us. Rather than perhaps go
through the rather more formal process of writing
the Committee a letter, bearing in mind, as you
rightly observe, there may be an input from the Food
Standards Agency, I wonder if we could persuade
you to use the modern means of communication and
email us with a statement as soon as possible.
Having raised it the Committee would be minded to
put something on its own website for the benefit of
those who are concerned about it, but the quicker
the better. Let us move on to the main focus of our
gathering this afternoon. I suppose, in a sense, I
almost got a sense of déjà vu; the fact that we were
back here again asking more searching questions
about the Rural Payments Agency. You have been
given, I suppose, a good going over about the
retrospective element of a lot of what has happened
by the Public Accounts Committee, and I do not
think we would be minded to try and go over all that
again, although inevitably there will be some points
that I will want to raise which do have a sort of
historic perspective to it; I think the Committee are
more interested to know about the future and what
is going to be done once and for all to get this
organisation fettled. That said, I went back and had
a look at David Hunter’s report which was produced
as the aftermath of the last time that we looked at
this matter, and Hunter produced, almost, quite a
soft report; it was gentle in the recommendations
that it made, it did not go around beating anybody
up, it gave some general directions of travel, it made
some recommendations about cost reductions in the
Agency, it talked about focus on the core activities,
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and you would say: “There’s nothing, really, there
that you could fundamentally disagree with”. I
know that Mr Cooper came on board, I suppose,
roughly, on a par with Hunter coming out, so he will
be very familiar with that, and he did not turn the job
down because Hunter had set such a demanding
agenda that it could not be achieved, but here we are,
towards the end of 2009 going over it all over again.
Given that Hunter set out, to use modern parlance,
something of a road map, why are we here going over
it again? Why have you now had to agree to have a
further review of the RPA? We will go into that in
detail, but I really do not understand what went
wrong—between Mr Cooper coming on board,
Hunter and now—that we have to go over it all
over again.
Dame Helen Ghosh: I think that is a very interesting
question, and it depends what you define as
“something went wrong”. We were delighted to hear
today (and this is absolutely hot-oV-the-press news,
which Tony has just discussed with Jim Fitzpatrick,
and Hilary is aware of) that yesterday, as you know,
being 1 December, the payment window for SPS09
opened and it is the case that 80% of farmers will
have already received their single payment for 2009.
That is by comparison with, I think it was, 65% by
the end of December last year, and 47% by the end
of December in 2007. So if your criterion is: “Are we
paying farmers more quickly?” we have succeeded,
and I am sure Jim and Hilary would like to pay
tribute to the Agency for achieving that. So the very
clear criterion that Ministers set, both the previous
Secretary of State and the current Secretary of State
to the Agency was to pay farmers more quickly, and
I think the success of this year’s payments in terms
of speed is a tribute to that. As I said to the PAC, that
was the priority clearly sent to the Agency. At the
same time, they have reduced costs, they have
reduced their numbers of staV, their admin budget
was £355m in 2005–06, it is £304m this year and it
will go down further next, and they have got almost
3,000 fewer staV than they had.1 So there are all sorts
of parts of the RPA story that are highly successful.
This is where, in the review which Katrina is leading,
we need now to focus on to make sure (a) that we
deal with the comparatively small proportion (if you
look at the value of the fund as a whole) of
overpayments, which we really need to get sorted out
because of the impact and uncertainty for the
farmers concerned—that is the key stage 1 of the
review currently going on—and (b) we need to make
sure that the Agency, both in terms of its financial
systems, its operational systems and its leadership
capability, is ready for the next few years. I would say
all sorts of things have gone absolutely right since
the David Hunter review, but there are things that,
for all sorts of good reasons, we left to one side which
we really need to focus on now.

Q151 Chairman: Again, I refresh my memory of our
own involvement in this, and it goes back to 2003,
and we forecast at the time management issues, IT
issues, staYng issues—we revisited those en masse in

1 Note by witness: See Dame Helen Ghosh’s correction to
these figures in response to Q 158

the light of what happened in the first year. That is
why I come back to the fact that here we are, six
years later, after our first predictions, almost
discussing the same agenda and the same language
that you have used about the things that need to be
strengthened. This is a £2 billion payment business;
it is big business; it is serious; it underpins the
wellbeing of a great number (100,000 or so) of
farmers who receive this, together with all the other
myriad responsibilities which the RPA has. You
would have thought, given that, and some of the
other issues about disallowance (which we will come
on to look at in a bit more detail), that somebody
would have focused on this a bit earlier. I know you
focused on it, but have you not done a little bit of
analysis to say what was wrong in the Defra
management psyche that, again, leads us to where
we are at the moment?
Dame Helen Ghosh: Absolutely nothing was wrong
in the Defra management psyche, and if you looked
(and I am sure the Committee does not want to go
through this exhaustively) at the decisions we took
every year about what we would focus on, they were
absolutely the right things to focus on. So, to take an
example, in the last 12 months the issues which were
clearly the priority for us were, firstly, to make sure
that the Health Check of the CAP did not compound
complexity and create and oVer Tony and the team
insuperable delivery issues, and we had much, much
closer, thanks to our new governance and
relationship issues, relationships with the RPA at
every stage in the negotiation, and, secondly, to
focus on making sure that the disallowance costs to
the taxpayer arising out of 2005 and 2006 were
minimised. So the Department was putting a great
deal of eVort into those two things. If you go back
and say: “What is the key thing that has caused a lot
of cost and a lot of operational challenge to us?” it
is actually the IT system. Again, we discussed this at
length with the PAC the other day; we made a
deliberate decision in 2006 that we would not throw
away the existing IT system. The advice that we had
was that the disruption to farmers and to the
business of starting afresh was greater than making
incremental improvements to an IT system, which as
we have discussed on a number of occasions, was not
fit for purpose. Once you have made that decision
then a number of things about the costs and the costs
per payment are built in to your processes. So if you
were to look back and say: “What could we have
done significantly diVerently that would have meant
that we were in a diVerent place on some of those
other issues?” it would have been deciding (which I
do not think would have been the right thing to do)
we would start afresh on the IT and, more radically
(again, we have discussed this), was there any
possibility at the time that we would revert from the
dynamic hybrid to a simple historic system? As I
think JeV Rooker said, either to this Committee or
to the PAC: “He did consider that but, again, the
disruptive eVects, the extreme challenges of getting
that through Europe and, indeed, the fundamental
policy objections to an approach like that were ones
that decided us against it. Setting the IT and the
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fundamental policy decisions to one side, I think we
can tell a very good story on what we chose to focus
on in terms of getting us to where we are today.

Q152 Chairman: Is the IT system fit for purpose
now?
Dame Helen Ghosh: It is a system which can cope
with the single payment and the other calls on it, but
it will not be a system that, looking forward to 2013
and CAP reform—

Q153 Chairman: That was not the question I asked.
The question I asked was: is it fit for purpose now?
“Now” is 2009 moving to 2010.
Dame Helen Ghosh: I was answering that, I thought,
and to the next question. It is good enough—

Q154 Chairman: The next question will come next. I
want to ask the current question.
Dame Helen Ghosh: It is good enough for now. It still
presents, because of the way it was operated,
inevitably, in an emergency context in 2006, issues in
getting data and audit trails of the historic kind we
need, looking back at 2005, out of it, but in terms of
processing payments now it is good enough I do not
know if Tony would like to comment on that.
Mr Cooper: I would say that the investment we have
made and the changes we have made to the system
to corral the tasks and the activities that are needed
to make sense from a farmer’s or a customer’s
perspective and from the staV who are dealing with
that farmer—that investment has now come good.
With the system that we have got, we have paid 80%
of the farmers by 2 December, which really does
demonstrate that it is fit for purpose and that it is
now starting to allow the eYciencies that we thought
would be driven out from the investments being
made to be realised.

Q155 Chairman: Let us focus on that. Going back to
Hunter, he highlighted (and I quote from paragraph
1.13 of his findings): “The delivery costs of the SPS,
in particular, have been unsustainably high, at
something like an average of £750 per claim process
for the 2005 scheme.” Obviously, he suggested you
attend to that. Yet looking at the National Audit
OYce report, paragraph 7 on page 6, they say: “The
complexity of the system has contributed to a very
high average cost of £1,743 for administering each
claim in 2008–09.” That is almost, I suppose, two-
and-a-half times more in terms of an increasing cost.
It does not look as if you have responded very
positively to what Hunter said.
Dame Helen Ghosh: The figures (again, we discussed
this extensively with the PAC recently) that they
included, of £1,743 and the £750 figure in David
Hunter’s report, are not comparing the same thing.
I am not an accountant; therefore, I will not go into
the question of amortisation, but the £1,743 has, as
it were, an accumulated cost of IT in it—so new
development, policy change, and so on. It puts all
those costs into that figure, whereas the £750 figure
which David Hunter quoted was, as it were, the
direct cost in that year of processing a claim. As I
said to the PAC, the right figure to set as a target is

somewhere, probably, in between those two figures,
and I am sure we will be discussing that further with
the PAC and with Tony, in terms of setting
management targets for the coming year. We do
think, by comparison with the £750, the figure now
is lower.

Q156 Chairman: I would have thought that
somebody would have been able to supply us with
the information. I accept that there may be diVerent
numbers, and that is always regrettable when you are
comparing apples and pears, but what is the actual
cost?
Dame Helen Ghosh: We believe it is now nearer to
£700.2

Q157 Chairman: I asked Mr Cooper that question.
Dame Helen Ghosh: I am sorry.
Mr Cooper: Thank you, Chairman. It is in the region
of £700 now. If I can give you an example, if we are
comparing the David Hunter figures in a similar way
to today then the figure is down to about £700. If I
can give an example of where we have reduced our
costs, then we used to process the single payment
scheme at six sites and before we started processing
2009 claims we closed the activity in Reading and
transferred, roughly, 12% of the caseload across the
other five sites. Those five sites did not have an
increase in staYng levels, so we actually made a sort
of significant reduction in the number of people who
were working on the single payment scheme.

Q158 Chairman: I am presuming you do not disagree
with the NAO’s finding that, again, to quote from
the same paragraph: “The high costs per claim is a
reflection of the unforeseen addition in costs of £304
million incurred on the scheme by the Agency
between 2005 and 2009.”
Mr Cooper: I accept the figures that the NAO have
produced. It is a method that they have chosen to
use. The unforeseen costs are based on a business
case that was produced in 2005 with an estimate of
the numbers that would be required to run the
Agency. As it transpires, as we all know, the Agency
did not get down to that level and number of people
that were required to run the services. So, inevitably,
there are costs that go above that baseline, which the
NAO report reflects.
Dame Helen Ghosh: I am sorry, Chairman, I have
just realised when I was quoting the figures for the
staV and budget reductions in the Agency I was
caught by Defra figures. In fact, just to correct on the
staV numbers, it was 4,500 in 2007 and it is 3,600
today and will be lower next year. That is the kind
of eYciency that Tony is describing, and it was £228
million in 2005–06 and it is £202 million this year,
and lower again next. I think that just supports
Tony’s argument about having found eYciencies
across the RPA. I apologise for giving you the wrong
figures earlier.

2 Note by witness: A figure of £751 has been calculated for
processing claims in 2008–09. The cost of processing an SPS
claim in 2009–10 is forecast to be around £700, but the exact
cost is not yet known.
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Q159 Chairman: Let us move on to the question of
the review and the diYculties you are facing. The
Defra Management Board minutes for 23 July
contain a carefully worded sentence where it says:
“The Board discussed some of the problems that the
Rural Payments Agency had had with technical
aspects of their accounts and the review going on to
help prevent this in future years.” Could you explain
what that piece of Delphic drafting means?
Dame Helen Ghosh: Yes. We had had, in the month
or so before the July Board meeting, significant
challenges in closing our resource accounts, and we
consolidate the RPA resource accounts and our own,
so we can only move at the speed of the slowest ship
in the convoy. There were, essentially, three issues
that the NAO highlighted for us then: there was a
straightforward technical disallowance for £92
million of disallowance that we paid in 2008–09, not
related to the Single Payment Scheme but to historic
schemes; there was what I gather is called a
disagreement, which we could not resolve in time for
closure of the accounts before the recess, about the
application of a very specific accountancy rule about
FRS23 (I think we discussed this briefly at our
previous hearing, Chairman), and a—I think it is
called—limitation of scope comment in that the
NAO did not feel that the accounts reflected
outstanding debtor balances appropriately. That is
the overpayment issue. Of those three issues that we
were debating right up to the wire, both the question
about the technical application of FRS23 and the
question about overpayments (an issue which, I have
to say, Tony has discussed at length with our
Ministers and our Ministers, too, are impatient to
get to the bottom of it)—those two issues were ones
that we were concerned about and made us believe
this was an opportunity where we could not be in
that position again for the accounts of the current
year, and that we needed to make sure that the basic
financial systems in the RPA were such that could
produce accounts that met NAO standards on time,
and that, for reasons in terms of customer service
and, as I say, our own Ministers’ impatience, we had
to be able to draw a line under the 2005 and 2006
overpayments. That was the thing that moved us, as
well as looking forward to getting the Agency in
shape for 2013, to say: “Now is the moment to set up
a review”, which is already happening. So the first
two phases of the review are already taking place. I
think it is safe to say we have reached agreement with
the NAO on the technical accounting treatment; we
have put additional skilled staV in to reinforce
“business as usual” on finance to make sure we can
do our “soft” close at Christmas, and we are doing,
with Deloitte support, both the work of Tony’s
teams to bottom out overpayments and from the
Deloitte’s team to do sampling on likely accuracy.

Q160 Chairman: Is your Department’s audit and
risk committee monitoring this progress regularly?
Dame Helen Ghosh: They are, indeed, and we are
getting monthly reports from Katrina and, in one
instance, from the review team to the management
board. So we are taking a very close interest.

Q161 Chairman: Let us move on to this review, Ms
Williams, that you are going to be in charge of. There
was a press release put out on 2 September which
told us that this was going to happen. It told us,
without naming you (top secret), that the Director
General of Food and Farming was going to chair it.
Who else is doing it?
Ms Williams: A range of people, Chairman. We have
a Project Director who is somebody who is very
experienced in this field who is managing the review
for us.

Q162 Chairman: So who is that?
Ms Williams: Names are not secret; his name is
David Lane. For the individual work streams, given
that we need—

Q163 Chairman: Where does Mr Lane come from?
Ms Williams: He is somebody who is very
experienced in terms of looking at organisations,
doing reviews of organisational design and helping
to conduct exactly this sort of investigation.

Q164 Chairman: You describe very adequately what
he does, but is a self-employed person? Is he one of
you? Where does he come from?
Ms Williams: He is independent, he is not an oYcial
of Defra, and he is not a civil servant.
Dame Helen Ghosh: He has done a lot of comparable
work, for example, in the Department of Health. So
he comes highly recommended.

Q165 Chairman: That is two of you. Who else is
there?
Ms Williams: We have then, for the work streams,
gone through a formal tender process. We need
diVerent skills for diVerent streams of this. We have
Deloitte working on the first of the work streams,
which is around finance and the overpayments issue,
and we have contracted PWC to do the second work
stream, which is around looking at operations.

Q166 Chairman: I am intrigued that you decided to
get two firms of accountants and not try and do one.
Did you do that because they have diVerent skill sets,
so you felt one was more relevant than the other, or
because you felt you ought to have some kind of
creative tension in the bidding process? Both of them
are very fine companies and have great reputations
in work in this kind of area. Why did you split the
work streams between them?
Ms Williams: First of all, we were conscious we
needed to stagger the work streams in terms of time
because we did not want to jeopardise “business as
usual” for the Agency. So we had two separate
tender processes for these work streams. They were
open tender processes and, in each case, we chose, as
you always do with tender processes, on the merits
of the case.

Q167 Chairman: So we have you and Mr Lane,
sitting there waiting for meaty tomes from PWC and
Deloittes. Who else is involved in this exercise?
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Dame Helen Ghosh: Can I just pick you up on
“meaty tomes”. This is not a “meaty tomes”
exercise; this is one where Katrina, David and we,
the management board, get absolutely regular report
backs, and when it is clear that action is needed,
we act.

Q168 Chairman: When did you last see something
from an accountant that did not have a vast amount
of documentation attached to it with the usual sort
of two-thirds of the document a disclaimer telling
you about what it does not say, and a relatively small
part—the kernel—telling you what it does say?
Ms Williams: The way in which we have tried to
structure the review is that it is a dynamic process. I
think we said when we launched the review that what
we would be doing is looking at information as it
came out. I find it quite productive to talk to
accountants, and that has been a very important
part of the process that we are going through.

Q169 Chairman: Okay. We have got Deloittes and
we have got PWC; we have got Mr Lane. So who else
is there?
Ms Williams: That, at present, is it, Chairman.

Q170 Chairman: That is the review?
Ms Williams: We have a further work stream which
will be looking at IT systems, and which will be very
much a joint exercise between Defra and the Agency.
We have not yet opened the procurement for that
work stream.
Dame Helen Ghosh: In terms of the sort of
governance of the procedure, clearly, we are building
it, as far as possible (and this picks up your earlier
question), into existing governance. This is, in a
sense, not a review that sits outside our normal
processes; it is part of continuous improvement. I am
not quite sure what else you would expect the review
to look at.

Q171 Chairman: I am not questioning, if you like
“what else”; you determine what the priorities are
and I am sure you have had a lot of discussion about
it. I suppose what I am sort of groping towards is
coherence. In other words, bringing all of these work
streams together in such a way that what emerges
will integrate and make the Agency fit for purpose
for the remainder of the time in the current scheme
and to prepare it for the unknowns of what may be
in a reformed CAP in 2013. The picture I am getting
is that Mr Lane looks like he is going to be carrying
the day-to-day working job, or burden, of pulling
this lot together. Is that right?
Ms Williams: He will be doing a lot of the work to
pull the report together. In addition he has, from
within Defra, support from our internal finance
function, support from our IT expertise function, so
he will not be doing the task solely on his own. As we
have said, we have set it up as a dynamic process so
that along the way the normal governance
procedures that we have for the Agency are
integrated into his thinking and what he is finding.

Q172 Chairman: Mr Cooper, if I ask you about this,
you—being a good and loyal servant of both your
Agency and the Department—will no doubt say:
“This is absolutely wonderful and there are no holes
in it”. However, you are sitting there, you are
running this operation and you see this review going
on. Do you feel that it will provide, ultimately, the
answers to, perhaps, some of the areas of weakness
which you yourself know are in the Agency and
would like some answers to? Do you think, in the
way it is currently laid out, it is going to provide that?
For example, if I am a farmer and I know that I have
had the latest hiccup over the mapping exercise and
I come along to you and say: “Mr Cooper, this
review; it suddenly pops out of the woodwork in
response to the current set of problems. Is it going to
end my mapping problems?” For example.
Mr Cooper: I start from the point of view that I am
very optimistic that the review will be very helpful,
and myself and my management team have grappled
with a number of issues over the last three years to
good eVect, but if I think of it then I think that what
we have been doing is polishing a fairly rough stone
and I think that it is absolutely right to look at the
longer term and how we are positioned for 2013 and
the changes that will be coming along as a result of
reform of the Common Agricultural Policy. We
certainly do not want to be in the same position that
the RPA was in in the run up to 2005. I believe that
this review will be helpful. It has certainly been
helpful in terms of some of our immediate issues,
such as in the area of the accounts and finance. We
had great diYculty last year trying to agree the
standards and how they should be applied to the
accounts as a result of the international standards,
and with the advice that we have now had from
Deloitte and the agreement we have had on how that
should be applied, and the additional support that
we are getting from Deloitte in my finance team,
there is no reason to think that we will not now apply
that successfully and get the accounts cleared.

Q173 Chairman: So the dynamic element that Ms
Williams mentioned is, eVectively, feeding in, on a
continuing basis, improvements that can be
absorbed by the RPA on a continuing basis whilst,
at the same time, developing a more coherent set of
answers to the longer term issues. Do you not think
you should have started the IT bit co-terminus with
the beginning of that, because inevitably in a system
which is heavily IT-based the IT persons, when they
come on board, are going to be eVectively running
behind the others? Are they not?
Dame Helen Ghosh: I will ask Tony to comment, but
I will anyway—I believe the Accenture contract
concludes—
Mr Cooper: December 2011.
Dame Helen Ghosh: —in December 2011.

Q174 Chairman: They are still on board, are they?
The designers of the original system—the one you
said was not fit for purpose?
Dame Helen Ghosh: As I said to the PAC the other
day, Accenture built what they were asked to build;
they built the system that they were asked to build—
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the black box system—and it had the task-based
problems—assumptions about particular tasks like
entitlements being fixed for ever—built into them
and actually that was in the commissioning, not in
the production. The point I was trying to make,
Chairman, was that we will, anyway, be having to
think about ongoing IT provision, both for CAP
changes in 2013 but, also, because of the coming-to-
an-end of that contract; therefore, the timing for
looking at IT, how we should structure provision (it
also links in well with strategic developments across
the core Defra and the network more generally) fits
very well in terms of using that stage of the review
to—

Q175 Chairman: I am going to bring Lynne Jones in,
but one of the things that is totally missing is any
kind of milestones in all of this. You almost describe
an open-ended process which goes on until
somebody comes along and says: “I’ve answered all
the questions you asked me at the beginning.” How
are we going to know how you are doing, and when
do you think the process is going to be drawn to a
conclusion? At some stage in the next six months we
will have a General Election; one does not quite
know what is going to happen after that but we are
going through a period, if you like, of governance
uncertainty as to quite what is going on. This is very
central to the proper running of the Single Payment
Scheme and the other work the RPA does, and
customers will want to have certainty rather than
uncertainty. Ms Williams, could you enlighten us on
the timetable?
Ms Williams: Chairman, the review is not open-
ended; the review is designed to end in March 2010
and within the plan for the work there are milestones
for the individual work streams, so that the one on
finance and overpayments is very close now to
concluding, and there are similar milestones for the
other work streams. On your point about certainty,
Chairman, I think what we would all like to have is
certainty about the future. One of the challenges of
deciding on the options for the future is the fact that
we know there will be major negotiations on the
future of the Common Agricultural Policy. Those
will start with a high level paper from the European
Commission in autumn next year, then with
legislative proposals in 2011, and there will then be
the normal process of negotiation in the Council and
with the European Parliament. So absolute certainty
is going to be a little way oV. What I hope we can do,
however, by virtue of the review, is look at the things
that we know are the very complex features of the
system, what are the things that we know cause
bottlenecks in the system and costs in the system,
and then we can plan our negotiations in the
European arena with that in mind, so that actually
we can have a very clear idea of the kinds of features
that you would want the system to have and the
kinds of features that you want to avoid.

Q176 Chairman: In March of next year, when the
exercise is concluded, are you going to publish the
report and will it be open for comment, particularly
from the customers, as to whether they think what

you say you are going to do will actually be able to
deliver? In other words, will there be critical
appraisal of your suggestions?
Ms Williams: One thing we are doing, Chairman, is
we are building contacts with the customers and the
people who represent customers into the review
process, so that those contacts are happening
already. I believe that there will not be, if you like, a
process of “Big Bang” in March, at the end, (a)
because we will be doing some actions as we go along
and (b) because we hope to have this process of
dialogue with the customers as we progress the
review. That, in the customer experience, as you have
identified, is extremely important.

Q177 Chairman: That did not quite answer my
question—albeit that I am delighted to hear that
there is customer input during the process. Are you
going to be able to produce something which will
benchmark the areas of improvement, even if some
of them may yet be aspirational, as to what you are
going to do because of the uncertainty of what the
CAP will look like in 2013 and beyond? Are you
going to produce a document so that people can say:
“Right, this is the result of the review; this is what
they say they are going to do”, so that, ultimately, it
is something on which you can be held accountable
as to whether this review is actually going to deliver
what it says on the tin?
Dame Helen Ghosh: The answer to your question is
yes, as we have been consistently through this
process. You were quoting from the Hunter review,
and we have published that and we have been
extremely open about what we are doing. This
review is a lot about the input, it is a lot about
process. I think customers will be particularly
interested in the processes that one decides to adopt
in terms of how to deal with claims. The one highly
relevant to them is the processing strand: how will we
deal with the claim? What kind of impact will that
have on the customer experience? I suspect they are
less interested in how FRS23 is applied or whether
people close their accounts by Christmas. So, clearly,
we will want to focus that kind of customer input
into the bits that aVects them. In terms of what they
can expect in terms of service, that is very much laid
down in both the Ministerial targets, which I think
we have already set for next year,3 and then the
management targets which we give Tony in terms of
things like: what would we expect in terms of the
trajectory on the cost of individual claims? So it is
not going to be a “and this is the service you can
expect, customers, from the RPA”; it is an input
report, but it will be published, as you say.

Q178 Lynne Jones: Mr Cooper, prior to the
announcement of the review you were submitting
your regular reports to the Departmental Board that
the Permanent Secretary has mentioned. Did you

3 Note by witness: RPA targets for 2009–10 include making
75% of SPS payments, by value, by the end of January 2010
and 90%, by value, by the end of March 2010. Targets for
2010–11 will be set in the new year.
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identify, within your reports, issues where you were
struggling; where you felt that you did need some
outside help and expertise?
Mr Cooper: To some extent we have. For example,
on the mapping update, quite clearly that was a very
significant undertaking which we started to plan
over two years, and partly because of the experience
that was had in 2003/2004/2005 with the mapping
everybody knew that was going to be a problem. I
flagged that and, for example, asked for support in
terms of understanding that, potentially, there
would be some adverse commentary around the
mapping work.

Q179 Lynne Jones: When was that?
Mr Cooper: That was in advance of us starting to roll
out the bulk of the maps which started at the
beginning of June this year.

Q180 Lynne Jones: Any other issues that were
flagged up?
Mr Cooper: I have had regular discussions with
Ministers and with the Department. We have
already spoken about the overpayments and the
recoveries, and, in reaching agreement on how we
are approaching that and what sort of progress we
are making, then we describe that in a fair amount of
detail actually.

Q181 Lynne Jones: You would have identified where
you, left to your own devices, could not actually
solve the problems. What were you looking for this
review to do to help you?
Mr Cooper: Where I would alert Defra to issues I
would also propose what I am doing about it. For
example, in trying to drive out more eYcient ways of
working we have used a supplier with an expertise in
lean working, which is a method of stripping out
unnecessary work, and measuring for productivity.
So we have employed them in taking forward new
ways of working, where we have been quite
successful in making that work in Carlisle, one of my
sites, and they have proven to deliver significant
productivity gains. So one of the issues I had was the
level of funding. Because of the investment we made
we expected to reduce our funding levels, and to be
able to achieve that I had to identify how we could
make eYciencies and do things more eVectively. It
was a sharing of the problems that I had but, also, it
was for me to take forward matters that I saw were
going to cause a problem in the future.
Dame Helen Ghosh: I suspect the drift of your
question is: did Tony ask us for help and we refused
to give it?

Q182 Lynne Jones: Not necessarily. I want to know
what help he asked for and why he was not able to
actually deal with the problems. After all, he most
intimately knows the system—more so than other
people—so he should have been able to flag up the
problems and deal with them.
Dame Helen Ghosh: As Tony said, I think it is almost
impossible to overestimate the amount of day-to-
day contact there is between Tony and his team and
the Department, both through Katrina and her

Food and Farming Group but, also, the very, very
close interest that Ministers take in the customer
service elements of the RPA. I think you had been
discussing, almost on a daily basis, with Jim
Fitzpatrick, for example, the issues around
mapping, and the implications for the 2010 scheme
and how we can make sure that we are all
communicating in the same way and supporting
farmers and sending their returns, and so on. So
very, very close working there—lots of very close
working on policy issues that will assist Tony. The
CAP Health Check is one, but there are lots of other
examples. Occasionally, it is true to say (in any
department that has to think about how it spends its
money), Tony will have come in for a bid on the
money and we would have said: “Hey, surely you can
make a bit of an eYciency elsewhere and we will only
give you part of what you are asking for”, and that
has certainly happened on a number of occasions.
Actually, we see it as a partnership, not Tony over
there and us over here, and I think it has worked as
a partnership thus far very successfully.
Ms Williams: I think the negotiations on the Health
Check of the Common Agricultural Policy in 2008
were a very good example of that because Tony was
challenging us that what he needed was clarity about
what would happen in the Health Check
negotiations. We were saying: “Well, you may not
get that clarity till the end game”, but we did good
work together to work out what were the things that
you had to aim for in those negotiations that would
be most important, that would most help, and then
we were able to create a set of shared assumptions
that allowed us to get the preparatory work under
way—and, indeed, to work out what extra funds the
Agency would need to do that, and indeed to make
those funds available at the right time so that we
could implement the changes.

Q183 Lynne Jones: You have got these big problems
with mapping, with overpayments, which we will
come on to discuss later, and most of all with your
IT system. I am assuming that this review is actually
looking for solutions to those problems that can get
you back on track so that you have systems that are
eYcient and are not constantly having to be
amended and upgraded.
Dame Helen Ghosh: Can I just say that with the
exception of the very specific instance where we have
asked Deloitte to work alongside Tony and the team
to look at overpayments (because we are as keen as
anybody to say: “Can we draw a line under
overpayments in 2005–06 and make sure that both
customers and the Department are clear what the
position there is?”), we are not tasking the review to
say: “Now look at all these other particular aspects
of the service and come up with a set of
recommendations about that.” I am sure we shall
come on to discussing the issue about mapping—in
fact, I would say that, in many ways, it has gone as
we would have anticipated given the normal amount
of noise in the system in terms of changes in land. So
we are not specifically saying to the review: “Will you
look at mapping?” but what we will say is: “What are
the fundamental operational systems—the
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approach we take, how we build teams, how we look
at tasks, and so on—to make it a flexible and
sustainable organisation for the future?”
Mr Cooper: I was just going to add that when I look
at the significant issues that the Agency has to deal
with it is things like mapping, but it would be a
significant issue for any organisation to deal with.
We do have complex systems, in terms of process,
legislation and IT, but where we have come from in
the last two years, those are now working. They
might be still a little bit rough at the edges but they
work, as has been demonstrated by the number of
people that we have paid. When I look at some of the
key measures that I have been using to track the
progress of the Agency, and when I see that customer
satisfaction has virtually doubled since 2006, where
it is now 76% satisfied, then I take some reassurance
from these sorts of measures, and I can see,
internally, which has perhaps not been made visible
to people outside of the Agency, the amount of
progress that has been made within the Agency. If I
give one example, four weeks after I arrived the
system was upgraded and the new screens that my
staV were expected to access and use, there were no
instructions for them, because the people that were
going to write the instructions saw those screens for
the first time the day it went live. Now, that is
nothing to do with the IT, that is to do with how
change has been managed in the organisation. If I
am absolutely brutal about it, the organisation at
that stage was in chaos. So we have come a long,
long way since then.

Q184 Lynne Jones: Can I ask, in terms of staYng, is
it correct that you have 3,050 staV in Defra excluding
agencies, and you have 3,440 in the RPA? Do you
recognise those figures?
Mr Cooper: No. Within the RPA I have currently got
3,600 staV.
Dame Helen Ghosh: The total number of staV in the
current year in Defra, including all those executive
agencies, is 10,536. I think I have got about 2,485
staV in the core Department, and the diVerence is
everyone out in the executive agencies. Of that,
Tony’s figure for this year, which I think is about—
Mr Cooper: 3,600.
Dame Helen Ghosh: —3,600, is also part of the
10,536.

Q185 Paddy Tipping: Could I ask about the cost of
the review? How much is it costing and where is the
budget provision for the review? Is it in Defra or is it
in the RPA?
Ms Williams: The budget provision is in Defra, and
we have allowed an envelope for the review which we
think will come in between £3 million and £5 million.
I should make clear that is not simply people
reviewing things; we have made some provision in
there for the kinds of early interventions that we
have described—for example, the interventions
around the finance systems. So some of that sum is
actually money that will help to make the situation
better.

Q186 Paddy Tipping: The two accountancy firms
and Mr Lane, are they on a fixed price contract? Will
you write to us and let us know what that is if you
will not reveal it in public?
Ms Williams: We can certainly write to you on that.

Q187 Paddy Tipping: Mr Cooper, you have a good
reputation, you have made a lot of change and done
extremely well. You know what the problems at the
RPA are—why can you not sort it out?
Mr Cooper: Thank you, first of all. It is not so much
problems; as I said, I think that there are very
significant changes that are required. If I use
mapping as an example, then we recognised at the
outset it was going to be a two-year programme, and
in talking to some of my counterparts in other
Member States they are also grappling with exactly
the same issues and are, broadly, spending
equivalent sums of money. They are also concerned
about how the results of the mapping update might
cause additional rework as you have to, perhaps, go
back and correct something back to 2005, if, for
example, somebody has forgotten to identify the
exact size of a piece of land or a new building has
gone up and we have not been told about it. There
are all sorts of examples where it can cause
significant rework. As I say, all Member States that
are engaged in mapping updates are having to
grapple with the same sort of issue. It is a complex
area; it is very precise under European rules, but the
mapping work is one of the most significant causes
of disallowance risk and, therefore, not attending to
it really is not an option; we have to do that to make
sure that the taxpayer does not end up paying
significant sums of money in disallowance.

Q188 Paddy Tipping: Just remind me about
Accenture. It is certainly a long time since we had a
discussion about Accenture and the diYculties
around the contract. What is the state of the
relationship now? Are there claims and
counterclaims against each other?
Dame Helen Ghosh: No, there are no claims and
counterclaims. As I was saying earlier, and as I said
to the PAC recently, the relationship with Accenture
in late-2005/early-2006 between the Agency and
Accenture was, really, rather a distant one; there was
no sense of partnership, there was no sense of co-
design of what the new system would look like and,
therefore, the IT system that Accenture built was one
that was, as we have discussed before, very task-
based and disposable elements based, I think, on a
fundamental misunderstanding of what actually the
new SPS would look like, and failed, therefore, to
deliver in the way we have discussed on previous
occasions. In the light of that, I think Accenture was
extremely keen in terms of reputation and, indeed,
customer service, to work much more closely in
partnership. I think with Tony’s arrival and the
arrival of the new IT Director—and in 2006 I, with
Tony and Mr Halsey, were having regular meetings
with the European head of Accenture—we moved
the relationship on to a much more partnership kind
of basis, where it has remained. Clearly, again, as we
have discussed, we have had to invest more money in
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making changes to the original system to get it into
the fit state that it is now, but there is no element in
that which is claim and counterclaim because of the
history of the project. I know that they work very
closely with Tony and the Board now.

Q189 Miss McIntosh: Can I turn to the
disallowances? Since you have been grappling with
these issues since 2005, why do you appear to have
so little understanding of the way the Commission
operates?
Dame Helen Ghosh: Well, as you know, some
elements of disallowance have been crystallised—
not for 2005 and 2006 basic SPS but we have paid, I
think, £92 million in disallowance for previous
schemes. In terms of the process for disallowance for
SPS, the wheels of the EU always grind extremely
slowly, and Katrina will know much more about this
than I do, but we, just like all other Member States,
have been going through a process with the
Commission of trying to identify likely levels of
disallowance for those two years. All the time we
creep closer and closer to an understanding; we have
made the provision that we have made on a realistic
but, we hope, pessimistic basis, and we hope that we
will be crystallising (as that is the technical term)
some of these risks, really, quite soon, because I
think in terms of certainty for financial planning for
a diYcult financial future that will be helpful. I am
not quite sure what technical stage we are at in this
process.

Q190 Miss McIntosh: Can I pursue one line of
questioning and ask Katrina if I may, in a moment?
Dame Helen Ghosh: Yes, sure.

Q191 Miss McIntosh: Just to be clear: disallowance
is a fine.
Dame Helen Ghosh: It means that they do not repay
us as much as they would—they lop it oV what they
repay us for our payments out to farmers.

Q192 Miss McIntosh: Apparently, it represents a
double loss to the UK because not just do you not
have the money to spend but the Department, I
understand (not the RPA) has to repay the money to
the Commission.
Dame Helen Ghosh: I am not quite sure how the
accountancy flows. It is a single penalty. We are,
eVectively, by the provision we have made, making
provision for repaying the Commission money that
they had paid to us. We are not losing twice; we are
only losing that amount of money once.

Q193 Miss McIntosh: From which budget does the
repayment come from?
Dame Helen Ghosh: I think this was also true before
CSR07, but when we have our discussions and
agreement with the Treasury on our spending plans,
our DEL spending plans for coming periods, we
include in that provision for some level of
disallowance. I think, pre-SPS, there was always
provision in our budget for about 2% disallowance,

which is, as it were, the normal expectation on
disallowance. For CSR07 we both set aside a small
amount—I think £60-something million—which
was our previous provision carried forward, and the
Treasury gave us, ring-fenced, £90 million in each of
the three CSR years. So we have a ring-fenced
budget, but we have not had to lop oV anything else
for disallowance in the CSR07 period. It does not
come oV any other budget, except the consolidated
fund.

Q194 Miss McIntosh: So if you were asked to pay
more fines for that period, from which budget will
that come? Do you have to then go back to the
Treasury to ask for a higher sum?
Dame Helen Ghosh: We do not anticipate, because
we have made what we regard as a reasonable and
probably pessimistic (at the 5% end) provision on
disallowance. That is how we calculated the
provision we made. I am sure that the Treasury
would come back to us, as they always do, but they
quite rightly will in the coming period, and say:
“Please find that from within your existing budgets”.
As you know, we now have, as a Department, a £50
million Departmental Unallocated Provision for,
mainly, emergency use, and I imagine that that is
something that we would look at in the first instance.
However, we do not anticipate in the CSR07 period
being asked for more. Of course, we will have to
reopen negotiations for any future spending round.

Q195 Miss McIntosh: You opened the evidence
session by responding to a question from the
Chairman that your emphasis now was on bringing
forward payments—you said a window had
opened—
Dame Helen Ghosh: Yes.

Q196 Miss McIntosh: —to avoid penalties for late
payment. By doing so, does it possibly open the
potential for increasing the risk of error and
overpayments?
Dame Helen Ghosh: Perhaps I mis-explained that.
The reason we are so keen to bring forward
payments—and we are delighted that the Agency
has achieved so well this year—is the service to
farmers. We do not have to pay; the window does not
close until June, so this is purely a customer service
issue. Beyond the first year, in 2006,4 where we did
pay a straight-oV late payment fine of, I think, £64
million, actually, we have not had a problem with
paying everybody by the end of June. I can never
remember the figures. Is it 96.4% or 94.6%? Yes,
96.4%5 is our target, and we have not had a problem
with it, so we have not had a straight-oV, late
payment fine since 2006.6

4 Note by witness: The £64 million penalty relates to late
payments under the 2005 SPS scheme year.

5 Note by witness: Traditionally, 96.154% of payments need to
be made by 30 June of the year following the scheme year in
order to avoid late payment penalties. This figure changed
from the 2009 scheme year to 95.238%.

6 See footnote 4.
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Q197 Miss McIntosh: What else are you doing to try
and mitigate the risk of disallowance going forward?
Dame Helen Ghosh: Be more accurate and guard the
fund, is the answer, which is the work that we are
doing; trying to draw a line under 2005–06 but,
particularly, learn any lessons for the data going
forward. Exercises like the mapping exercise also
help us make sure that the base data that we are
using is as good as it possibly can be, and that, again,
will reduce the risk of disallowance for the future.
Mr Cooper: As you would expect, we have a regime
where we perform various checks before payments
are made to look at the accuracy of payments, and
we assess that now quite rigorously across all of the
sites and with all of the staV. So we take a view of the
staV and the experience they have got and we look at
the accuracy results that we see from that work and
if the individual needs some additional coaching,
learning or sponsorship by someone with more
experience, then that happens, and the staV are now
in a place where they are perfectly open to
recognising where their weaknesses are and their
lack of knowledge is. So we track that and at the pre-
payment stage we look at what the error rate might
be and we get errors in about 3% of the cases that are
looked at, but because it is pre-payment, obviously,
then those are corrected and, therefore, we are
driving up the level of accuracy each year.

Q198 Miss McIntosh: Have you got a high
proportion of permanent staV in the Agency now?
Mr Cooper: We have a better position now. When I
arrived, roughly half the organisation was
temporary. The ratio now is about 15% of people are
temporary and 85% permanent.

Q199 Miss McIntosh: How do you respond to the
question of taking on school leavers at the end of the
year? Do you take on sixth-formers to process the
claims towards June?
Mr Cooper: We have done in the past in one
particular location where we had no SPS processing.
There was a new team set up (and this was back in
2007), and I think the local joke that we had was that
we had absorbed the whole of the class of 2007. In
actual fact, that class has come on in leaps and
bounds and is now one of the most productive and
most accurate locations that we have, but this year,
quite clearly, with our eVorts to reduce numbers, we
are not recruiting people, with the exception of odd
positions that are available. So we are not replacing
people who now are leaving through natural wastage
or because they choose to go oV elsewhere.

Q200 Miss McIntosh: Katrina, why do you believe
that England is performing so poorly in comparison
with other European Union countries?
Ms Williams: When you say “performing poorly”,
do you mean in term of disallowance?

Q201 Miss McIntosh: I have a particular theory, and
obviously it was a political decision that we have the
most complicated and the most diYcult to
administer scenarios that probably led to all the
diYculties in 2005–06.

Dame Helen Ghosh: Indeed, as we have said.

Q202 Miss McIntosh: Involving devolved
administrations as well. I think we have got the most
complex system in the whole of the European Union.
Ms Williams: You are quite correct, we do have a
complex system, and I think we have acknowledged
that in previous discussions with this Committee and
the PAC. Looking at the world going forward, it is
interesting to note that the outgoing Agriculture
Commissioner is on record as saying that she
believes the future lies in a system which moves away
from the purely historical model and actually
towards a model which takes more account of the
areas farmed. So, in that sense, the system that we
currently have is one that, if you like, is in advance
of the time. I think there are plenty of lessons that we
could learn about how you apply that model, but
actually it is very clear that the Commission thinking
is one that has said the purely historic model is not
the one that best serves people across the EU.
Dame Helen Ghosh: Katrina or Tony will give me the
correct numbers, but with the figure of 80% of
farmers being paid yesterday, that now stands a very
respectable comparison with the amounts being paid
to farmers in countries which use purely historic
systems, so the Scots or the Welsh.
Ms Williams: Indeed, the systems in Scotland and
Wales, although I cannot quote the precise figures,
are always quoted as delivering 90% of the payments
during December.7

Dame Helen Ghosh: We have already produced 80,8

so, actually—back to the, “It depends how you
define success”—I think we are getting to a good
place.

Q203 David Lepper: I was going to ask a few things
about the dynamic hybrid system. We have already
gone on to that, but could I ask a question about
disallowances first? You have acknowledged,
Permanent Secretary, that the wheels of the
European Commission grind slowly on these
matters, and you have also been very careful, I think,
in talking about disallowances to talking about the
CSR07 period?
Dame Helen Ghosh: Yes.

Q204 David Lepper: Are there any bombshells
further back in the history waiting to explode, in
terms of disallowances, that have not been taken
into account, or does your provision look back way
beyond the CSR07 period and has taken into
account. Is there anything else where deliberations
are still going on in the EC?
Dame Helen Ghosh: This is where I will need to turn
to my experts. The provision that we have got,
broadly, now, the £246 million provision, has

7 Note by witness: The NAO report “A second progress update
on the administration of the Single Payment Scheme by the
Rural Payments Agency” records that under the 2008 SPS,
by the end of December 2008 some 87% of scheme funds
were paid in Wales, 83% in Northern Ireland and 76% in
Scotland.

8 Note by witness: By the 2 December 2009 just over 70% of
SPS 2009 funds had been paid to some 80% of claiments.
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something like £205 million in it for SPS. It also has
provision for export refunds, OTMS9 reconciliation,
bovine and ovine premia, a disallowance relating to
the devolved administrations, because we have to
provide for that too, and, as you will know from the
£92 million we have paid out in the CSR07 period,
some of that was certainly historic. So we are all the
time looking backwards as well as forwards and
making reasonable provision for things that are
coming up through the old systems as well as in the
new, and then the issue we will obviously need to
discuss with the Treasury when a future spending
round is launched is on what and how we carry that
forward into the next spending period.

Q205 David Lepper: Thank you for that reassurance.
On the dynamic hybrid system, the picture that you
have presented to us now, I think, is of England
being in some respects ahead of the game, possibly,
even though it may not have seemed like that, either
from the RPA’s point of view to some extent or,
indeed, from the farmers’ point of view. I think there
are only two comparable systems. Only Finland and
Germany have adopted a similar system, and neither
of them are operating it at the moment?
Ms Williams: Not yet.
Dame Helen Ghosh: Not yet. Germany is just about
to move into operating it.
Ms Williams: Germany is just moving into the
operational phase.

Q206 David Lepper: Are there any lessons to be
learned from the way in which they are setting about
operating it that you think might be helpful to the
RPA for the future?
Dame Helen Ghosh: I think, again, an issue we have
discussed in this Committee and with the PAC is the
issue about how you phase in a new scheme, and I
certainly think, looking back on the experience that
we had with SPS, that in terms of the negotiations on
CAP change we will be arguing for, as it were,
depending on the precise nature of the change, a
sensible transition to a new system rather than any
kind of “big bang” or anything we regard as
premature.
Ms Williams: But it is right that looking at the
experience in other Member States is something that
we want to do and, indeed, we will be doing that as
part of the work of the review.

Q207 David Lepper: I think it is also true to say, is it
not, leaving aside the system that the RPA has to
operate, that most other European countries have
not adopted the same sort of organisational
structure that we have. I have read somewhere that
most other European countries have adopted the
sort of model that exists in France and Germany for
actually administering the system, whatever that
system might be. Are there any lessons to be learned
there in terms of the organisation of the Agency
rather than whether the dynamic hybrid was a
good system?

9 Over Thirty Months.

Dame Helen Ghosh: Tony will know this from his
contacts.
Mr Cooper: We are all organised diVerently, I think,
is probably the short answer to it. Certainly
Germany was held up as a country that was doing
well and adopting a similar model, albeit not
implementing it for some time. Then again, we met
with some counterparts and there are potentially
some lessons. It is a little diYcult, though, because it
is a bit like re-engineering the systems and processes
that we have over the last couple of years. We cannot
just simply pick up their solution and say we will slot
that one into the RPA. It just does not work like that.
There are certainly some experiences that we have
shared where there have been some benefits, but they
have been fairly small in scale. The other thing is
that, not necessarily Germany, but some Member
States, do provide rural development administration
and Single Payment Scheme payments and other
subsidy payments from one organisation, and there
is something perhaps in looking at that, but, again,
from my perspective it was a scale of change that we
were applying within the RPA that was focusing my
mind and getting us to a point where we could really
walk rather than run.

Q208 David Lepper: The RPA is responsible for
administering a number of other schemes, is it not,
a whole range of other schemes, other than just the
Single Payment Scheme?
Mr Cooper: Yes. In terms of my operational staV,
roughly half of them are working on the Single
Payment Scheme and half on other schemes.

Q209 David Lepper: You have talked about looking
forward to 2013 and changes in the CAP then. You
have talked about a three-year process, as it were,
from autumn next year before perhaps decisions are
made about the nature of the process and attempting
to influence the way discussion goes in the European
Commission during that time. Does the history of
the RPA over the last three, four, five years really put
us in a good position to influence discussions for the
future about a new system from 2013 onwards? I am
just wondering about the negotiating stance of those
representing England, perhaps, rather than the UK.
Dame Helen Ghosh: I suspect, but I will defer to
Katrina, who knows much more about the outline
policy issues, that we will have a lot to bring to the
table about “do not over complicate any new
system” because we know what very complicated
systems can do operationally. In a sense, we have one
of the most powerful sets of experience in Europe
about “keep it simple”.

Q210 David Lepper: So we have led the way and we
want others to learn from our mistakes.
Dame Helen Ghosh: We have had the first mover
disadvantage and, therefore, we have learned how
complexity can give you operational problems.
Certainly in the early phases, as you will know, the
big strategic issues that face a CAP reform are not
around operational things, they are around
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fundamental issues about the relationship between
Pillar 1 and Pillar 2 and support for production and
purchase of public goods. So I very much doubt if it
will get down into that operational stuV in the
early years.
Ms Williams: I do not think it will in the early years.
I would expect the first phase, if you like, to be the
high level phase. That said, we are already preparing,
and have been preparing for some time, to do that
most important thing that you have identified of
influencing the Commission and the other Member
States and, increasingly, we will be wanting to exert
that influence with Members of the European
Parliament.

Q211 David Lepper: One final question. When
decisions were taken that England should have the
dynamic hybrid system, we had a diVerent Secretary
of State and a diVerent Permanent Secretary. Do you
think, Permanent Secretary, if you had been there
then, you would perhaps have argued very strongly
for a diVerent system in England?
Dame Helen Ghosh: I do not believe in discussing, as
it were, counterfactuals.
David Lepper: All right.

Q212 Dan Rogerson: When you talked to the PAC
you defended the decision to go for the hybrid on the
basis that it is a more equitable way of doing things.
How do you square that decision with advice that
you would be giving to other Member States? How
could it have been done more simply but still meeting
the same objective?
Dame Helen Ghosh: You mean, is there some way
you could have decoupled without the complexities
of dynamism? This is really where I look at my CAP
experts. Is there something in between those two
things?
Ms Williams: I suspect that you could have had
solutions in between. I think the guiding principle
for the next phase of the negotiations needs to be: let
us be very clear about the characteristics that you
need a system to have; let us be equally clear about
the things that can really give you bottlenecks and
costs; and let us try and design something that avoids
the pitfalls and gives you the benefits of having a
system which looks both at land area and what is
actually happening on the ground. One of the
ambitions that we have for the work that we are
doing through the review is that we get a very good
picture of where that happy middle ground of
something that is simple but functional and that
achieves your objectives might lie.
Dan Rogerson: So why did we not have that? Why
did we have other systems?
Miss McIntosh: It was a political decision.
Dan Rogerson: Absolutely, but it was based,
presumably, on advice and models that were put
forward.
Chairman: Mrs Beckett thought it was a good idea
really.
Dan Rogerson: Are you sure? There is the form of the
system as well.

Q213 Lynne Jones: The Permanent Secretary also
thinks it is a good idea.
Dame Helen Ghosh: I am sorry; what do I think is a
good idea?

Q214 Dan Rogerson: We are trying to square what
you said to the PAC, which is that the whole
principle was likely to go with the decision—
Dame Helen Ghosh: What I said was that the basic
policy approach was that it was inequitable,
particularly over time, that farmers this year would
be getting subsidies based on what they produced in
2002, and that would mean, for example, as you get
into some other Member States people are sitting in
villas in Spain living on subsidies and have long, long
ceased to be farmers. I think, as I also said to the
PAC, that did not mean that one should necessarily
leap to a highly complex system introduced very
swiftly, which none of the participants, I suspect
(and Brian Bender has said it and ministers have said
it), understood in terms of the administrative
complexities. So, in a sense—back to
counterfactuals—I do not think they looked at a lot
of other schemes because they thought this was one
deliverable, and I think that was true of the RPA, it
was true of the OGC looking at the project and it was
true of the Department, and I think it is that
perception of whether it was deliverable that was the
error, not that some kind of dynamic hybrid was
undeliverable if you did it the right way.

Q215 Lynne Jones: Are we able to understand why,
in the first year, you did not stick to the historical
base and, in the first year, just stick to the old data
until you were ready to actually move?
Dame Helen Ghosh: I think that is the transition
point. The decision was made that you could move,
you could start being dynamic, in the first year, you
would start your tapering oV in the first year, and
that is the kind of lesson that we need to learn for
next time.

Q216 Chairman: I am going to move on to Patrick
Hall in a second. Just a quick question. If
disallowance comes in under the amount that you
have put in for Defra’s budget, do you get to keep
the extra?
Dame Helen Ghosh: No—I am shaking my head,
sadly—but it goes oV to excellent causes out there. It
will build some schools and some hospitals and
things. It is ring-fenced money, and if we do not
spend it, or the overall disallowance comes through
under that figure, it would go back to the Treasury,
but, clearly, as we were discussing, because this
process of crystallising disallowance is one that goes
on all the time, actually the trick is to know how
much provision you need to make for the next year
and the next year. In terms of 2007 and 2008, for
example, we are assuming that we will revert to
something like normal business, which is provision
for about 2%, and that is what we have got built in,
but we would need to really look at that as we go into
the next spending round.
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Q217 Patrick Hall: You will all be familiar with the
second progress update on the administration of the
Single Payment Scheme.
Dame Helen Ghosh: Yes.

Q218 Patrick Hall: That was published on 15
October by the National Audit OYce, which is
actually the third review by the NAO of the Single
Payment Scheme. Do you have some general
comments on this report and its recommendations?
Dame Helen Ghosh: As I said to the Public Accounts
Committee, we recognise that, through the history of
what we have done since 2005, we deliberately, for
the reasons I have outlined, gave priority to speed of
payment to farmers and to protecting the position
through things like the CAP Health Check, and the
report is right to say that we, therefore, gave less
priority to some other elements of the RPA
administration, for example on sorting out
overpayments. We believe that the decisions that we
made at every stage were the right ones at that stage,
but the fact that we have set up the review is one that
acknowledges that this is an opportunity to both
deal with issues about capability of the Agency going
forward but also to bottom-out some of those, in
particular, overpayments, which is a longstanding
issue we just need to draw a line under. We accept the
factual basis of the report, we would not necessarily,
as I said to the PAC, agree with the interpretation in
every case, but their list of recommendations are
ones that we have signed up to. Obviously, we are
waiting for the Committee’s report, which may be a
bit diVerent, but in terms of the set of
recommendations, we are happy with those and are
taking those forward.

Q219 Patrick Hall: When you set up the review in
September, did you know what the
recommendations were that were published in
October?
Dame Helen Ghosh: In fact, we set up the review in
July because of the set of circumstances I described
about the accounts. At that stage we had presumably
seen early drafts of the report, so we knew what
kinds of issues it was raising, so the two things
came together.

Q220 Patrick Hall: I am sorry, I wanted to check
because I thought I heard September mentioned.
Dame Helen Ghosh: No, there was a September press
notice which announced the review. I cannot
remember whether it was you or Miss McIntosh that
raised it. It was you. The Management Board
decision that we would do a review was one that we
took in July.

Q221 Patrick Hall: The review is ready and waiting,
as it were, for the further recommendations
published in October?
Dame Helen Ghosh: Indeed.

Q222 Patrick Hall: Could I look at the question of
overpayments. This report from the NAO says that
it thinks 17,000 farmers have been overpaid. Do you
agree with that?

Mr Cooper: The 17,000 is an estimate that the NAO
came up with. In November 2008 we actually said to
ourselves: “What do we think the position is?”, plus
we had identified a number of overpayments at that
stage, which was just over 16,000, and, of those cases
that were overpaid (and recognised as being
overpaid at that time), we have, I think, about 1,500
cases that we are still looking at.10 The reason we are
looking at them is because sometimes they are
genuinely overpaid and we have to seek recovery, or
sometimes it is not actually overpaid, it is just that
there has been some miscalculation and when we
review it and reset it, the overpayment actually is
removed. So we have made quite a lot of progress. I
think we have recovered £32 million from people
that have been invoiced and, therefore, we are
continuing to make progress against that particular
number of overpaid cases that the NAO identified.

Q223 Patrick Hall: Why would the NAO think that
there were 17,000 overpayments? Surely you would
know and could tell them. You are identifying
overpayments and then, at some point, entering into
a discussional process of recovery. Surely you must
know how many overpayments are in the system at
any point in time.
Mr Cooper: We do. In November 2008 we knew
there were 16,237. What I think I need to explain is
that overpayments largely occurred in 2005 and
2006, caused by a range of things such as making
partial payments and then making top-up payments
which were not necessarily fully taking account of
partial payments.

Q224 Patrick Hall: Is the figure of 16,000 from a year
ago and the estimate of 17,000 in October this year
historical? Does that include ongoing discussions
about overpayments that arose some years earlier or
are they current, or, should I say, are they new?
Mr Cooper: No, they are not new.

Q225 Patrick Hall: So they are ongoing?
Mr Cooper: It incorporates the 16,000, but since
then, of course, we have done further work
reviewing various cases and we have identified some
additional overpayments. So part of the work that
Deloitte is doing is to look at some of the data that
we had in 2005 and 2006 to make sure that our
estimate of overpayments is absolutely correct. I
should also say that overpayments arise, not just
because of an error by the RPA on an ongoing basis,
but they can happen because a farmer can tell us the
wrong information on the form, the land that is there
may change and we may not know about it in the
year that is relevant. So there is a range of things that
can happen that can cause overpayment.

10 Note by witness: In addition, since November 2008
additional overpayments totalling c.1,000 for 2005–07
schemes and c.600 for 2008 scheme have been identified and
are currently being worked on by RPA. The RPA review will
help identify the scope any additional overpayments not
previously identified.
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Q226 Patrick Hall: What is your broad estimation,
or maybe even more accurately than an estimation,
of the categories of overpayment—some are due to
farmer error; others are not—and are there some
other categories? You started to mention that. Could
I ask you to do that, and, if you cannot, could you
write to us about it?
Mr Cooper: It is diYcult to categorise them in the
way that you are asking.

Q227 Patrick Hall: What proportion would be
farmer error?
Mr Cooper: We would need to look at individual
cases to make that judgment.

Q228 Patrick Hall: You knew about 16,000 of them
a year ago so you have had a year to be able to
categorise them.
Mr Cooper: That is right, but what we have not
done, necessarily, is categorise them in the way that
you have asked.

Q229 Patrick Hall: Can I stop you on that. Of
course, customer error is something that arises in all
businesses, but if there is a significant proportion of
errors that comes from your organisation, it is
absolutely vital to know that so that you can put it
right.
Mr Cooper: Yes.

Q230 Patrick Hall: So why do you not know?
Dame Helen Ghosh: To pick that up, that is precisely
the kind of analysis that we are doing now, looking
at those historic overpayment cases and saying from
what does the error arise? It is actually extremely
diYcult because of the amount of data, the lack of
management information data there is in the system
going back to 2005 and 2006. We were doing so
much stuV so quickly in 2006 to get partial payments
out, to get top-up payments out that actually the
record is pretty poor in a lot of cases; so actually the
analysis is quite diYcult to do.

Q231 Patrick Hall: So the analysis is not yet
complete.
Dame Helen Ghosh: The analysis is not yet complete,
but is part of the work that Deloitte’s is doing.

Q232 Patrick Hall: I do not want to put words in
your mouth, but is the review going to suggest how
that analysis should be done, or is the review going
to carry out the analysis?
Dame Helen Ghosh: The combination of the work
that Tony is doing to get to the bottom of the total
bill and numbers for 2005–06, which, as I said, we
are collecting as we go along, will help. The
Deloitte’s analysis will help, because it will look at a
sample of cases and say, “This appears to be what
went wrong in this case”, and, “This appears to be
what went wrong in that case”, as I understand it. So
it will enable us to say, if you look at any group of
cases, that seems to be where the main error was

made. It may be that that circumstance will never
arise again and, therefore, we do not have to take it
into account going forward, or it may be an issue
that will arise again and we need to make sure that
we do take it into account going forward.

Q233 Patrick Hall: This will take some time,
whoever is precisely doing it, guided by the review,
and that will take us past January.
Dame Helen Ghosh: No. Back to the hearing with the
PAC. We will make a report in January to the PAC
about this phase in the review, because I promised
them that we would go back with the outcome of this
phase in the review. So we will have bottomed out
numbers, we will have decided what we are going to
do about recovering overpayments, we will have
decided about de minimis limits, and so on, and that
is what we will report back on in January.

Q234 Patrick Hall: You will have carried out
negotiations with customers who may have some
arguments or discussions, but you will do that before
the EU regulation changes in January, will you?
Mr Cooper: Can I answer that? When we invoice a
farmer, we provide them with information about
what the likely cause of the overpayment has been
and we give them a breakdown of the calculation.
One of the things that we did not get right at first
when we started to invoice farmers was the provision
of that information. So, on an ongoing basis, where
people have come back and said, “I want a
breakdown of how you have calculated this”, we
provide that information, and it is a piece of work
that we have been doing over the last number of
months. In terms of the January change, that does
not actually aVect what happens to these cases. I am
assuming you are referring to Article 137 where the
arrangements change after 1 January.

Q235 Patrick Hall: Yes.
Mr Cooper: Where we have work already in hand,
then that work will complete, and even after January
it does not mean that we can stop calculating
overpayments if they occur.We still have to do that.11

Q236 Patrick Hall: Who will be liable for those
overpayments then, work on which will continue
into January and February perhaps?
Mr Cooper: It will depend on the circumstances of
the overpayment. If the overpayment is because of a
penalty because of a breach in a rule, then quite
clearly the farmer is liable for that. If there is some
information they have provided, or if there is land or
a building has been erected that we do not know
about, then, again, that is for the farmer.

Q237 Patrick Hall: But is it not realistic to expect
that Defra may be liable to repay money to the EU,
and what is your estimate of that?

11 Note by witness: ‘Article 137’ restricts the circumstances
under which entitlement corrections may be made after 31
December 2009, but some corrections will still need to be
made after that date and overpayments may, in any event,
arise from reasons other than entitlement correction e.g.
penalties.
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Dame Helen Ghosh: We already have made, as it
were, an advance repayment to the EU of, I think,
something like £85million12 and, clearly, ifwe are not
able to recover all of that sum that proves to be the
overpayment, then we would have to consider how
to allow for that in our accounts.

Q238 Patrick Hall: Could I ask about
underpayments, or alleged underpayments? What is
your estimate of the number?
Mr Cooper: In a way underpayments is a very
similar position to overpayments. The number that
I remember is that we have about 500,13 which
represents the large underpayments, and those cases
are being reviewed currently. We are aiming to
complete that review by the end of January and,
where there is money owed then obviously we will
make those payments.

Q239 Patrick Hall: You will pay it just as quickly as
you would seek to recover from others?
Dame Helen Ghosh: Yes.

Q240 Patrick Hall: So they have been treated with
equal significance?
Mr Cooper: We are dealing with both aspects of
under and overpayments.

Q241 David Taylor: I am sad to say that I have been
involved in designing and writing up systems not
unlike this for four decades or so and I find it literally
incredible that from day one there was no
information kept in the prime records which would
allow an analysis of the sort that my colleague has
been trying to extract from you for sometime. It is an
absolutely fundamental failure of management
oversight of a system like this if you are going to have
to go back and inspect records almost one by one to
provide management information.
Dame Helen Ghosh: Yes.
David Taylor: It is utterly futile and defeats the
whole object of the system. It is an observation,
Chairman. We need to move on. I will pass over to
you.

Q242 Dan Rogerson: Remapping, which we have
referred to a couple of times already. Before
embarking on the current exercise, you carried out
pilots in three areas. What problems or issues were
identified as a result of that and what changes were
made to plans as a result? Was there time in order to

12 Note by witness: The NAO report “A second progress update
on the administration of the Single Payment Scheme by the
Rural Payments Agency” records that a total of £85 million
was paid over to the European Commission in 2008–09 of
which £60 million was in advance of recovery.

13 Note by witness: Some 511 cases have been prioritised
because they make up around 70% of the value of potentially
underpaid cases. In addition RPA has identified around
12,000 potential cases where money may be owed to a
farmer. Of these, around 11,000 are under £1,000 and have
a total value of £1.4 million (representing an average value
of £130 per underpayment.) As with overpayments,
underpayment values need to be confirmed before payments
are made. RPA is exploring the options for completing that
work and making any payments due as soon as possible.

implement all of those, or were there some things
that you just were not able to get changed before the
roll-out across the rest of the country?
Mr Cooper: Could I go back one stage as well?
Before we got to the pilot, we actually conducted a
trial with one of the larger claimants that we have
and we spent some time working through what
process would work, what should the
communication be. We then took the results of that
trial and we had a workshop with 40 farmers and
explored various options on how we might best
proceed, and they informed that and that formed the
judgment on how we would do the pilot. The pilot
included about a thousand claimants and the results
that it provided gave us estimates of how many maps
would need amendment and what the level of change
would be, and, based on that, we then proceeded
into the full roll-out. Where the pilot was really
helpful was in terms of the information we were
providing and the guidance that we were providing
to get the language right and to get the information
right. So when we started the roll-out and we came
across a reaction which was, “This does not reflect
my current maps”, it came as a bit of a surprise
because the pilot did not actually identify that. So,
with hindsight, I can look back and I can see that the
pilot was representative of the types of farms that
exist and the land that exists but was not of suYcient
quantity to give me the assessment. If there was one
person in that situation it did not create the noise, it
did not register with us. The pilots should have been
a larger sample than we had used. When we went out
with the full roll-out, the reaction was, “This does
not reflect our maps.” We took stock of that,
recognised that, and what we did was we paused the
roll-out, and we paused for probably about three
weeks, and then realised that the solution we were
going to apply to help farmers recognise the maps in
the way they would expect was going to take a bit
longer. So we then started to make available the
maps that were in areas that were unaVected by the
types of issues that we had, and then, at the tail end
of the roll-out we implemented the—

Q243 Dan Rogerson: The trickier ones.
Mr Cooper: —the trickier ones, and they were able
to respond and certainly recognise how the maps
worked.

Q244 Dan Rogerson: That is the generality, that
farmers were saying, “This is inaccurate.” What
sorts of reasons were they giving?
Dame Helen Ghosh: It was things like soft
boundaries, for example, which were not picked up
by the satellite and other tracking that was in the
new sets of maps. They could not see because the
system did not see that kind of thing. It was that kind
of issue.
Mr Cooper: It was. If they had split their field in
three and given land to another farmer, say, there
was no permanent feature that you could see, there
was no post that you could see from a satellite. So
when we were looking at the Ordnance Survey map
and looking at the aerial photography, it just looked
like one field, and some of the fields were very large.
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That is the sort of thing that came back. So we had to
be careful about how we presented these maps back,
because under the regulations it should be mapped
to a physical boundary. So we put in lines that had a
star against it to be able to demonstrate that was a
guideline rather than a permanent boundary.
Dame Helen Ghosh: What really struck me, talking
to Tony and the team about this at the time, was how
many changes there are to farmers’ land every year.
In the 2009 scheme there were something like 25,000
changes to land notified as part of the application
process, because everybody is building new slurry
pits or putting in fences or giving a bit of land to
somebody else. It is a very constantly changing
picture all the time, but we have now got to a stage
where, I think, they have all gone out, the first phase.
Mr Cooper: All of the maps have gone out.
Dame Helen Ghosh: And we get something like 55%
acceptance straight oV and, obviously, about 45,
44% that require some change. So actually the
acceptance rate, given all the noise and the stuV that
is going on on land anyway I think is pretty good.

Q245 Dan Rogerson: How do you assess these
rights? Your system has said. “That is the situation”,
the farmer has said, “No, this is the situation.” How
do you adjudicate that and how do you settle it?
Mr Cooper: We aim to reach agreement with the
farmer, obviously, if it is still in dispute. In 2004,
when the Agency got into diYculty with mapping
work, the tale I have heard is that maps were going
to and fro, there were 14 maps being exchanged, et
cetera, so we have said we are not going to do that.
If we send a map to the farmer, he sends it back for
changes, we send it out to him and he says, “There is
still a problem with it”, at that point we want to
speak to that farmer, and that is the commitment we
have given, either to visit or to do it over the
telephone and, using technology nowadays, we can
show them the map over the Internet,14 if necessary.

Q246 Dan Rogerson: So they can have it in front of
them while you are talking?
Mr Cooper: Indeed.

Q247 Dan Rogerson: As long as they have access to
the internet, of course, or Broadband.
Dame Helen Ghosh: Yes.

Q248 Dan Rogerson: I have recently visited a farm
with Natural England, who cope with the
stewardship schemes, and so on, particularly at the
higher level. Have you talked to them about the
process they have with Greenpeace? What has struck
me since I have talked to this farmer, admittedly
because it was arranged by Natural England so it
was a farmer who was happy with Natural England
and the relationship he had there, his major
comment was, “God, I wish the RPA were like this
and there was someone I could talk to face-to-face to
go through this.” I think it is that faceless side to

14 Note by witness: Rather than the internet as such, RPA is
using an online conferencing facility that allows the
customer to electronically view maps and interact with RPA
using their home computers.

things which, of course, comes up against the
eYciency schemes you are trying to realise.
Particularly, as you are identifying that these are the
ones that are harder to resolve, are you identifying
maybe we do need a resource there to do that?
Dame Helen Ghosh: Face-to-face.

Q249 Dan Rogerson: Yes.
Dame Helen Ghosh: Since you have half given the
answer to that yourself, clearly in an HLS15, where
there is an awful lot of money at stake, both sides are
very happy to have lots of face-to-face discussion
because that is just the nature of the game. Again, I
think one of the great things that Tony and the team
have done is to do much more targeted face-to-face,
to decide who really does need face-to-face and do
much more of that. You could not aVord it across
every 106,000 claimants, but you can do it in a very
targeted way, which we also do around completion
of forms time, do we not?
Mr Cooper: We do. We have drop-in centres, and last
year, I think, somewhere in the order of about 30,000
claims were submitted face-to-face within the drop-
in centre. On the basis that we try and find the time
to have a quick cursory glance at them, then we do
that. We have also introduced now for agents to be
able to come in, and we had one come into the
Carlisle oYce. He looks after 230 diVerent claims
and we were able to go through all of that with him
over a period of time, and he appreciated that, and
it actually moved it forward a lot quicker. So there is
a balance to strike between eYciencies and doing it
face-to-face, but there are occasions where it makes
perfect sense to do that.

Q250 Dan Rogerson: Have you made any estimates
or considered talking to the NFU, for example, or
the CLA, about what cost this is adding to the
farmers’ side by them having to dispute these things
and employ their own consultants, or whatever, to
support their case?
Mr Cooper: We have regular dialogue with all of the
farmers’ representatives, including the National
Farmers’ Union. It was actually them that came up
with the notion, where there is an unmarked
boundary in a field, of putting in some posts—it was
their idea—and we are very appreciative of that. I
think that everybody recognises about getting their
maps right. We do not want to have a dispute, we
have few disputes, but getting the maps right is in the
interests of the farmer because then their claim is
correct and, therefore, they get paid the right
amount of money, and there is no danger of over
claiming, and there is no danger of penalties being
applied. So it is in the interests of the farmer as well
and, I think, by and large, the farmers recognise that.

Q251 Dan Rogerson: In terms of ensuring that the
maps you send out originally are as accurate as they
possibly can be, has that process evolved as well, so
that the system has been improved, or is it just a case
of, “That is as good as we can get them”, and then it
is down to doing this negotiation, and so on?

15 Higher Level Stewardship
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Remapping is an exercise with an end date, but have
you been able to improve the accuracy of the maps
as you have gone on through the year, the original
maps being sent out?
Mr Cooper: Absolutely. Quite clearly, our aim is
always to get the map correct. The 55% that have
been accepted are correct. Forty-five per cent,
therefore, you could imply, need amendment and
adjustment. A lot of the time, though, it is because
something has changed on the farm that we do not
know about. Twenty-five thousand farmers a year
tell us about these changes that happen every year.
To some extent we expected and anticipated that
level of change in the pilot, and it has turned out to
be roughly at about the right level.

Q252 Dan Rogerson: If things do not quite go to
plan, for want of a better word, what contingencies
are there, if everything is resolved in time?
Mr Cooper: Given where we are at the moment with
all the first maps out (and we have now had 96,000
of those first maps back to us, 55,000 completed), we
are well on track with it. We need the maps back to
be able to pre-populate the claim forms for 2010, and
pre-population of claim forms in 2010, we normally
do it in the latter part of February, early March, and
that is still our intention, and because of that we can
phase this work so that we can continue to receive
the updated maps. Those farmers that have already
provided the updated maps will get their claim
forms earlier.

Q253 Dan Rogerson: Finally, there are various
courses for overpayment. How much of an impact
do you think remapping should have on
overpayment? How much would it reduce it by, if
there are other reasons in terms of training and stuV
that would help? How much of an impact will this
have?
Mr Cooper: It is very diYcult to put an estimate on
it. We have looked at a sample of cases to see what
the extent of change is above the de minimis that we
have, and it is about 5%. So there is 5% of change.16

Does that mean there is an overpayment? I cannot
give you that answer, but there is a change. Whether
it is an under or an over, I do not know, and whether
it actually aVects the claim depends on things like
whether the correct area has been claimed or not, but
that is the best indicator I have got. What I am using
that for is to assess the amount of work that we will
have to do in 2010 as part of the processing of the
claims in 2010.

Q254 Lynne Jones: What has been the total cost of
getting from what the Permanent Secretary called a
“not fit for purpose” computer system to one that at
least is relatively stable?

16 Note by witness: In around 5% of cases there is a diVerence
(above a de-minimis of 0.264ha provided for under EU
Regulations) between the land area included in 2009 SPS
claims and maximum eligible area arising from the updated
maps. Entitlement corrections may be required in a number
of these cases.

Mr Cooper: I think it was in February 2007 that I
went to the Defra Management Board and asked for
an additional £40 million to invest. Not all of that
money went into the IT, some of it went into
introducing change. I cannot give you an exact figure
for the investment that we have made to what I
would call re-engineer the IT, but it is between
£30–40 million.

Q255 Lynne Jones: The total cost, including the
original cost and the re-engineering?
Mr Cooper: The total cost for the IT, including the
policy changes and development of the system
originally?

Q256 Lynne Jones: Yes.
Mr Cooper: It is of the order of £123, £129 million.17

Q257 Lynne Jones: A little earlier there was some
discussion about the actual cost per payment,
whether it is £1,700, as the NAO say it is, and you are
saying it is £700. Could you give us a note on what
the diVerences are, and could you also comment on
what proportion of that £700, £1,700 cost, whatever
it is, is attributable to the IT system per claim?
Dame Helen Ghosh: Yes, we can certainly do that.

Q258 Lynne Jones: Can you give me that figure now?
Dame Helen Ghosh: No. We would need to go back
and look again at how the NAO calculated their
£1,700 figure, because, as I say, it involves things like
amortising the IT costs. We will be happy to give you
a note comparing the two figures.

Q259 Lynne Jones: The Scottish system is something
like £290.
Dame Helen Ghosh: £285 is quoted in the NAO
report, yes.18

Q260 Lynne Jones: Is it purely complexity that is the
diVerence, or is there a diVerence in the procurement
approach?
Dame Helen Ghosh: I think it is purely complexity.
We have obviously had extensive discussions with
Scotland.

Q261 Lynne Jones: Perhaps you could comment on
that in comparison with other government schemes
that pay out money—the cost per payment. The
NAO has advised that you should work out exactly
what IT is going to cost you over the next five years.
Are you doing that, how far have you progressed and
are you looking at the business case for a complete
new IT system?

17 Note by witness: In the period from January 2003 to March
2009, payments were made to Accenture of some
£123,968,104 for IT development plus £6,849,930 for IT
maintenance.

18 Note by witness: The NAO report “A second progress update
on the administration of the Single Payment Scheme by the
Rural Payments Agency” states “We have not been able to
establish what proportion of the diVerence between England
and Scotland is due to the additional complexity of the
scheme in England and what proportion is due to the way it
was implemented by the Agency.” (para. 2.13)
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Dame Helen Ghosh: Back to the discussion we had
earlier about the review and thinking about the
question of reprocurement of an IT system. That is
exactly what we will be doing. I very much doubt if
at this stage we will be able to say, “And it will cost
us this much going forward”, but it will at least give
us some kinds of benchmarks for what that should
be, depending, of course, on the outcome of the CAP
review and, we hope, lack of complexity there.

Q262 Lynne Jones: In September 2008 it was stated
that in your risk register seven out of ten of the top
ten risks were assessed as red and three as amber.
What is the current situation on that?
Mr Cooper: I would have to send you a note to tell
you what colour they are. We have a top ten list of
risks and I would have to send you a note.

Q263 Lynne Jones: How accurate a picture do you,
at senior level, have about what is really going on? In
January 2008 you said that you were on top of
things, and that proved not to be the case. Do you
really know what is going on within your own
Agency, within your own Department, in terms of
what the Agency is telling you?
Dame Helen Ghosh: I think in January 2008 that was
a very specific statement in relation to
overpayments. That was what we said we thought
we were getting close to pinning down, and I think a
lot of work went on through 2008, but, rather as the
discussion we were having earlier, with every stone
you place down, as it were, you turn another one up
and you discover, for all sort of reasons to do with
the complexity of the system, and (back to Mr
Taylor’s point) the management information you
have not got, you discover that the ground has
shifted. So I think that statement was only in relation
to overpayments. In fact, I think the Agency
recovered something like £25 million in
overpayments in 2008,19 so we did take work
forward, but we then discovered additional
problems. I think that is the challenge that we have,
which is why this exercise to say, “Enough, let us
draw a line under that and get a complete picture and
move on”, is so important.

Q264 Lynne Jones: Do you think you have now got
a complete picture of what the issues are, or are we
waiting until the review?
Dame Helen Ghosh: What we are waiting for (and, as
Katrina said, it will be with us in a matter of weeks)
is that by January we will be able to report to the
House on what the findings of that review are.

Q265 Lynne Jones: Are you doing anything about
the situation that was reported in the Farmers
Weekly of one payment of a penny being made to a
farmer? How many such payments take place?
Whether it is £700 or £1,700, it is an awful lot of
money to pay out a penny.

19 2008–09 financial year.

Mr Cooper: It is one of those frustrations that exist,
not surprisingly, the odd penny payment. You say to
yourself, “Can we not just stop that? It is not cost-
eVective to do it”, but then you start to look at what
you would do with that penny. Do you invest in
making a change to the IT to identify when anything
under a pound is paid, and then how do you account
for that money and, actually, the cost of making that
change was more than allowing those payments to
go out and now that we make payments into bank
accounts directly, electronically, it is actually quite an
easy thing to do and the number of penny payments
has reduced drastically with the cessation of
modulation payments having to be made this year.20

Q266 David Taylor: I find that an astonishing
answer, Chairman. Again, I have been involved with
systems. The sieve at the end of the line for
ludicrously low de minimis payments, if you like, in
a financial system is always there and to somehow
suggest that the cost of abandoning the payment at
that point would be less than just going through the
system and shoving a cheque for a penny in a 30
pence stamped envelope and the negative impact
that will have in a publicity sense, I find an
astonishing answer. Of all the answers I have heard
from civil servants over 13 years in this place that is
the pantheon, the silver medallist.
Dame Helen Ghosh: We are delighted to get awards
of any kind. In that case I am sure the answer is that,
if you had built it in from the beginning, it would,
indeed, have been a cost-eVective thing to do, but I
think a BACS payment costs something like a penny
itself, perhaps less than a penny, and, therefore, you
would have to have an awful lot of instances like that
which are bad in publicity terms but, actually, how
many times have you received—I certainly do—nice
envelopes from HMRC which say, “You us owe us
nothing, we owe you nothing and here is a cheque for
nothing”? The idea that this is a problem which is
unique to the RPA is, I think, wrong.

Q267 David Taylor: I have no problems, Chairman,
with the force of that, the confirmation of “I owe
you”, that is fine. I would accept a zero statement.
That would be okay. I do not believe that there are
zero cheques.
Dame Helen Ghosh: I have received cheques for
nothing.
Lynne Jones: I think that what is particularly
amazing, though, is that you have such a large
manual element already in the system.
David Taylor: Why?

Q268 Lynne Jones: You have to do a lot of manual
interventions because the functionality in the system
is not there. Is that not correct?
Mr Cooper: Not significantly, no. By and large, our
systems now work in the way that you would expect
them to do. There are some additional controls that
are applied, which means that we take some cases
(because of the nature of those cases) to one side and

20 Note by witness: The number of cheque payments of less
than £1 has reduced from 58 under the 2005 SPS to 3 under
the 2008 SPS.
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2 December 2009 Dame Helen Ghosh KCB, Ms Katrina Williams and Mr Tony Cooper

deal with them and then put them back on to the
system, but it is not an enormous job. I think this
year, not surprisingly perhaps, our highest number
of cases (and it is 40,000-odd or something) went
through the system without any clerical intervention
at all. So the number of cases that we are processing
automatically, without any intervention, is
increasing, and what that paves the way for is we
have an electronic channel, an online system, where
farmers can claim online, and that allows them to do
some fairly simple but early validation so that the
common mistakes and common errors that we get
with the wrong codes going in on the form are
prevented, so we can actually help the farmer make
sure their claim is in a better state when it comes in.
That reduces the amount of work we have got to do
and, in addition to that, we are going to be able to
make claims statements, entitlement statements
available online. I accept the point about how many
farmers actually use the internet, but there is a
growing number and we are going to encourage
them to use those sorts of services.

Q269 Lynne Jones: At some point in the NAO
Report there was a comment that for each correction
it took eight days of work to change the correction
which required manual intervention. Is that correct?
Mr Cooper: That was specifically on overpayments,
and the elapsed time of eight days came down to one
day. There was a change in that period.

Q270 Lynne Jones: So there has been an
improvement in the amount of manual intervention.
Mr Cooper: There has, and one that the NAO
recognised in one of their earlier reports.

Q271 Lynne Jones: Could you send us a note on to
what you attribute that improvement?
Mr Cooper: Yes.

Q272 Dan Rogerson: I certainly look forward to
Defra making an even stronger case across
Government for rural broadband and the cost-
eVectiveness of that?
Dame Helen Ghosh: I can assure you we are doing
that very thing. We are having month-by-month
focuses in the Department on particular aspects of
our business. We had a farming month recently and
the Management Board, each of us, takes turns to do
weekly diaries, and we had some guests. We had two
farmers who were guest diarists, very high hit rates
across the Department, but the first one, who was in
StaVordshire, the first point he made was, “If only I
had broadband.” So we are arguing that very, very
strongly in the Digital Britain context.

Q273 Chairman: I think every farmer will have noted
with keen interest that the Department for
Environment, Food and Rural AVairs has now
spent one month on farming, so that has increased
the profile of farming in the Department.
Dame Helen Ghosh: It has indeed, and we are doing
food in February. We have pictures of farmers all
over the department.

Q274 Chairman: Good. If you are doing food in
February, I hope you will invite us all round for your
sampling exercise.
Dame Helen Ghosh: Yes, we shall.

Q275 Chairman: I am going to wind things up now
because, Permanent Secretary, I know that you have
another engagement to go to. For the reassurance of
farmers who are still waiting to know where they
stand with reference to the 2005–06 year, when do
you think that will finally be drawn to a conclusion?
For some it has been a bit like the financial sword of
Damocles hanging over their heads.
Dame Helen Ghosh: As I say, one of the purposes of
the review and of the commitment I gave to the PAC
was that we should, indeed, be able to finalise the
overpayments—indeed, that is specifically about
overpayments, but that does not mean we are not
concerned about underpayments—through this
review and be able to reach a view by January about
what they were and how we were going to handle
them. I would not say we will definitely do that in
January because there will be some issues about
negotiations with individuals and discussions about
de minimis limits, and (back to the point earlier) if
there is an issue about writing oV debts we will not
recover, clearly that will need careful discussion with
the Treasury, but early next year.

Q276 Chairman: I am pleased to hear that. We look
forward as a Committee to seeing the outcomes of
the review, and I can but hope, as I will not be
chairing the Committee in the next Parliament, that
whomsoever takes on this onerous role will not find
themselves doing yet another inquiry into the Rural
Payments Agency. What would be genuinely nice to
see is an appropriate section in Defra’s Annual
Report which points to the full implementation of
the positive things that you are going to be doing and
that customer satisfaction continues to rise, that all
the old problems are sorted out once and for all and
that you will be in a fit and proper state to deal with
2013 and beyond. So, I suppose, in terms of this
short inquiry, we have put the benchmarks down,
you are going to supply the solutions as a result of
the review and we look forward very much to seeing
that. May I thank all three of you for your
contribution this afternoon. The Committee wishes
you well in the future, if not for your own sakes but
also for the many thousands of farmers whose
interests you have at heart. Thank you.
Dame Helen Ghosh: Thank you, Chairman.
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Defra’s Departmental Report 2009: follow up questions

Questions Arising from Evidence on 11 November:

1. Rural Payments Agency
Could the Department give details of the general hedging arrangements in place in Defra and the RPA for
foreign exchange transactions and in particular details of the hedging arrangements applicable to the Rural
Payment’s Agency’s use of mean exchange rates for the Single Payment Scheme rather than spot exchange
rates at the date of each transaction? (Q. 14)

The RPA received a qualification in its 2008–09 financial statements in relation to the application of FRS
23 (the eVects of changes in foreign exchange rates). The NAO stated that the Agency had not applied the
spot exchange rate on recognition of foreign currency translations, instead applying eVectively an average
across the year. The NAO concluded that this non-compliance had the eVect of omitting the full impact of
exchange rate movements from the financial statements.

Defra has been in discussions with the NAO to address the qualification to the 2008–09 accounts in
relation to foreign exchange. We have agreed that the RPA will apply the spot exchange when SPS income
is recognised, and we expect that this accounting treatment will result in full compliance with relevant
accounting literature with regards to foreign exchange transactions, in the 2009–10 accounts.

2. Rural Development Programme
Could the department provide further details of the Rural Development Programme; particularly in relation to
the spending on diVerent elements of the programme and the change in spend in relation to the previous year?
The Committee would also be grateful for the department’s assessment of the reasons for changes in the trends
of spending under the Programme. (Q. 23)

The total funding for the programme is £3.9 billion, which runs from 1 January 2007 to 31 December 2013.
The programme receives European and Exchequer funding, the exact split varies according to Axis, but
overall is around 40% to 45% Exchequer funding.

Agri-environment schemes are delivered by Natural England, forestry schemes are delivered by Forestry
Commission and socio-economic measures are delivered by the Regional Development Agencies.

Total annual spend has increased by 11% from £381 million in 2007–08 to £424 million in 2008–09.

Agri-environment and forestry schemes accounted for £370 million in 2007–08 and £406 million in
2008–09, an increase of 10%. Socio-economic measures accounted for £11 million in 2007–08 and £18 million
in 2008–09, an increase of 61%.

Total annual spend is forecast to increase by 10% from £424 million in 2008–09 to £465 million in 2009–10.
Agri-environment and forestry schemes are forecast to account for £410 million in 2009–10, an increase of
1%. Socio-economic measures are forecast to account for £55 million in 2009–10, an increase of 205%.

Total annual spend is budgeted to increase by 22% from £465 million in 2009–10 to £567 million in
2010–11. Agri-environment and forestry schemes are forecast to account for £458 million in 2010–11, an
increase of 12%. Socio-economic measures are forecast to account for £99 million in 2010–11, an increase
of 99%.

The reason why the socio-economic measures represented such a small percentage during 2007–08 and
2008–09 was because the Commission did not approve the RDPE until December 2007. This resulted in a
delay of nearly a full year before new measures being introduced in the programme could be formally
launched (with the resultant delay in take-up and consequent spend). The recession and particularly the
credit crunch has aVected take-up of the socio-economic measures as beneficiaries are required to contribute
to the funding of projects and private funding is more diYcult to secure.

Significant increases within socio economic measures from 2008–09 to 2010–11 include:

— Vocational training and information actions.

— Adding value to agricultural and forestry products.

— Diversification into non-agricultural activities.

— Support for the creation and development of micro-enterprises.

— Encouragement of tourism activities.

— Basic services for the economy and rural population.

With reference to 2010–11:

— Natural England is reporting that it has committed 92% of their budget.

— Forestry Commission is reporting that it has committed 80% of their budget.

— RDAs are reporting that they have committed 60% of their budget.
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3. Relocation costs
Could the department provide details of the savings associated with the relocation of agriculture and
horticulture development board posts to Stoneleigh in Warwickshire and in particular the property costs
associated those moves? (Q. 77)

It is estimated that the relocation will cost Agriculture and Horticulture Development Board (AHDB)
about £12.85 million. This is oVset by a £4.75 million grant from Advantage West Midland giving a net cost
of about £8.1 million. On savings, AHDB estimate annual cost savings of £2.65 million on support costs,
giving a three year payback on the net transition costs referred to above.

In addition, AHDB will generate savings in staV costs on “front-line” services of at least £1.5 million per
annum with further savings from better procurement by the removal of a further 36 posts in front-line
services.

AHDB are currently renting temporary oYce space on the Stoneleigh Park site and will commence a
project to build a new, purpose built oYce costing about £10 million in Spring 2010. See Appendix 1.

4. Horizon Scanning and Futures programme
The Committee would be grateful for further details of your Horizon Scanning and Futures programme, the
Futures Toolkit, and the Horizon Scanning Partnership Project. (Q. 129)

The Defra Horizon Scanning and Futures (HSF) programme oVers a range of services to colleagues across
the department and works in partnership will other organisations wherever it can. The HSF team provides
futures expertise, training, consultation and insights to a range of Defra internal and external customers.
Our internal customers include individuals, teams and programmes within Defra and externally, OGDs,
agencies and academia. Their enquiries relate to all aspects of using futures methods to underpin strategy,
risk, assurance, policy and evidence making.

The team communicates its research by providing a monthly horizon scanning newsletter to internal and
external colleagues,1 and quarterly horizon scanning updates, a yearly report on future key factors which
might impact on the Department and an annual workshop to assess possible future cross-cutting issues, to
the Defra Management Board (an example of the way in which we approach this is appended).1 The team
have also provided consultation guidance and advice on developing a scenario methodology to the National
Ecosystem Assessment (NEA). The NEA is an independent project for which Defra is a significant funder.
The HSF team oVered help and advice to the project to ensure that the NEA futures research is undertaken
in a way which is consistent, compatible and co-ordinated with other scenarios work in the department.

The Futures Toolkit has been developed in partnership with Defra policy makers and evidence analysts
to provide all the information required to utilize horizon scanning and futures research as part of
“Understand the Situation” element of the Defra Policy Cycle, which asks the question “Do we understand
what is happening and why (past, present and future)?” The Toolkit aims to provide advice on making the
most of for all types of futures research—from running a workshop which might only last a few hours,
through examining how existing futures studies can be applied to a particular policy problem, to
undertaking a complex piece of new futures research which runs for over a year, is multidisciplinary in nature
and covers several policy areas. The Toolkit is currently only available internally to Defra, but the HSF team
are looking at ways in which the kit could be made available to all via the internet.

As mentioned earlier, the HSF programme team works in partnership wherever it can to gain eYciencies
and avoid duplication. The Horizon Scanning Partnership Project links the scanning functions of Defra, the
Environment Agency and Natural England to gather and share, insights and analysis from individual and
joint horizon scanning activity. The partnership is currently working on the development of an horizon
scanning database which enables all members to populate and share scanning insights using technology
already available within the Environment Agency.

5. Collaborative Centre of Excellence in Understanding and Managing Natural and Environmental Risks
The Committee would be grateful for further information on the Collaborative Centre of Excellence in
Understanding and Managing Natural and Environmental Risks based at Cranfield University. In particular,
the Committee would be grateful for an explanation of how this work will improve Defra’s risk management.
(Q. 129)

Defra established the “Risk Centre” at Cranfield University in December 2008 with three co-funders:
EPSRC (Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council), NERC (Natural Environment Research
Council) and ESRC (Economic and Social Research Council). This was in response to recommendations
from Defra’s Science Advisory Council. The Council recognised that deep expertise in environmental risk
management exists in Defra and its agencies, but thought that work could be done to improve the
consistency of our approach and they encouraged us to partner with an academic institution that was well
linked into international good practice.

1 Not printed
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Cranfield University was appointed after an external competition, and a three-year relationship has
commenced, which is seeking to provide Defra with a mixture of tactical and strategic support on a range
of policy and delivery problems that have an environmental risk dimension. The Director of the Centre is
Professor Simon Pollard (Professor of Environmental Risk Management), and the Centre consists of a team
of research fellows and PhD and MSc students, all of whom are working on Defra-related case studies.
Examples of current work include:

— helping senior managers to compare diVerent strategic risks (eg flood risk and animal disease
risk)—which may help in making risk-informed resource allocation decisions;

— revising government guidance on conducting environmental risk assessment—which will provide
an opportunity to communicate latest good practice and showcase Defra examples; and

— networking the risk expertise within Defra, so that a community of experts is developed, which can
be sustained beyond the life of the Centre.

Early successes for the Centre include developing an opportunity for bringing in Fera’s expertise to
improve our assessment of the likelihoods and impacts of a range of exotic animal diseases (which were
published in support of the draft Bill to help implement Government’s plans for responsibility and cost
sharing in animal health) and an MSc project which developed a framework for improving CEFAS’s
assessment of the consequences of incursions of exotic fish diseases (the results of which will be incorporated
to their import risk assessment procedure).

The Centre’s work is guided by an advisory board, which includes international experts and members
from the Research Councils and Defra’s Science Advisory Council. The Permanent Secretary and a number
of Management Board members visited the Risk Centre in January, to be briefed on its current work and
its outputs.

6. PSA 28—Plankton
The Committee would be grateful for more information on the department’s work in relation to plankton
referred to on page 150 of the annual report and the appropriateness of plankton status as an indicator under
PSA 28. (Q. 130–132). The Committee would also be grateful for examples of Defra collaborating
internationally on plankton research. (Q. 138)

As reported to an earlier sitting of the EFRA committee the PSA 28 plankton indicator was provided as
a helpful contextual measurement, providing an important background trend against which to examine the
other indicators provided by the PSA that aim to show progress against management measures. As such it
was never intended that a change in trend in the plankton indicator would be seen as a result of any short
term management intervention.

The plankton indicator shows changes in our marine ecosystems recorded over the course of several
decades. It appears to show that the ecology of our seas is changing, and that observed physical changes are
impacting the living ecology. Whilst global policies on tackling climate change will aVect our seas and their
plankton populations, these will be exhibited over very long time scales. The indicator in itself does not
therefore provide, in the short-term, a measure of the eVectiveness of specific policies aimed at managing
our marine environment, however understanding the status of plankton is important in the interpretation
of other marine ecosystem trends, including the state of fish stocks.

Taken together with evidence derived from Defra commissioned research and the wider body of marine
and fisheries science research, the data on plankton abundance from the continuous plankton recorder
(CPR) is considered by Defra’s marine science team in providing advice to policy makers in the marine area.
As an example the Defra chief fisheries science adviser, would use the plankton indicator in considering his
advice on the long term management of fish stocks.

Data for the plankton indicator come from the CPR survey run by the Sir Alister Hardy Foundation for
Ocean Science (SAHFOS). The CPR is a long-term marine plankton monitoring programme (starting in
1931). It is the most geographically extensive marine biological survey in the world and contributes to our
understanding of the health of our oceans. Defra provides approximately £390k per annum in funding to
support SAFHOS. This represents about 28% of its total funding requirements. Defra’s close association
with SAHFOS allows access to key international developments in this area of research.

Outputs from the SAFHOS work are used to inform international fisheries and marine research including
working groups of the International Council for the Exploration of the Seas (ICES)—an intergovernmental
science organisation of 20 Atlantic bordering countries. Research has also been shared extensively with
regional and international bodies, including EU, OSPAR and UN bodies, to inform decisions relating to
the key factors that are changing the functioning of marine ecosystems (such as climate change and marine
pollution). ICES is currently funding a project at SAFHOS to digitise archival plankton material and so
make it more widely available to the international science community.
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Questions Arising from Evidence on 2 December. The Following Four Questions all Relate to
the RPA:

7. Costs per payment
Could the Department give the Committee a note comparing the calculations made by Defra and the NAO in
respect of costs per payment? Please include a breakdown of the elements within the Defra cost estimate making
clear what proportion of the cost is attributable to IT costs. (Q. 257)

Defra/RPA Calculated Cost per Claim

The cost per claim is recorded in Appendix 2. The RPA SPS cost per claim is derived from the direct costs
of processing SPS claims at each of the Operational sites. It also includes, as part of the SPS costs, a share
of the operational shared resources costs and a share of the RPA overhead costs. Costs for compliance
activities and IT investment were excluded.

In 2008–09, 68.29% of RPA site operational costs was apportioned to SPS operational activity and 31.71%
apportioned to non SPS operational activity. The costs for Operational Shared Resources are allocated
between SPS and non SPS costs on the basis of this split. Operational activity is a direct cost and operational
shared resources are an indirect cost.

Operational Shared Resources are:

— Rural Land Register;

— Customer Registration; and

— Direct Corporate Support at each of the Operational sites.

RPA’s other direct costs are defined as being non SPS and excluded from the SPS cost calculation. Where
some of these areas relate to SPS, they are essentially compliance and not operational in nature. These direct
costs are:

— Non SPS trader schemes;

— British Cattle Movement Scheme;

— Policy Directorate;

— Inspectorate;

— Compliance Audit;

— Defra Investigation Service;

— Chief Executives OYce;

— Audit Liaison & Accreditation;

— Internal Audit;

— IS support for non SPS activity; and

— Legal.

In 2008–09 45.52% of RPA’s direct costs related to SPS and 54.48% related to non SPS. This split is used
to apportion RPA’s Overhead (“indirect costs”) costs between SPS and non SPS .

RPA’s overhead costs are:

— Operational Performance Team;

— Managed Document Unit (from 2009–10);

— Communications;

— Finance;

— Human resources;

— Corporate Services; and

— Information Services.

Costs associated with the Programme & Projects Directorate and depreciation have been excluded from
the SPS cost calculation model. This is on the basis that many of these costs, where they bear relevance to
SPS, are driven by compliance requirements rather than operational requirements.

The RPA’s cost per claim calculation is driven by the capture of SPS processing costs on a cost centre basis
per the RPA Chart of Accounts. This gives a cost breakdown for 2008–09, including the proportion of the
cost that is attributable to IT, as shown in Appendix 3.

NAO Calculated Cost per Claim

The NAO’s calculated cost per claim of £1,743 in 2008–09 is based on the proportion of RPA’s audited
costs which relate to SPS. The relevant proportions were taken from RPA’s own detailed analyses for
2008–09, which showed that 72% of IT costs and 67% of staV and other administration costs related to
SPS activity.
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The NAO has included all SPS costs in their calculation as they believe that it is not possible to
diVerentiate between processing and non-processing SPS costs, since all SPS costs are directly or indirectly
related to SPS claim processing. The NAO has not included investment or sunk costs, but only current costs
of staV, IT and administration in its calculation as taken from the RPA’s audited financial statements.

The SPS IT costs consists of:

— Depreciation;

— Amortisation;

— Running Costs; and

— IT Contractors costs not taken account of under “Agency staff”.

The SPS StaV costs consists of:

— Permanent and temporary staV costs. This includes Wages and Salaries, National Insurance, Other
pension costs, StaV exit costs, Agency staV costs and non payroll staV costs such as travel and
subsistence.

SPS Administration costs consists of:

— Accommodation;

— Foreign Exchange;

— Communication; and

— Other non IT running costs.

IT Costs element for 2008–09:

NAO—£63.073 million (source NAO report “A Second Progress Update on the Administration
of the Single Payment Scheme by the RPA”, Figure 3, part 2).

RPA—IS Support overhead of SPS activity—£16.7 million. The RPA cost per SPS claim for
2008–09 amounted to £751, it is now around £700.

8. Risk register status
The Committee would be grateful for a note on the status of the risk register—specifically, what are the current
top 10 risks and which of them are red, and which amber? (Q. 262)

Background

The Rural Payments Agency Management Board (AMB) and Agency Executive Group (AEG) consider
key strategic and tactical risks respectively on a monthly basis. The AEG, a sub-board of the AMB, consists
of the Agency’s executive team whilst the AMB also includes non-executive directors. The Agency has a
single risk register which records the risks submitted by each Directorate. These are reviewed at team and
Directorate level and, where appropriate, regularly escalated for consideration by the Agency Executive
Group. Subsequent escalation from AEG to AMB takes place when necessary.

As well as managing strategic risks, the AMB maintains regular oversight of the key tactical risks facing
the Agency. A full review of strategic risks was undertaken at the end of last year and is being followed up
with regular quarterly update reviews. As a result of the full review a number of risks previously managed
by AMB are being managed at lower levels while others are being refocused to reflect the current pressures
on the Agency. New risks identified are being fully assessed by Executive Directors. The risks and issues
managed and monitored by AMB and AEG are those which are rated as being High or Very High (amber
or red). A full report on the top Agency risks together with appropriate mitigation plans are to be considered
at the AMB meeting on 17 March.

Top Agency Risks

Risks in these areas being refined for discussion at the AMB meeting in March

— Defra’s current Review of RPA.

— Customer and Stakeholder engagement.

— Information Technology systems support.

— CAP 2013.

— Levels of capacity, capability and engagement.

— The risk to suYcient levels of funding.

— Providing value for money.

— Information quality and assurance.

— Financial management controls.

— The slow progress of the RLR programme.

— The risks to successful delivery of SPS 2010.
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The two risks shown below, previously monitored by AMB, have been successfully mitigated and are now
monitored at a lower level.

— The CAP Health Check programme.

— Imposition of policy changes without due consideration for operational delivery.

Tactical risks and issues being monitored by AEG and provided to the AMB for oversight:

— (risk) Closure of 2009–10 Annual accounts may be jeopardised.

— (issue) RPA is unable to provide a fully eVective correction response on CAP Health Check
Article 137 of Council Regulation (EC) 73/2009.

— (issue) Delivery issues and external scrutiny by third parties undermine messages to improve the
Agency’s reputation.

— (issue) InsuYcient OCDS/OTMS budget to cover any successful compensation claims from
tallow storage and rendering plant contractors.

— (risk) Successful delivery of E-channel to time and budget.

9. Reporting the review in January
At Q. 264 Dame Helen indicated that Defra intended to report to the House on the findings of the review in
January. Has an announcement been made and if so, could you direct us to it?

At the 2 December hearing, Dame Helen was referring at Q.264 to the specific issue of overpayments.
Early findings on overpayments from the current RPA Review were expected to inform the action plan on
meeting NAO recommendations that the Department was committed to providing to the Public Accounts
Committee by the end of January. That is the same action plan that she referred to at the Public
Administration Select Committee hearing on 28 January. A copy is attached.2

10. Corrections to claims—RPA
Please give the Committee a short note about the time taken (where manual intervention is required) to make
corrections to claims. To what do Defra and RPA attribute the improvement in time taken from eight days to
one? Can an estimate be made of the number of cases which are likely always to require some sort of manual
intervention? (Q271)

The improvement in time take taken to make corrections to claims has been as a result of increasing the
automation of the process of correcting and amending previous years’ claims and entitlement information
in August 2007. Further improvements have subsequently been made to the process. The series of programs
used to update the entitlements and recalculate claims has been automated to further reduce the manual
intervention necessary once the corrections have been made. Training and further experience developed over
time has increased staV knowledge and resulted in reduced timescales.

The volume of cases requiring manual amendments each year will largely be driven by correction work
identified during the validation process and anomalies identified during inspections. Approximately
4,000 remote sensing and 1,800 physical inspections are carried out each year. From the claims inspected
there will always be corrections that need to take place as a result of anomalies found. Approximately 75%
of claims inspected result in corrective action in claims in one or more previous years. The enhancements
made to the Rural Land Register during 2009–10 are also expected to result in an increased amount of
amendment work during 2010.

Other Questions:

11. Safeguarding our soils
The Committee would be grateful for more details of the department’s “safeguarding our soils” programme. In
particular the Committee is interested in the department’s assessment of the risks of soil degradation and what
the department’s principal levers are to bring about a halt and reversal in the degradation of soil.

The new Soil Strategy for England, Safeguarding our Soils, was published on 24 September 2009 and
covers a number of priority areas. It makes clear that action will need to be taken by Government, farmers
and other land managers, planners, developers, the construction sector and consumers (for example, in
opting for peat-free compost) in order to successfully tackle degradation and ensure the sustainable
management of soils. It sets out a long-term vision, strategic objectives and a number of specific
commitments, but is intended to be a framework for action that is flexible and can adapt to new evidence
and knowledge.

The main risks to soil in the UK are from erosion, compaction and loss of soil organic matter, and we
know that there are likely to be significant implications for the resilience of our soils as the climate changes.
The total costs of erosion have been estimated by the Environment Agency at around £45 million per year

2 Not printed
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in 2005 (not accounting for the impact of more recent cross compliance measures). Although we do not have
precise figures on compaction, we know that the flood related costs alone of poor agricultural soil
management and breakdown of soil structure have been estimated by the Environment Agency (2007) to be
in the wide range of £29–128 million per year. The costs of organic matter decline as a result of cultivation
have been estimated in the region of £82 million. We are carrying out further research to update and
strengthen our analysis to inform future policy development. At the same time, we are also focusing new
research on better understanding the impacts of climate change on soil properties, degradation processes
and soil biota (ie organisms living within the soil).

The Department has a number of levers to address soil degradation, but to focus in particular on:

Soil Protection Review (SPR) 2010. The original SPR (2006) formalised the recording of on-farm
soil protection measures as part of the requirements for Cross Compliance under the Common
Agricultural Policy. Delivering one of the commitments in the Soil Strategy for England, an
updated SPR was introduced on 1 January 2010 and requires farmers to identify soil degradation
risks on their land and to take appropriate soil protection measures to address them. It also
provides more flexibility as farmers are no longer required to wait for a derogation before accessing
waterlogged soil, as long as they recording any access and take appropriate measures to remediate
any damage.

Environmental Stewardship encourages farmers to deliver eVective environmental management,
and we are now reviewing the need for new or strengthened soil protection proposals.

The Partnership Project on Peat was set up at the end of 2007 to co-ordinate eVorts to understand,
protect and restore peat soils and the habitats that they support in England, Wales and Northern
Ireland. Building on new research and analysis that has been undertaken as part of the project, the
Government will be developing a new and wide-ranging framework for action on peat protection
and restoration of degraded peatlands. This will include measures to further reduce the
horticultural use of peat and encourage the switch to peat-free, low carbon alternatives as well as
policy options on wider (upland and lowland) peat issues.

Planning and construction: The Soil Strategy recognises the need to protect soils during
construction and development. Defra published the Construction Code of Practice for the
Sustainable Use of Soils on Construction Sites alongside the Strategy in September 2009, and we
will be working with Communities and Local Government to develop a new practical toolkit by
the end of the year to ensure that planners have all of the information necessary to take soil into
account in their decision-making. Finally, we will shortly be commissioning a project to review the
weight that should be given to protecting good quality agricultural soils (best and most versatile
(BMV) land) from development.

12. CAP Health Check reforms
In relation to CAP Health Check reforms, the Annual Report explains that the UK did not achieve budget
neutrality and that this may cost the UK around ƒ80 million in 2011 but “there is likely to be a net gain for UK
taxpayers in the following years”. The Committee would be grateful for an explanation of where that net gain
will come from.

There is likely to be a net gain for UK taxpayers following the CAP Health Check reforms due to the
“financial discipline” mechanism that exists to keep CAP Pillar 1 spending beneath the budgetary ceilings.
This requires that an adjustment—ie a reduction—to direct payments is proposed when forecasts indicate
that the amounts budgeted under Pillar 1 will be exceeded in the next budget year. We expect to see the
Financial Discipline mechanism being triggered as a result of the increased Pillar 1 spending following the
Health Check. In this circumstance, the UK’s EU receipts would drop, thus increasing the gap between our
contributions and receipts which would then result in an increased rebate (and benefit to taxpayers).

13. Food security—DSO 7
The Committee would be grateful for further information on DSO 7 relating to food security; in particular what
indicators and targets have been agreed to support this DSO.

The draft Intermediate Outcomes (IOs) supporting DSO 7 are awaiting HM Treasury clearance. The DSO
reaches further than just food security, and the three draft IOs cover all aspects of sustainability:

— economic productivity from food related industries;

— environmental impact from food production and consumption; and

— people choosing to eat a healthy diet.

It is the intention that a selection of the suite of sustainable food system indicators (published as part of
Food 2030 in January 2010) will be used in conjunction with the UK Food Security Assessment to measure
progress on achieving DSO 7, and work is now well advanced to select the appropriate indicators.
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14. DSO 3 indicators
The Committee would be grateful for further information on DSO3. Can the department confirm whether the
revision of the indicators under DSO 3 has been completed and whether you have baseline data for all of those
indicators?

All four indicators under DSO 3 have been revised to align them more closely with the overall outcomes
of the Sustainable Consumption and Production Programme. We have also worked to improve the quality
of the existing indicators, taking into account findings from a National Audit OYce (NAO) review of the
indicators; in particular by carrying out sensitivity tests to confirm that any mismatches between the
coverage of the indicator and the objectives of the Programme do not materially aVect the assessment of the
outcomes.

The baseline data for the revised indicators is 2000 (2002 in the case of indicator 3.1.3).

Under the Intermediate Outcome 3.1: More sustainable products, business processes in the
manufacturing and service sectors and consumer lifestyle, which reduce environmental impacts and
contribute to an innovative and productive economy, the following indicators have been revised:

Indicator 3.1.1: Low carbon patterns of production: CO2 emissions from energy use by the UK
manufacturing and service sectors This indicator assesses the climate change impact of the UK
manufacturing and service sector in terms of OYce for National Statistics (ONS) estimates of
carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions from energy use. It is similar to one of the elements of the
corresponding indicator shown in the 2009 report, but the coverage of sectors has been revised
following comments from the NAO.

Indicator 3.1.2: Low carbon patterns of consumption: CO2 emissions from energy use by UK
households.

This indicator assesses the climate change impact of households in the UK, by reference to ONS
estimates of CO2 emissions from energy use. It is similar to one of the elements of the
corresponding indicator shown in the 2009 report, but the scope has been extended to include
emissions from private road transport.

Indicator 3.1.3: Resource eYcient patterns of production: waste to landfill by the UK non-
domestic sector This indicator assesses the resource eYciency of the UK manufacturing and service
sectors by reference to changes in the amount of non-domestic waste sent to landfill in the UK,
using Landfill Operator returns to the Environment Agencies. It is similar to one of the elements
of indicator 3.1.1 shown in the 2009 report, but the coverage has been extended from England only
to include the rest of the UK. Non-domestic waste to landfill in the UK fell from 67 million tonnes
to 56 million tonnes (over 15%) between 2002 and 2007.

Indicator 3.1.4: Resource eYcient patterns of consumption: UK household waste not recycled This
indicator uses WasteDataFlow estimates to assess the resource eYciency of the consumption of
UK households by reference to changes in the amount of household waste not recycled. It is
identical to one of the elements of indicator 3.1.2 shown in the 2009 report, which also included
two other measures of impacts from household activities.

We are currently seeking clarification on whether HMT approval is required.

15. Comparing indicators
The Committee would be grateful for an explanation of how, having revised the indicators, the department
intends to make comparisons with previous years and assess progress.

The Department will continue to report on the PSA indicators for which it is responsible, for which
indicators are not being revised, allowing full continuity between Departmental and Autumn Performance
Reports between years. With the 2008 Machinery of Government changes, the Department agreed with
HMT two additional DSOs (1 and 7) for which the Department is developing indicators. Supporting
indicators for a number of other DSOs are being revised, as set out in the Departmental Report (DR) 09 and
Autumn Performance Report (APR) 09. These revisions are intended to result in indicators which better
reflect our work and enable improved assessment of progress. Where indicators are being revised, reporting
issues such as the feasibility of making comparisons across years will be considered in agreeing indicator
revisions with HMT.

Where indicators are being revised as announced in the DR 09 and the APR 09, (ie for DSOs 3, 4 and 5)
if feasible, these will be developed from existing data sources and surveys. This approach is most appropriate
for revisions to indicators where the focus is improvement to better reflect our work, rather than where there
are new areas of work (which is the case for DSO 1, for example). Where the use of existing data collection
has been feasible, this means that there is a consistent data set through time, allowing clear comparison with
previous years’ established trends against which further progress can be assessed. This approach helps to
minimise the costs of monitoring and reporting as objectives develop over time by making best use of existing
sources. For example, APR 09 reported the revised indicators 3.1.3 and 3.1.4 for DSO 3 both of which made
new use of domestic and non-domestic waste and recycling UK data already collected, for which trends can
be traced back through previous years for comparison.
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In developing revised indicators, it is important to establish a baseline, against which future progress can
be assessed. This baseline will be formed of data in previous years, such that a comparison against this
baseline will also imply a comparison with previous years. In some instances, where progress is against new
work, the indicators are not yet assessed while this baseline is developed (and new sources of data are
developed). For example, for DSO 1 indicator 1.2 Local Authority Preparedness for Climate Change,
reported in the APR 09, is assessing progress of work which was not previously measured. In this instance,
there cannot be meaningful comparison with previous years as that information is not available, but new
information gathering will establish a baseline against which the Department’s progress can be assessed.

16. Evidence of sustainable procurement of products
The Annual Report states that, in relation to sustainable procurement of products, “an evidence base and policy
approach will be developed by December 2010 with a view to publication and use of standards by the UK
government by 2011.” The Committee would be grateful for an update on this work.

UK minimum product procurement standards, known as Government Buying Standards (formerly
known as Quick Wins) are already in place. However as the EU is a major driver for standards in this area,
an important objective is to align EU Green Public Procurement standards with Government Buying
Standards by the end of 2011.

To ensure an eVective evidence base for standards, we aim to have Impact Assessments on 10 priority
products in place by the end of 2010. These will assess the costs and benefits of products, normally over a
10-year period. Stakeholders are being consulted where appropriate as the related specifications are being
developed. We have held a successful supplier engagement day on furniture and plan to repeat this approach
for other priority groups.

17. Updates on indicators in DR 2010
The Annual Report refers to the revision or addition of indicators, such as indicator 3.1.4 (Environmental
impacts of the UK Public Sector). The Committee would be grateful to know whether the department intends
to report progress on all these indictors in the next Departmental Report. The Committee would also be grateful
to know when the definitions of all new or revised indicators will be published.

The amended indicators are shown above (question 14). The revised indicators have been published and
reported on in the Autumn Performance Report 2009 http://www.defra.gov.uk/corporate/about/how/
deprep/docs/apr2009.pdf. Progress will be reported against each of these revised indicators in the
Departmental Report to be published May 2010.

18. Championing sustainable development—DSO 5
The Committee would be grateful for an explanation of how the department measures its requirement under
DSO 5 to “champion sustainable development”.

The department measures its requirement under DSO 5 to “champion sustainable development” through
two intermediate outcomes (IO): 5.1 to champion sustainable development domestically and 5.2 to
champion sustainable development internationally. These IOs are supported by a total of five indicators.

The indicators measure our championing of sustainable development at an operational level through the
performance of the Government as a whole against the Sustainable Operations on the Government Estate
(SOGE) targets and Sustainable Development Action Plans. We also measure stakeholders’ perceptions of
how well Defra (and the SDC) performs as the champion of SD. We carried out a survey in 2009 to establish
a baseline for stakeholder perception, domestically and internationally, and will summarise findings on this
in the 2010 Departmental Report. Finally, we are developing a measure for our level of engagement and
impact of interventions in each of the Sustainable Development Dialogue countries.

We are reviewing the indicators to reflect changes in responsibility for SOGE targets and finalise those still
in development. The current set of indicators is as follows:

Intermediate Outcome 5.1—Domestic

— Indicator 5.1.1: Performance of Government as a whole against the Sustainable Operations on the
Government Estate (SOGE) targets and against SD action plans as summarised in the SDC’s
reports.

— Indicator 5.1.2: Indicator on Government estate water use and waste to landfill, and CO2 emissions
from the wider Government estate.

— Indicator 5.1.3: Stakeholders’ perceptions of Defra’s (and the SDC’s) eVectiveness and usefulness
as champion of SD.
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Intermediate Outcome 5.2—International

— Indicator 5.2.1: An indicator (still under development) weighted by country measuring
engagement of country and impact of the SD Dialogues.

— Indicator 5.2.2: Stakeholders’ perceptions of Defra’s (and the SDC’s) eVectiveness and usefulness
as champion of SD.

Update on progress

Indicators on performance of Government Estate: The Sustainable Operation on Government Estate
(SOGE) report showed that there has been an improvement in performance across all five key SOGE target
areas, and government is now on track to meet, or has already met targets in carbon emissions, waste,
recycling and water. Defra moved from 17th to 11th in the Departmental league table.

Indicators on Stakeholder Engagement: A stakeholders’ survey was completed in 2009 covering both
domestic and international stakeholders, the results were overall positive, showing that the majority of
stakeholders felt that Defra was championing SD fairly/very well, with room for improvement.

The indicator measuring the engagement of and with countries and the impact of the Sustainable
Development Dialogues is still being developed; it will show the level of engagement and impact of
interventions in each of the Sustainable Development Dialogue countries.

19. Embedding sustainability in Government policy making
The annual report notes that the CSR04 PSA 1 for promoting sustainable development has been met. The
Committee would be grateful for further details of how the department is embedding sustainability in the
Government’s policy making.

There are a number of continuing initiatives to embed SD into policy making, from staV engagement and
training, to including SD into formal policy making processes. Defra, along with the SDC, is pursuing this
further through the cross-government network and programme boards.

One existing initiative is the SD specific impact test (SIT) in Impact Assessments, which aims to assess
the sustainability of policies through a number of questions related to environmental, social and economic
impacts. Defra used these questions to create a tool called “Stretching the Web” to encourage policy makers
to “think” sustainable at the beginning of the policy cycle. Defra includes stretching the web in policy cycle
training and encourages inclusion of the tool in all business cases. Other departments have begun to use this
tool, or adapt it to suit their department’s needs, and encourage the use in submissions and business cases.

The Government Economic Service has also commissioned a review into the economics of sustainable
development, led by the Chief Economist at Defra. The group produced an interim report in October 2009;
this concluded that conventional cost-benefit analysis could be used to take account of SD in appraisal in
most circumstances but that the tools were not always available to policy makers. In particular it
recommended improvement of the Impact Assessment SIT questions. The GES group has revised the
questions jointly with the Better Regulation Executive (BRE) and SDC and new guidance is expected by
April 2010. GES also recommends better assessment of the social impacts of policy, improved assessment
of environmental externalities such as pollution and damage, as well as development of an asset check for
our most critical assets. Defra is now working to ensure that these recommendations are developed for
implementation in policy making.

These changes are likely to lead to a review of tools such as Stretching the Web, and Defra’s Sustainable
Development Programme is working closely with the SDC and practitioners across Whitehall to develop
new tools and solutions for embedding SD into policy.

20. NAO/PAC action plan
Dame Helen’s evidence before our colleagues on PASC last week indicated that an action plan was submitted
as requested to the NAO/PAC on 29 January. May we have sight of this?

Please see Appendix 6.3

APPENDIX 1

CENTRAL AND TRANSITION COST ALLOCATION PAPER

Purpose

The purpose of this paper is:

— To reconsider the best option for accounting for transition costs;

— To identify the best option for financing transition costs; and

— To feedback the final recommendations from the Senior Executive Team on central cost
allocations.

3 Not printed
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Background

The Board first considered how to deal with transition costs during its shadow form and concluded that
the most appropriate method was to account centrally and ensure sector balance sheets were not
“complicated” by these transactions.

Following changes in the sources of funding compared to the Accenture Business Case, particularly the
elimination of the rent free period and a reduction in the likely sale proceeds from Winterhill House, as well
as the introduction of hypothecation rules in the Statutory Instrument that require a specific accounting
treatment, the Board considered again its options for accounting and allocating transition costs at its June
meeting. Options for consideration included immediate write-oV of transition costs against sector reserves
on an agreed formula.

Since the last Board meeting there has been further feedback from sector Boards directly, and through
Sector Directors, that AHDB appears to be reneging on its commitment that sectors would not have to meet
their own costs of transition; this was particularly important to sectors with disproportionately high
transition costs where, on a sector by sector basis, payback would be extended. This feedback has been
driven by AHDB’s fresh deliberations and the publication of the Annual Report and Accounts ‘08/
‘09 (ARA) with its segmental reporting identifying notional allocation of transition costs back to sectors.

AHDB needs to find a mechanism that allows accounting on a central basis and, therefore, meets its
previous commitments, but is flexible enough to allow those sectors that wish to eVect an immediate write-
oV of their “share” to be able to do so.

Forecast of Transition Costs

The table below shows the transition costs paid and provided for in ‘08/‘09. There is also a column
showing the additional costs expected in ‘09/‘10. The total amount is a best estimate at this stage but should
reflect the overall group commitment to transition costs.
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Sector Savings in Support Costs

The table below indicates the likely savings accruing to each sector in support costs. The comparative data
has been drawn from the costs recorded in sector accounts for ‘08/‘09, adjusted for known changes from the
period ‘07/ ‘08 to provide a true pre-LBR comparator . The costs for ‘09/‘10 include all legacy costs carried
forward from sector operations together with the build up of costs for the new Stoneleigh platform. The
overlap of costs in ‘09/‘10 depresses the first year savings.

The allocation of costs is based on “activity based” drivers agreed by Sector Directors. The full detail of
these allocations is included in appendix 1.

Further Option for Consideration

AHDB should revert to its mechanism for central accounting and paying back transition costs through
grant receipts and savings generated by the merger; this will ensure its previous commitments are honoured.
Conversations with the NAO since the publication of the AHDB ARA ‘08/‘09 have confirmed we still have
this flexibility.

However, AHDB has sectors that would prefer to write-oV their share of transition costs and establish
their new, lower cost base immediately. As the grant receipts will only meet part of the transition costs, the
balance will be required to be met from sector savings over the forthcoming accounting periods. Sectors that
wish to should be allowed to meet their proportion of costs in full from their own reserves. This provision
will be known as “accelerated repayment”. Those sectors not wishing to “accelerate repayment” will need
to account for central costs at pre-LBR levels until full repayment is made.

This proposal allows complete flexibility; a central accounting mechanism and immediate write-oV for
those sectors requiring that option.

One final point to bear in mind is that the redundancy costs included in the transition numbers has
financed the removal of a further 36 posts in sectors’ “front-line” services, which has generated additional
savings of approximately £1.5 million per annum. These savings are excluded from the calculations shown
below; as are any future savings generated by better procurement. Accenture estimated a benefit of
£2.4 million per annum accruing from better procurement in their 2007 Business Case.
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The table below identifies the accounting on a sector and central basis for transition costs.

Financing Transition Costs

There will be an immediate cash call from sector financial resources (known as “sector loans”) to finance
the initial payment of transition costs. It is proposed that the sector loans are allocated on the basis of how
back oYce savings accrue in the sectors concerned. On this basis, the net repayment after deduction of the
AWM grant will be matched exactly by the savings accruing to each sector. There is also a simple logic in
this proposal as the investment in the transition programme has generated a ROI (return on investment)
represented by the savings.

The table below shows the likely profile of repayments.
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Conclusion and Recommendation

It is recommended that the Board adopts the proposed accounting for transition costs on a central basis.
Furthermore, sectors should be allowed to accelerate repayments from their own financial reserves where
this proposal suits sector financial strategies.

APPENDIX
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APPENDIX 2
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APPENDIX 3

RPA—SPS COSTS ANALYSIS—2008–09

Site/Function Direct Costs Indirect Costs
SPS Non SPS Shared Overhead

£k £k Resources £k
£k

Reading 3,350 1,031 4,955
Newcastle 6,733 2,983 5,728
Carlisle 7,875 1,270 2,331
Exeter 6,789 2,070 3,071
Northallerton 11,399 0 3,045
Workington 5,946 12,200 6,682
Customer Directorate 0 0 1,736
Sub Total 42,093 19,544 27,548
% of costs (excl. Shared Resources) to 2 dp 68.29% 31.71%
Allocation of Shared Resources 18,810 8,738
Sub Total including allocation of Shared Resources 60,904 28,292
Policy Directorate 4,363
Inspectorate 19,739
Operational Performance Team 3,574
Compliance Audit 844
Defra Investigation Service 1,509
Total Operations 60,904 54,746 3,574
Chief Executives OYce 947
Communications
Finance
Finance (Accreditation and Audit Liaison) 452
Human Resources 8,367
Corporate Services 7,147
Audit 1,723
Non SPS IS Support 13,947
Information Services 16,674
Business Development Service 22
Legal 1,174
Sub Total 18,243 38,280
TOTAL 60,904 72,989 41,854
% of direct costs (to 2 dp) 45.52% 54.48%
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